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Kayaking on Canterbury Rivers: reaches, values and flow requirements

Executive summary
A study has been commissioned by Environment Canterbury to identify and report on the most valued
reaches of rivers used for kayaking in Canterbury and to determine the flows needed by kayakers of
different abilities to provide for those values. Some data illustrating how impacts of water abstraction
on kayaking values can be evaluated are also presented. The report aims to produce data in a form
that is able to be understood and used by Environment Canterbury hydrologists, planners and the
Canterbury Water Management Strategy (CWMS; Canterbury Mayoral Forum, 2009) zone and
regional committees in drawing up the Zone Implementation Programmes (ZIPs), the Regional
Implementation Programme (RIP) and the Canterbury Land and Water Regional Plan.
An expert panel has been used to reach consensus on the river reaches and flow requirements
chosen, with assistance from a range of other experienced kayakers. Key Environment Canterbury
staff have also been involved in reviewing the data generated in the study and the report as it has
been written. The report on the study has also been reviewed by four experienced kayakers.
The most valued reaches of rivers are summarised in the following Table and Map. Category A
reaches are those of outstanding and exceptional value in the authors’ view and deserving of
recognition by a Water Conservation Order (WCO). Category B and Category C reaches are also
highly valued and important, but slightly less so than those in Category A. Brief reasons for deciding
on these categories are given in the Table and in discussion in the report. The Classes of the different
river reaches define their grade or class of technical difficulty for kayakers, according to an
Internationally recognised scale (see Appendix I).
River
(Stream,
Creek)

Kayaking Reach

Class

Features and Values

II-III

Beginner to intermediate white water; Part of a source
to sea trip; Wild, scenic and alpine environment

II-III

Beginner to intermediate white water over much of the
run; Outstanding remote multi-day white water
wilderness trip, longest of its type in New Zealand;
Part of a source to sea trip; Outstanding wild, scenic
and alpine environment, with spectacular river gorges

III

Outstanding confident beginner to intermediate white
water; Part of a source to sea trip; Dramatic good
gradient white water at end of multi-day river journey

Justification/reason
for inclusion in
category

Category A
Lake Tennyson to
Acheron confluence

Clarence

Acheron confluence to
Glen Alton Bridge

Glen Alton Bridge to
SH1 or sea

Waiau

Upper – Malings Pass
to Hope confluence

Lake Sumner outlet to
the South Branch

South Branch

III-IV+

II-II+
(III)a

Outstanding beginner to intermediate white water
(Sisters Stream Gorge class III at higher flow); Easy
road access to parts of the run; Slalom site at the
Jollie Brook rapid; Part of a source to sea trip; Wild,
scenic river gorges and Canterbury high country
environment; Proximity to Christchurch – key nursery
river

II-III

Beginner to intermediate white water but access
difficult over 4WD farm tracks; Wild, scenic river
gorges and Canterbury high country environment;
Flow contribution to Māori Gully; Proximity to
Christchurch

II-II+
(III)

Outstanding beginner to intermediate white water
(Devil’s Fang Falls Class III rapid); Easy road access
to run; Part of a source to sea trip; Wild, scenic river
gorges and Canterbury high country environment;
Proximity to Christchurch – key nursery river

III

Outstanding confident beginner to expert white water
over a wide flow range; ‘Big’ water in high flows; Part
of a source to sea trip; Wild, scenic gorge and
Canterbury high country environment; One of the best
runs of its type in New Zealand; Proximity to
Christchurch – key nursery river

Hurunui
South Branch
confluence to
Seaward River

Seaward River to
Surveyors Stream
(Māori Gully Reach)

Outstanding advanced and expert white water; ‘Big’
water in high flows; Outstanding wild and scenic
gorges and alpine and high country environment;
Outstanding multi-day trip for experienced paddlers
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Only intermediate level
white water class II-III
multiday wilderness
trip with spectacular
gorges and remote
journey of its type in
New Zealand

Only multi-day class
III-IV+ white water trip
for experienced
paddlers in Canterbury

Outstanding key New
Zealand nursery river
for new kayakers with
range of runs for
beginners to advanced
kayakers, wild and
scenic river gorges
and Canterbury high
country scenery; parts
recommended for a
WCO in 2009
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River
(Stream,
Creek)

Kayaking Reach

Surveyors Stream to
Mandamus confluence

Waimakariri

Mount White Bridge to
Gorge Bridge

Class

Features and Values

II-III

Outstanding beginner to intermediate white water over
a wide flow range; ‘Big’ water in high flows; Part of a
source to sea trip; Wilderness feel, scenic gorges and
Canterbury high country environment; Proximity to
Christchurch

II-II+

Beginner and intermediate white water; Overnight
wilderness trip; Impressive wild and scenic river
gorges; Developing beginner to expert downriver
racing run

Gorge Bridge to SH1
Bridge

II

Gorge – Whiterock to
Klondyke Intake

IV-V

Outstanding advanced and expert white water; ‘Big’
water; Wilderness feel; Wild and scenic river gorge;
Kayaking values recognised in WCO

Klondyke to Peel
Forest

II-II+

Outstanding beginner and intermediate white water;
Good gradient, and good wave trains at right flows;
Popular for instruction and runnable over a wide range
of flows; ‘Big’ water flood run; Intermediate to expert
downriver racing run – key nursery river; Kayaking
values recognised in WCO

Boyle

Engineers Camp to
Windy Point

II-III

Beginner to intermediate water run; Wild and scenic
character; Scenic gorges

Hope/Waiau

SH7 Hope Bridge to
Hanmer confluence

II-III

Beginner to intermediate white water run; Intermediate
to expert downriver racing run; Scenic gorges

Waiau

Hanmer confluence to
Leslie Hills Bridge

II-II+

Beginner to intermediate white water run; Beginner to
expert downriver racing run; Scenic gorge

Gillespies Bridge to
Middle Bridge

II (III)

Developing beginner and intermediate white water;
Wilderness feel; Wild and scenic river gorge; Proximity
to Christchurch

III+

Outstanding intermediate/advanced white water;
Wilderness feel; Wild and scenic river gorge; Proximity
to Christchurch

Rangitata

Beginner and intermediate white water; Beginner to
expert downriver racing run; Proximity to Christchurch

Justification/reason
for inclusion in
category

Outstanding river for
downriver race
kayaking, wild and
scenic river gorges
and Canterbury high
country scenery

Outstanding Class IVV and II-II+ white water
runs, key nursery river

Category B

Ashley
Middle Bridge to
Domain

Outstanding advanced and expert white water;
Wilderness feel; Wild and scenic river gorges;
Proximity to Christchurch

Okuku

Lees Valley Road to
Fox Creek

III+-IV

Otukaikino

Groynes to Dickies
Road Bridge

I+

White water kayak training for beginners; In
Christchurch

Avon

Bridge at Boy’s High
to Pleasant Point

I

Kayak training; In Christchurch

Lake Coleridge to
Gorge Road Bridge

II+ (III)

Rakaia

Gorge Bridge to
Lowes cutting

Beginner and intermediate white water; Wild and
scenic river gorge; Developing beginner to expert
downriver racing run

II+

Beginner and intermediate white water; Beginner to
expert downriver racing run

Orari

Gorge – Andrews
Stream to road near
river

II-II+

Beginner and intermediate white water; Scenic river
gorge; Kayak instruction

Opihi

Gorge

III-IV

Intermediate and advanced white water; Scenic river
gorge

Upper – Hooker Lake
to upper footbridge

IV+-V

Expert white water; Wild and scenic character; Alpine
environment

Lower – Mueller Lake
to Hooker Corner

III-IV

Intermediate to expert white water; Wild and scenic
character; Alpine environment

Hooker

Waihao

North Branch

IV

A range of rivers
largely chosen for the
quality white water
they offer for kayakers
of different abilities,
and which have
features on them
which make them
stand out from other
runs of similar class of
difficulty. Some runs
have limited flow
availability but still
retain high values
particularly for the
quality white water
they offer when flows
are present

Advanced and expert flood creeking white water run;
Remote journey through classic South Canterbury hill
country, wallabies and goats; Large boulders in bed

Category C
Mason

Inland Kaikoura Road
Bridge to Wandle
River Bridge

IV-V

Expert flood creeking white water run; Scenic gorge

Boyle

Upper Boyle to Lodge

III+-IV

Outstanding advanced/expert creeking white water

ii

A range of rivers
largely chosen for the
quality white water
they offer for kayakers
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River
(Stream,
Creek)

Kayaking Reach

Hurunui

Lowry Peaks Gorge to
SH1 Bridge

Bowyers

Sharplin Falls to
carpark

IV-V

Rangitata

Mesopotamia –
Harper Lodge to
Whiterock

I-II

Beginner white water; Wild and scenic

Orari

Upper – down to
Gorge

III

Intermediate white water; Scenic river gorge

Ahuriri

above SH8

II-III

Beginner and intermediate white water; Wild and
scenic character

dam to Lake George
Scott

II-II+

Beginner and intermediate white water; Requires
controlled flow release

White Water Course

III

Intermediate and advanced white water; Requires
controlled flow release

Class

Justification/reason
for inclusion in
category

Features and Values
run; Wild and scenic character

Tekapo

Pukaki
a

Below tail race Pukaki
Dam

I-II

II+-IV

Beginner to intermediate white water; Part of a source
to sea trip; Scenic river gorges
Advanced and expert flood creeking white water run

of different abilities,
and which have
features on them
which make them
stand out from other
runs of similar class of
difficulty within the
Canterbury region.
Some runs have
limited access or flow
availability but still
retain high values even
though that is the
case. However, given
their use/availability
these runs rate at a
slightly lower level than
those in Category B

Beginner/Intermediate (low flows ca 40 cumecs) and
advanced/expert (flows >100 cumecs) white water;
‘Big’ water at high flows; Requires controlled flow
release

Where a value is given in parentheses, this indicates a rapid of this Class is found in this reach.

The flow requirements of white water kayakers of different abilities using the most valued reaches of
rivers are summarised in the following Table. The abilities of the kayakers are defined as beginner –
comfortable on Class I and II water; intermediate – comfortable on Class III water; advanced –
comfortable on Class III+ and/or Class IV water; and expert – comfortable on Class V water. A slightly
different ability scale is defined for downriver racing and multisport kayakers, as discussed in the
report. Where flow requirements are not indicated (by a dash in the Table) this is because the reaches
are either unsuitable for that category of paddler or are not normally used by such paddlers.
River
(Stream,
Creek)

Reach

Clarence

Lake Tennyson to Acheron confluence

Beginner
II-III

Acheron confluence to Glen Alton Bridge
Glen Alton Bridge to SH1 or sea
Waiau

Upper – Malings Pass to Hope confluence

Hope
/Waiau

SH7 Hope Bridge to Hanmer confluence

Upper Boyle to Lodge

Expert

10-30

-

-

40-60

40-100

40-150

II-III

15-20

20-40

20-300+

-

III

40-50

50-120

60-300+

-

III-IV+

-

-

15-100

20-250+

II-III

60-150

60-300

-

-

-

60-100

60-150

60-300

II-II+

40-100

60-200

-

-

50-100

50-150

50-200

50-300

- multisport
Boyle

Advanced

-

- multisport
Hanmer confluence to Leslie Hills Bridge

Intermediate

5-15

- multisport

Waiau

Flow requirements (cumecs)

Class

III+-IV

-

-

5-25

8-50+

Engineers Camp to Windy Point

II-III

6-20

10-45

20-60+

-

Mason

Inland Kaikoura Road Bridge to Wandle
River Bridge

IV-V

-

-

8-15

15-30+

Hurunui

Lake Sumner outlet to the South Branch

II-II+ (III)

15-60

15-100

30-100+

-

II-III

10-20

15-35

20-100

-

South Branch confluence to Seaward River

II-II+ (III)

15-60

15-100

30-100+

-

Seaward River to Surveyors Stream (Māori
Gully Reach)

III

18-30

18-60

18-250

18-400+

Surveyors Stream to Mandamus confluence

II-III

26-35

35-50

50-120+

-

Lowry Peaks Gorge to SH1 Bridge

I-II

35-50

35-80

-

-

Gillespies Bridge to Middle Bridge

II (III)

10-30

10-60

20-100+

-

South Branch

Ashley
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River
(Stream,
Creek)

Reach
Middle Bridge to Domain

Okuku

Lees Valley Road to Fox Creek

Waimakariri

Mount White Bridge to Gorge Bridge

Beginner

Intermediate

Advanced

Expert

III+

-

10-45

20-200

20-250+

III+-IV

-

-

10-60

10-100+

II-II+

- multisport
Gorge Bridge to SH1 Bridge

II

- multisport
Otukaikino

Groynes to Dickies Road Bridge

Flow requirements (cumecs)

Class

50-100

60-200

70-300

70-1500

50-100

50-150

50-200

50-400

60-200

60-300

60-400

-

60-150

60-200

60-500

60-600

I+

2-10

2-10

-

-

a

a

a

Avon

Bridge at Boy’s High to Pleasant Point

I

-

-

-

-a

Rakaia

Lake Coleridge to Gorge Road Bridge

II+ (III)

70-100

70-300

70-500

70-500+

70-100

70-150

70-250

70-300

70-200

70-300

-

-

- multisport
Gorge Bridge to Lowes cutting

II+

- multisport
Bowyers

Sharplin Falls to carpark

Rangitata

Mesopotamia – Harper Lodge to Whiterock

70-200

70-300

70-400

70-500

IV-V

-

-

10-15

15-30

I-II

50-100

50-250

-

-

Gorge – Whiterock to Klondyke Intake

IV-V

-

60-100

40-120

40-300+

Klondyke to Peel Forest

II-II+

40-70

45-125

55-250

-

-

50-100

50-150

50-250

- multisport
Orari

Gorge – Andrews Stream to road near river
Upper – down to Gorge

II-II+

8-20

15-35

25-35+

-

III

-

15-30

30-60

-

10-20

20-60+

20-130+

Opihi

Gorge

III-IV

-

Hooker

Upper – Hooker Lake to upper footbridge

IV+-V

-

-

10-20

10-20+

Lower – Mueller Lake to Hooker Corner

III-IV

-

15-30

15-100+

15-100+

IV

-

-

15-40

15-120+
-

Waihao

North Branch

Ahuriri

above SH8

II-III

10-20

10-60

-

Tekapo

dam to Lake George Scott

II-II+

15-60

30-80

-

White Water Course
Pukaki

Below tail race Pukaki Dam

b

b

III

-

18

18

18b

II+-IV

40

40-120

40-200+

40-300+

a

Natural flow.
b
The flow is a fixed release flow.

The results of the study confirm that:

iv

•

Canterbury has a highly valued and diverse but finite white water resource in its alpine rivers
and tributaries, and in its foothills rivers in elevated flows, for kayakers who come from the
region, elsewhere in New Zealand and from overseas

•

The most valued river reaches range in technical difficulty from Class I to Class V (Class V
being the most difficult) and offer a range of white water paddling experiences for kayakers of
different abilities

•

The resource is valued as a whole owing to the spectrum of difficulty across the region, which
enables kayakers to advance through the learning and experiential stages required to master
the sport in safety

•

A number of river reaches on the Clarence, Waiau, Hurunui, Waimakariri and Rangitata Rivers
have nationally significant kayaking values and some are recognised by Water Conservation
Orders

•

A number of river reaches on the Waiau, Boyle, Mason, Hurunui, Ashley, Okuku, Otukaikino,
Avon, Rakaia, Rangitata, Orari, Opihi, Hooker, Waihao, Tekapo, Pukaki, and Ahuriri Rivers
and Bowyers Stream have regionally significant kayaking values

Environment Canterbury Technical Report
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•

Different flow ranges are required to produce white water suitable for beginner, intermediate,
advanced and expert kayakers, with more experienced kayakers typically preferring higher
flows

•

Flow availability in some valued runs is limited because of climate, rainfall, catchment
locations and areas, and in some cases water abstraction for irrigation

•

Sufficient river flows needed to produce valued white water for kayakers are generally much
larger than low flows found in many Canterbury Rivers in late summer and winter

•

The lowest flows in flow ranges required to retain kayaking values are almost always
significantly greater than minimal natural flows, such as the seven day mean annual low flows
found in most rivers, and much higher than flows thought to be suitable for kayak passage and
thought to provide for white water kayakers and reported in many earlier Environment
Canterbury and other publications

•

Variety in flows that produce valued white water is preferred to provide for kayakers’ needs

•

Flow requirements typically differ for kayakers in different reaches of the same river

•

Retaining river bed features that interact with suitable river flows is essential to maintaining
and retaining valued white water reaches of Canterbury rivers

•

Quantifying impacts of flow takes on kayaking values is essential to determine the degree to
which such values will be affected by water abstraction

•

Further river value and flow preference studies are needed to confirm or refine the river values
and flow estimates made in this study

•

Flow data and other information from this study will prove valuable for planners and
infrastructure developers in addressing kayaker and other white water recreation user needs
as required under the CWMS and Resource Management Act.

For additional information on New Zealand Rivers and their values for kayaking
(including many in Canterbury) - see http://rivers.org.nz/ Whitewater NZ River
Guide. This information is maintained by Whitewater NZ.
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Kayaking white water. Unknown University of Canterbury Canoe Club kayaker running Rooster Tail on the Rangitata
Gorge at about 50 cumecs in late afternoon sun in mid-winter. Photo: Tom Botterill.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Management of freshwater resources

Under the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA), regional councils are the primary agencies
responsible for deciding on flow regimes in rivers to manage and allocate water resources (MFE,
1998a). The RMA establishes a broad environmental ethos within which management of rivers is to
focus on sustainability, in terms of ecological functions, intrinsic values (including amenity values such
as scenery and recreation) and potential value for future generations (Hudson et al., 2003).
To date, however, there has been little discussion of what the RMA actually means in practical, flowrelated terms (Day and Hudson, 2001). Managers have often focused exclusively on defining and
setting minimum flows to provide adequate habitat for recreational fisheries, sometimes referred to as
ecological flows. Landscape, recreational and Maori traditional uses of New Zealand waterways are
sometimes acknowledged, but it often seems to be assumed that recreational needs are met by
setting minimum ecological flows.
1

However, setting environmental flows (rather than minimum flows), which may also meet the needs of
recreational users, might better satisfy the spirit and intent of the RMA (Day and Hudson, 2001) and
appear now to be the primary focus of water management agencies. Environmental flows provide a
flow regime for the river channel, floodplain, and receiving waters (e.g. coastal zone), for the purpose
of maintaining ecosystem structure (e.g. wetlands, oxbow lakes) and processes (e.g. nutrient cycling;
sediment flux) in their own right (Hudson, 2002). Setting minimum flows that rivers may be held to for
some time may not maintain ecosystem structure and processes nor meet the needs of other river
users.
A recent initiative in Canterbury to manage fresh water resources in a holistic manner is the
Canterbury Water Management Strategy (CWMS; Canterbury Mayoral Forum, 2009). This has been
supported by all the District and Regional Councils and has involved a wide range of interested parties
including irrigation associations, farmers, farmer associations, recreation groups, fishers, community
groups and Ngāi Tahu agreeing on a set of targets and actions around water quantity, water quality,
irrigation development and other water related management matters into the foreseeable future. One
important target from the point of view of recreational and amenity users is ‘to maintain or enhance the
existing diversity and quality of water-based recreational sites, opportunities and experiences’
(Environment Canterbury, 2012).
This strategy is currently being implemented via ten zone committees covering catchments throughout
the region, and a regional committee. The zone committees have produced Zone Implementation
Programmes (ZIPs) and the regional committee has likewise produced a Regional Implementation
Programme (RIP). These programmes are utilised as the basis to develop sub regional plans that are
being written and inserted into the Canterbury Land and Water Regional Plan (CLWRP), which
replaces the operative Environment Canterbury Natural Resources Regional Plan (NRRP), which was
the earlier planning document largely guiding water management in the Canterbury region. The ZIPs
do recommend that environmental flows take into account the needs of recreational users including
kayakers. The ZIPs and RIP also recommend a wide variety of practical projects across all ten targets,
many of which are already underway.

1.2

Valued kayaking resources and flow requirements

This report aims to identify the key valued river reaches in Canterbury used by kayakers and flow
ranges for the reaches that provide for these values. Some data illustrating how impacts of water
1

Environmental flows for the provision of recreation values, such as kayaking values, may involve setting
minimum flows that are higher than minimum ecological flows, or may include other tools to meet recreational
needs. This might include, for example, no damming provisions on a river so that natural flood flows can be
retained for recreation users and other river functions, or permitting water takes in ‘blocks’ with defined gaps
and at certain flow triggers, or where flow sharing regimes are constructed so that modified flow regimes
better mimic natural flow regimes. Such processes may lead to some loss of recreation amenity values, but
potentially result in a better sharing of the resource than would be achieved by setting a minimum ecological
flow.
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abstraction on kayaking values can be evaluated are also presented. The report aims to produce data
on valued kayaking rivers in Canterbury in a form that is able to be understood and used by
hydrologists, planners and the CWMS (Canterbury Mayoral Forum, 2009) zone and regional
committees in drawing up the ZIPs, RIP and the subsections of the CLWRP. The report also aims to
describe flow requirements for kayakers of different abilities on the key river runs.
The data presented in this report have been gathered using an expert panel approach. Four key
kayakers (the authors; Appendix II) with a wide range of white water kayaking experience and
knowledge of Canterbury river flows and user requirements have consulted with other expert paddlers
and drawn up the list of key river reaches and flow requirements. Consensus has been reached
between the authors on the river reaches and flows chosen. Drafts of the report were reviewed by
other expert paddlers and the final report has been reviewed by another set of four experienced white
water kayakers who know many of the Canterbury river runs. This has been done with the intention of
producing a set of data, which at the time of writing is considered to fairly and best represent kayaker
flow requirements on the most valued Canterbury kayaking rivers, and which will stand the test of time.

2

River Kayaking and Canoeing

2.1

The sport of kayaking
2

Kayakers and canoeists use hard shell or inflatable craft called kayaks or canoes for travelling down
rivers, and also on lakes and in the sea. This report deals only with rivers. Kayakers are attracted to
paddling rivers for a variety of reasons including the excitement and challenge of negotiating or
playing on rapids containing a variety of white water features; training and competing in multisport,
downriver racing and white water slalom events; reading and using the water to enjoy the thrill and
exhilaration of surfing on standing waves, playing in holes (end looping the boat end over end,
cartwheeling, doing flat spins, blunts, tail and nose stands), and executing numerous other free-style
moves; executing underwater mystery moves while squirt boating; running drops or waterfalls, or
particularly scenic white water rivers or spectacular gorges; or just surviving a run down through a
miasma of crashing white water.
All facets of the sport except flat water racing rely on moving water producing hydraulic features and
rapids, which provide exciting features or a challenging pathway down a river. Each branch of the
sport requires its own specialised and appropriately designed craft. For example, flat water and
downriver racing paddlers use very long fast craft often constructed of glass fibre, Kevlar and carbon
fibre composites, whereas most other white water paddlers use polyethylene plastic craft that are
much shorter, highly manoeuvrable and extremely robust and durable. The use of polyethylene plastic
boats, which started about 30 years ago in New Zealand, has revolutionised the sport, and continuing
developments in boat design have enabled the average kayaker to paddle a higher grade of river.
White water hydraulic features that paddlers need and prize are formed by the interaction of water flow
or volume of discharge and the river bed morphology, and particularly the bed gradient and structural
features, such as large rocks, ledges, and bank features. The hydraulic features include:
•
•
•
•
2

2

standing waves
breaking waves or haystacks
boils; upwellings from below the river surface
holes or stoppers; recirculations formed behind submerged rocks or bed features which tend
to stop and hold kayakers

The term kayaker and canoeist are often used interchangeably. Strictly speaking a canoeist kneels and uses a
single bladed paddle in a canoe that may or may not have an enclosed deck. A canoe is of native American
origin. In a kayak a kayaker sits and uses a double bladed paddle and the boat normally has an enclosed
deck. However, ‘sit-on top’ hard skin plastic kayaks and inflatable kayaks with no enclosed deck are now
widely available and used, although not normally in more difficult white water. Kayaks are of Inuit origin.
Despite this difference the term ‘canoe’ is often used to include kayaks but not generally vice versa. A ‘canoe
club’, for example, often has more kayakers than canoeists as members and most paddlers in New Zealand
are kayakers rather than canoeists. ‘Canoe polo’ is usually played in short purpose built kayaks. In this report
the term kayaker and paddler covers both kayakers and canoeists.
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•

eddies; pockets of water behind bank and bed features where the water moves in a different
direction to the main current
eddy lines; boundary lines between eddies and the main current
‘big’ water; large size hydraulic waves, holes and other features typically found in high flow
and flooded rivers, and
drops or waterfalls.

•
•
•

The size and power of such hydraulics depend on the flow down the river, the gradient or steepness of
the bed and the roughness and features in the bed (gravel, rocks, bedrock). In smaller rivers with
lower flows the size of features and power of the white water is normally smaller, whereas in rivers
with larger flows more powerful hydraulics are produced including highly valued ‘big water’. This water
is typified by very large waves and hydraulic features and is a sought after challenge by many more
experienced kayakers. The hydraulic features are
found in various combinations on rivers and produce
rapids, sometimes only in small numbers where
gradients are lower and in much higher numbers
where gradients are steeper. The difficulty of
negotiating these features is described by river
Classes or Grades given to different reaches of
water or rapids, with six grades ranging from I to VI
in order of increasing difficulty (Appendix I).
Henceforth, we use the word Class, when
capitalised, to refer to level of difficulty on this scale.
White water or touring kayakers generally make river
journeys down reaches or parts of rivers, sometimes
carrying gear in their boats for camping on overnight
or longer trips. Such kayakers normally prefer rivers
with many rapids and will often stop to inspect rapids
to work out pathways down them or stop to play on
suitable hydraulic features during a trip. Steep creek
paddlers specialise in running hard (Class IV-V) high
gradient white water, often in creeks with waterfalls,
using specialised high volume boats designed to exit
holes or recirculations at the bottom of waterfalls
easily. Such kayakers often wear protective arm and
elbow pads.

Club

members

repairing

University

of

Canterbury Canoe Club canvas canoes in a
Squirt boaters use low volume kayaks designed to
Christchurch backyard in 1972. Trips down
be easily submerged on hydraulic features such as
Canterbury Rivers in early days were in canvas
eddy lines and spend much of their time executing
boats until fiberglass boats arrived on the
moves below the water surface. Squirt kayakers
scene. Early UCCC descents down Māori Gully
primarily use larger volume rivers. Downriver and
on the Upper Hurunui River in 1970 were in
multisport racers mostly use multisport kayaks,
canvas canoes. The arrival of fibreglass boats
specialised narrow fast purpose built craft made in
revolutionised kayaking and opened up the
New Zealand, on Class I-III white water. They
possibility of running much more difficult white
normally focus on developing paddling fitness on
water than was previously possible. Photo:
Doug Rankin.
river runs for competing in race events, rather than
playing on hydraulic features. Wild water racers race
Olympic class white water race kayaks that are 4.5 metres long down white water rivers or courses up
to Class III or IV, and which are normally less than 10 km in length. Multisport or long distance racers
will often use much longer kayaks (over 6 metres) and race longer distances, such as about 65 km
down the gorge on the Waimakariri River in the Coast to Coast multisport race.
3

Rodeo and park and play kayakers use small short play boats and specialise in executing skilled
technical, and sometimes aerial, acrobatics on well suited and structured hydraulic features. These
include holes and waves on short sections of river or at single features that are sometimes artificially

3

Now more commonly referred to as ‘free-style’ kayakers, will often compete in organised free-style events.
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built in water parks (such as the two play
waves recently constructed by Contact
Energy on the Hawea River in Central Otago
(Charles, 2013)).
Paddling is predicated on having sufficient
water available to produce water features and
courses of value. For example, on a flat water
or white water river for downriver race
training, enough water will be needed to
create sufficient depth (typically two metres)
so boats don’t drag or squat. For a white
water river, enough flow has to be present to
create valued white water.

White water kayakers drifting down the last Class I and
II water and rapids on the bottom of the Rangitata
Gorge run in low flow. This reach provides a contrast to
the big powerful and more technically difficult ‘big’ water
Class IV to V rapids in the centre of the Gorge run, and
a chance to relax after the excitement of running the
more challenging water upstream. It is important to
have a mixture of grades of white water available for
kayakers. Photo: Tom Botterill.

Paddlers read the water they are about to
descend and choose a route or line down the
river, which will give them the most fun and
satisfaction. This might mean the fastest route
of descent for competitive wild (white) water
and slalom racers (the latter through an
ordered course of slalom gates suspended
above the river) or that offering the greatest
technical challenge, enjoyment or safest route
for a white water, steep creek or touring
paddler. Beginners may prefer water small
enough to give a certain level of excitement
without being too frightening, whereas
experienced paddlers
may get their
satisfaction from running bigger water and
hydraulic features or big drops.

Paddlers negotiate their way down through
hydraulic features, playing on them or
sometimes avoiding them at all cost. Some of
the features can form a serious hazard to
kayakers, e.g., big holes that don’t release
paddlers, waterfalls, or steep strainer rapids - where water flows between rocks often beneath the
water surface but which doesn’t permit a boat or paddler to do so. Sometimes features are too
hazardous or risky to run, except by the most skilled, and so are walked around or portaged. Thus,
white water paddling can offer a serious technical and physical challenge to a boater.
The rivers of Canterbury provide an ideal place for many of these kayaking activities. Kayaking is a
sport and recreation that is growing in New Zealand with increased instruction through school,
polytechnic, and private instruction organisations such as the New Zealand Kayak School, and
registration of professional kayak instructors through the New Zealand Outdoor Instructors Association
(NZOIA), and club programmes. School and polytechnic programmes often focus on personal and
social development and risk assessment and management for young people, and also for training and
educating them for future careers in teaching, kayak instruction, raft guiding and the tourism sector.
Industry associations such as NZOIA also perform assessments on overseas kayak instructors using
4
local rivers .
Better clothing, equipment and general growth of outdoor sports has also led to increased numbers of
participants. The 2007/08 SPARC Active New Zealand Survey (Sport and Recreation New Zealand,
2009) estimated 209,648 or 6.4% of New Zealanders over 16 years of age (or 8.3% of the male
population of that age) had participated in canoeing/kayaking at least once over 12 months. Such
numbers do not necessarily differentiate between river and sea kayaking, but are on a par with the
4

4

Early in 2013 the Wellington-based company Outdoor Safety conducted an NZOIA kayak leader assessment in
Christchurch on the Styx River downstream from the Marshland’s Road Bridge for a group of participants from
Hong Kong.
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numbers of participants involved in other sports such as skiing, mountain biking, basketball, touch
rugby and outdoor cricket.
Currently there are four kayaking clubs in Christchurch. The Whitewater Canoe Club and University of
Canterbury Canoe Club (UCCC), with about 200 and 300 members, respectively, specialise in white
water kayaking. The Arawa Canoe Club and the Down River Kayak Club both specialise in servicing
racing and multisport kayakers and have over 500 and about 60 members, respectively. The
Christchurch Polytechnic Institute of Technology has many kayakers on their training courses as do
High Schools throughout the region (of the order of 600 in total each year). There are also many
kayakers who paddle outside of a club.

Tom Botterill kayaking Arlene’s Hole, the last difficult Class IV-V drop in the Rangitata Gorge at 40 cumecs.
This is a low flow and makes the run more technically challenging. The large hole just downstream of Tom
needs to be avoided because it is likely to trap both the kayak and kayaker and hold them in the powerful
recirculation. In different flows river features often change completely. For example, in higher flows this feature
becomes more straight forward to negotiate with a ramp close to the rock and Arlene’s Hole absent.
Nevertheless it still remains big powerful water. Photo: Andrew Butler.
5

Most river kayaking is done in spring, summer and autumn. However, with the advent of dry suits and
other purpose built paddling gear, kayaking can be carried out all year round. Thus, kayakers will
sometimes run some rivers in winter when they have sufficient flows in them, and especially if they do
not have reliable flows in them at other times of the year. Kayakers also spend time honing their skills
in the surf and by playing canoe polo in the winter off-season and learning, or practising, kayak rolling
(self-righting a capsized kayak whilst remaining in the boat) skills in indoor pools. There are also some
mid-winter events organised for some paddlers, such as the Brass Monkey downriver race series
5

Dry suits are complete body suits normally made out of a breathable but waterproof fabric such as Goretex, and
fitted with water tight zippers and latex wrist and neck seals. They are completely water tight and allow a
paddler to stay dry and warm even in a wet and cold environment.
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Ian Fox breaking out of Grandstand Eddy (the pocket of water tucked in behind the rock on the bottom left of
the picture) and running over the ledge and into Cheesegrater at 14 cumecs in Māori Gully on the Hurunui
River. Ian is paddling a low volume plastic play boat, which is ideal and designed for playing on such water
features. Photo: Graeme Wilson.

organised annually by the Whitewater Canoe Club on the Waimakariri River from McLeans Island to
the SH1 Bridge for downriver race kayaking and multisport enthusiasts.
It takes expert tuition, training and a lot of experience to make a good paddler of any discipline.
Technique and skill are generally more useful than physical strength. Kayakers learn basic skills on
flat water and easy moving water initially, and then progress to more difficult water. Basic skills like the
ability to kayak roll are essential for tackling certain water. Paddling takes you to hidden places
amongst beautiful scenery and wilderness on occasions that many people never see. On a river you
are the master of your own destiny – it is your knowledge, experience and skill that allows you to
safely negotiate white water at any level of difficulty. Each kayaker is responsible for their own
navigation, decision making and performance.
Kayaking is an individual sport almost always done in groups, because if you accidentally get caught
on a rock or pinned on a log or in a rapid, or take a bad swim, your only chance of rescue is normally
by the people you are with. This breeds a strong camaraderie amongst paddlers, who rely on selfknowledge, experience and skill, both in terms of looking after themselves and their paddling
companions on a river. Rescue in some situations can only be accomplished by highly skilled and
trained paddlers using tools such as rope and pulley systems and saws, adding another dimension to
the sport. Paddlers on any river trip should always carry rescue and safety gear. Although there are
risks, kayaking is one of the safest adventure sports.

6
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2.2

Kayaker flow and other needs
6

Kayakers need sufficient flow in rivers to produce the hydraulic or white water features that are at the
essence of their sport. Water depth and passage in critical areas have been used as the key
determinants of flow requirements for kayakers (Mosley: 1982, 1983; MfE: 1998a, 1998b) and are
potentially useful with respect to sub-disciplines, such as downriver racing kayakers, but are less likely
to represent the needs of white water kayakers for whom the key element is sufficient flow to generate
valuable white water. Other recreation users will also have specific flow requirements, which may or
may not coincide with those of kayakers.
In order to provide for kayaking values, Regional Councils need data on flow requirements of kayakers
on rivers with kayaking values within their regions. Planners can then address these values
appropriately in water management plans, for example, through the setting of environmental flows or

Whitewater Canoe Club members practise throwbag rope technique to (about to be) rescue swimmers on a
safety course in Māori Gully on the Hurunui River. Ropes in rivers can be exceptionally hazardous so rescue
techniques using them need to be practised in controlled environments so that the hazards and limitations can
be experienced safely first hand and appropriate skills developed. Photo: Tom Botterill.

other means. Such information will also be of value to developers, resource consent applicants and
consenting authorities, who will be better able to assess the significance of any impacts of proposed
water developments as they are required to under the RMA. The information will also be very useful
for a range of groups as part of the CWMS approach to starting ‘development’ conversations early,
including those had with zone committees.
In addition to river flow, kayakers also require river beds with appropriate geomorphology or bed
features and gradient to interact with the flow and produce white water of value. Thus, white water
6

Normally expressed as a volume discharge in either cubic metres per second (cumecs or m 3/s, the term most commonly used
in New Zealand), litres per second (l/s) or cubic feet per second (cfs or ft3/s; common in the USA). One cumec is equivalent to
1000 l/s or 35.31 cfs.
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C2 paddlers Ryan and Miles Craighead in an open Canadian canoe, another type of canoe, near the end of the
Class II-III Leslie Hills Gorge run on the Waiau River. The flow was about 140 cumecs at the Marble Point flow
gauge and the river dirty. Photo: Doug Rankin.

reaches of value to kayakers are typically found only in certain parts of rivers, and normally not close
to the coast where river gradients are generally lower, perhaps with the exception of some runs of
value to downriver racing and multisport kayakers.
Kayakers require ranges of flows too, especially for paddlers of different abilities; if flows are too low
white water features may be absent and if they are too high features can also be washed out or
drowned and absent.

2.3

Other river users with similar interests to kayakers

In addition to canoeing and kayaking, a number of other craft are used to run white water, including
tyre inner tubes, pack rafts, rafts, catarafts, river bugs, body boards, stand up paddle boards and river
sledges.
River bugging is a new and developing sport utilising small craft called river bugs, in which participants
7
sit and travel feet first down a river. Originating in Christchurch river bugs are now in use
commercially in Korea, Europe and Scotland for running river trips. River bugging enthusiasts (river
buggers) use a full wetsuit and wear fins on their feet, webbed hand gloves, buoyancy aid and helmet,
and use river hydraulic features just as kayakers do. The craft open up new opportunities for river
running, and especially for less experienced river runners. The craft are relatively stable compared
with canoes or kayaks and less hazardous, because their buoyancy when flipped keeps them easily
on the water surface and they are easy to get back into if one can’t roll them – you flip them over and
hop back on.

7

8

http://www.bugsports.org/site.php?doc=bugpolo/index.html; Accessed 21 October 2013.
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River bugs are designed for running steep creeks but are equally at home in rapids in higher volume
rivers and big water. They are highly manoeuvrable and excellent river craft. Many of the river skills
required by a river bugger are identical to those of kayakers. Like kayaking, river bugging is done in
groups for safety reasons. River bugs are also used for playing a pool based game called bug polo,
which is a cross between water polo and canoe polo. This is an excellent way to develop bug handling
skills which are needed on a river.
Inner tyre tubes and lilos are sometimes used to float down rivers, but they are less easy to control
and often less buoyant than other forms of river craft and so less suitable in serious white water.
Pack rafts, such as the ‘Alpacka’, are small single person rafts that are light but very strong and
designed to be carried into rivers where necessary. They have been used to make descents of
numerous rivers throughout the world, including many in New Zealand. Such rafts often have spray
skirts to keep water out and are paddled with double bladed kayak paddles, and, like river bugs, offer
the chance to explore and paddle smaller alpine or less accessible rivers as well as bigger rivers.
Rafts have been used for many years in New Zealand, primarily by commercial operators offering
paddle rafting trips down some of the classic white water runs throughout the country, including a
number in more remote regions only accessible by helicopters or small fixed wing aircraft. Such trips
often involve tourists. Private raft ownership has increased in recent years and so there are also more
people enjoying this form of river travel independent of commercial operators.
Catarafting is a relatively new sport to New Zealand but well established in the USA and Russia.
Catarafts have two inflatable pontoons or tubes with a frame between and are normally fitted with oars
but are also paddled with single bladed paddles. Participants sit on the craft and face downstream feet
first and row or paddle to position themselves on the river. They can carry passengers and are an
excellent craft for making longer overnight or multiday river journeys or for taking someone down a

Multisport kayakers training on the Waimakariri River above the Gorge. Paddling these long narrow unstable
but fast kayaks with specialised narrow winged racing paddles in white water demands another set of skills
quite different to those of other white water paddlers. Like other kayakers such racers need sufficient water
flows to generate passages of sufficient depth and white water challenge in rivers they run. Photo: Ian Fox.
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Steve Walker executing a pop-out in a play boat on Pop Up, a play feature near the bottom of the Māori Gully
run on the Hurunui River at certain flows. Such features are not present at all flows but are highly valued when
present. When the river flow is too high, such features become ‘buried’ under water. However, in such
circumstances other features are normally produced and provide other features to use and play on but they
may not be as good. Photo: Courtesy Ian Fox.

river. Catarafters use the same river hydraulic features as other white water paddlers.
River sledging is carried out by river runners with fins on their feet swimming down rivers in a prone
position holding onto a river board in front of them. Body boards are also used for the same purpose.
Such river runners use and exploit hydraulic features in the river, for example, to surf on waves and
catch eddies. In New Zealand (and France) river sledging is almost 100% commercially operated.
In the USA stand up paddle board paddlers (SUP) also widely use white water rivers, but to date
activity by such paddlers on rivers in New Zealand has largely been restricted to enthusiasts in the
North Island.

3

Methodology

3.1

Identifying and ranking valued river reaches

We identified the most valued white water kayaking rivers or reaches (or runs or stretches) of rivers in
the Canterbury Regional Council region, drawing on our personal experience and knowledge of the
reaches or runs, or from that of respected and experienced kayakers who have completed the runs.
The authors have also widely considered published data about the values ascribed to the runs.
Lengths and gradients for each run were estimated from the River Environment Classification (REC)
system, a numerical model of New Zealand River networks in which rivers are represented as a series

10
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of connected segments defined at a mean local catchment scale of 730 m (Snelder and Biggs, 2002)
and the NZMG coordinates for the start and finish of the runs listed in Appendix V.
We have used parameters identified by Whitewater NZ (2013) that are often used in determining
values of rivers: namely white water value, scenic value, wilderness value, use value, scarcity value,
and status value. However, other parameters have also been taken into account, including the type of
river journey offered by the runs, such as multiday trips. Overall values are a complex mixture of all
these values, and the factors that contribute to and make up the individual values. For example, a key
value, namely white water value, combines and includes elements such as the Class of the run, the
quality and quantity of white water features, the types and range of white water features, the
progression (if any) of white water features as the run is descended, and the setting or environment of
the white water features. The weightings of these parameters in deciding the final overall importance
of different reaches is also different for different reaches and rivers.
We also ranked the relative values of the runs by placing them in three categories. Category A
reaches are those of the highest value and with or potential candidates for a Water Conservation
Order. Category B reaches are those of the next level down of importance and value and Category C
are the next level down.

3.2

Determining kayaker flow needs

We used our own knowledge and experience to estimate flow requirements for the kayaking runs
identified in Section 3.1, consulting other experienced Canterbury paddlers to obtain further
information on runs for which we felt our own knowledge was insufficient to yield a robust result.
Flow needs for each reach have been based on the conceptual flow evaluation model of Whittaker
and Shelby (2002; Figure 3–1). The model assumes that there are marginal flows below which a reach
is unnavigable and has little or no white water (marginal flow low) and above which the flows are too
high and dangerous or white water features are lost (marginal flow high), and ranges of flows in
between which are acceptable and optimal. The ranges of flows can be broad as a result of catering
for different kayaking activities and kayaker skill levels and interests.

Figure 3-1:

Hypothetical flow evaluation curve with characteristics labelled (Whittaker and
Shelby, 2002)

We determined low and high marginal flows for two groups of kayakers, representing white water
kayakers and downriver/multisport race kayakers, to accommodate possible differences in their
respective requirements. Within each group, we considered four ability levels: beginner, intermediate,
advanced, and expert. For white water kayakers these levels were:
Beginner: kayakers early in their careers; comfortable on Class I or II white water;
Intermediate: comfortable on Class III white water;
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The river bug is another type of river craft. It is equally at home on
small steep rivers and big white water rivers, such as in the
Rangitata Gorge, and is especially useful for making trips to rivers
that can be accessed on foot. Photo: Graeme Boddy.

Doug Rankin sliding down the entrance rapid of the more difficult section in the top gorge on the Okuku River
on a cataraft, an exhilarating run down fast pushy Class III+ water. The river flow would have been about 18
cumecs here and it’s normally discoloured when running at such flows. Catarafts are very stable and suitable
for carrying passengers and overnight gear on river trips and can be flipped upright again if capsized. Photo:
Graeme Boddy.

Advanced: comfortable and competent on Class III+ or Class IV white water;
Expert: competent on Class V white water;
For downriver/multisport race kayakers the corresponding levels were:
Beginner: kayakers early in their careers; comfortable on Class I water, able to navigate Class
II with an occasional swim;
Intermediate: comfortable on Class II white water;
Advanced: comfortable and competent on Class II+ white water; able to paddle a more stable
racing kayak on Class III white water;
Expert: comfortable paddling Class III or higher white water in very narrow high performance
racing kayaks, or wild water downriver racing kayaks
We calculated minimal (equivalent to the marginal flow (low) of Whittaker and Shelby (2002); Figure
3–1) and lower preferred (the flow at the lower end of the optimal flow range of Whittaker and Shelby
(2002); Figure 3–1) flows for a selection of runs identified in Section 3.1 using the power relationships
of Rood et al. (2003; 2006). These flows have been derived and based on mean annual river flows
and kayaking flow preference data reported in a Canadian white water study, where:
0.59

; and

minimal recreational flow discharge = 2.92 x Qm

0.59

preferred recreational flow discharge = 4.63 x Qm

; and

where Qm is the mean annual discharge (flow) in cumecs. Correlation of calculated minimal flows for
those runs with minimal flows we determined in this study has been examined using linear regression.
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4

Results and Discussion

There are a number of tables of data presented in this part of the report and its three subsections. In
order to facilitate referral to tables that might be of particular interest to a reader a list of the tables in
the different subsections and a brief reference to their contents are provided at the beginning of this
section in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1:

A summary of the tables and their contents

Table
number

Title (and a further description of their content)

Section 4.1: Kayaking river reaches in Canterbury
Appendix III

Inventory of the Use of Canterbury Rivers and Waterways by Kayakers: (Basic information about all of the
reaches of rivers kayaked in Canterbury, including their Class, estimated frequency of use, number of paddlers
of different abilities that use the reach, activities supported, and flow availability)

4.2

Features of kayaking reaches of Canterbury Rivers: (River and reach names; Class, length, and gradients of
reaches and brief description of values)

4.3

Recreation and scenic values of Canterbury Rivers as assessed by Egarr and Egarr (1981): (1981 data for
various river reaches but not always the same as those identified in the current study)

4.4

Mean ratings and New Zealand rankings for various attributes of reaches of Canterbury Rivers out of 94 New
Zealand Rivers from the 1991 NZCA River Use Survey: (1991 data for importance, travel time, scenic beauty,
wilderness feeling and canoeing challenge for various river reaches but not always the same as those
identified in the current study)

4.5

Results for rivers in the Environment Canterbury region ranked according to importance (highest to lowest)
and use data from the 1991 NZCA River Use Survey: (1991 data for importance, no. respondents, total visits
and visits per person for various river reaches but not always the same as those identified in the current study)

4.6

Relative importance of the kayaking reaches of Canterbury Rivers: (Identification of the most important
reaches by placing the most valued reaches identified in Table 4.2 into three Categories; A, B and C)

Section 4.2: Kayaker flow requirements
4.7

Kayaker flow requirements of Canterbury Rivers: (Flow bands (cumecs) for beginner, intermediate, advanced
and expert kayakers in the kayaking reaches of Canterbury Rivers as identified in Tables 4.2 and 4.6)

4.8

Flow characteristics of Canterbury Rivers: (Gauging sites, and their respective catchment areas, close to
kayaking reaches and mean, median, seven day mean annual low flow, and mean annual and 10 year return
flood data (cumecs) at those sites)

4.9

Character of kayaking experience in Maori Gully in different flows: (Description of the white water character,
features, and kayaking experience as a function of river flow in cumecs)

4.10

Observed minimal and predicted minimal and lower preferred (sufficient) flows in different Canterbury river
reaches based on power relationships of Rood et al. (2003; 2006): (Comparison of predicted minimal flows
with minimal flows determined in this study (Table 4.7) for selected kayaking reaches of Canterbury Rivers)

Section 4.3: Assessing impacts of water abstraction on kayaking values and use of kayaker flow data

4.11

Time (days, percentages in parentheses) the calculated natural flows and modified flows (cumecs) were
appropriate for beginner, intermediate or advanced kayakers kayaking below Intake 4 to the Mandamus
confluence in the Hawarden reach and the impact of abstraction for irrigation during the kayaking season:
(Illustration of the loss of kayaking resource for kayakers of different abilities and in different flow bands in the
Hawarden run below at Intake 4 and down to the Mandamus confluence, as a result of extraction of water for
planned storage in the Waitohi reservoirs)

4.12

Impact of RDR on the kayaking resource on the Rangitata River in the 1991 kayaking season from January to
April and November to December (Rankin, 2013a): (Illustration of the loss of kayaking resource on the
Klondyke to Peel Forest reach as a result of abstraction by the established RDR scheme on the Rangitata
River for an average rainfall year)
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4.1

Kayaking river reaches in Canterbury

4.1.1

Inventory of kayaked rivers

The region encompassed by the Canterbury Regional Council contains many rivers that are popular
and widely used and valued for recreation and instream recreation, including white water kayaking,
fishing, swimming, rafting, sightseeing, tramping, picnicking, 4 wheel driving, and jet boating.
Many of the larger rivers in Canterbury rise in the main divide of the Southern Alps and are braided or
have braided sections as a result of the gravel outwash from the main divide. They flow all year round.
Some follow fault lines on their journey to the sea (Clarence, Upper Waiau), and most cut down

Ian Fox in a short low volume play boat moving off a rather large boil in Māori Gully on the Hurunui River in a
moderate flow. Such craft are relatively unstable in such boisterous water and require skill and constant
paddling to keep them upright. However, they are also ideal craft for developing and honing kayaking skills for
those very reasons and offer a challenge to developing and more advanced kayakers on easier water with
good hydraulic features such as waves, holes, pours and strong eddy lines. The shortness of the boats, low
volume and flat hulls make them easy to spin, cartwheel, end-loop (cartwheel end over end), and surf on both
large and small features, making them a very versatile craft for learning to paddle and control a kayak. On
large waves and in big water they are also an excellent craft and can be used to execute aerial moves, such
as mid-air loops. A strong reliable kayak roll is mandatory when using such a kayak. Photo: Courtesy Ian Fox.

through gorges (e.g., the Clarence, Hurunui, Waiau, Waimakariri, Rakaia, Rangitata) as they pass
through hill ranges before emerging on to the Canterbury or other coastal plains. Taken as a whole the
rivers are a defining feature of the region; especially the braided nature of many of the rivers in their
upper reaches and where they cross plains after emerging from the hills.
Other smaller rivers rise in foothills to the Southern Alps, and again often contain gorge sections. They
too vary in character, often with braided sections as they traverse inland or coastal plains before
reaching the sea. Some of these rivers have very low summer flows, reflecting natural influences
(climate, geography) as well as anthropogenic effects (abstraction, groundwater takes).
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A draft inventory of river reaches kayaked in the Canterbury region was compiled for Environment
Canterbury in September 2012 (Canard, 2012). This inventory has been added to by other kayakers
as it has been checked and is presented in Appendix III. It contains basic information about the Class
of the reach, frequency of use, estimated numbers of paddlers of different abilities that use the reach,
number of activities that the reach is used for (e.g., touring, slalom, instruction, multisport and racing,
creek boating, play boating, multiday touring), accessibility of the reach, and availability of the reach
with respect to natural flow. However, the inventory provides no information about the relative values
of any of the reaches nor their flow requirements.

4.1.2

Valued kayaking reaches

The reaches we identified in Section 3.1 and their key values are summarised in Table 4.2. All are
regionally or nationally important, i.e., they are used by kayakers from throughout the region or from
throughout New Zealand, respectively. A physical description of the runs is presented in Appendix IV.
NZMG coordinates for the start and finish points of the runs are provided in Appendix V. The selection
of runs is a subset of the river reaches that have been kayaked in Canterbury and listed in the
Inventory discussed in the previous section (Appendix III). The locations of these runs are illustrated in
Figure 4–1.
The selected rivers offer some of the best white water and downriver racing runs of different Classes
in the region and are suitable for kayakers of different abilities, from beginner and intermediate
through to advanced and expert kayakers. The rivers and reaches chosen are valued for a variety of
reasons including:
•

the quality, types (small or ‘big’, frequency of white water features) and challenge of white
water they offer;

Doug Rankin, Paul Titus and Jonathan Carr bugging on the Class III-IV run on the Upper Boyle River. This
reach has enough water in the spring to offer challenging river bugging or kayaking, and is particularly scenic
lower down as it passes through a mountain beech forest corridor. Walking in, and then river bugging or
kayaking out, is possible in the headwaters of many of Canterbury’s Rivers. Photo: Graeme Boddy.
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•
•
•

the setting, geomorphology, natural features and scenic and wilderness values the rivers
contain;
the use they receive, which is not really a value but is more a reflection of their values, their
accessibility, and their suitability for kayakers of different abilities; and
the different kayaking opportunities the rivers offer, such as white water touring, downriver
racing, instruction, slalom kayaking, creeking, source-to-sea and overnight or multi-day river
trips.

Table 4.2:
River
(Stream,
Creek)

Clarence

Features of kayaking reaches of Canterbury Rivers
Kayaking Reach

Class

Length
(km)

Gradient
(m/km)

Lake Tennyson to
Acheron confluence

II-III

54

7.4

Beginner to intermediate white water; Part of a source to
sea trip; Wild, scenic and alpine environment

Values

Acheron confluence
to Glen Alton Bridge

II-III

162

3.9

Beginner to intermediate white water over much of the
run; Outstanding multi-day white water wilderness trip,
longest of its type in New Zealand; Part of a source to sea
trip; Outstanding wild, scenic and alpine environment, with
spectacular river gorges

Glen Alton Bridge to
SH1 or sea

III

10

6.0

Outstanding beginner to intermediate white water; Part of
a source to sea trip; Dramatic good gradient white water
at end of multi-day river journey

Waiau

Upper – Malings
Pass to Hope
confluence

IIIIV+

51

8.2

Outstanding advanced and expert white water; ‘Big’ water
in high flows; Outstanding wild and scenic gorges and
alpine and high country environment; Outstanding multiday trip for experienced paddlers

Hope/Waiau

SH7 Hope Bridge to
Hanmer confluence

II-III

29

5.0

Beginner to intermediate white water run; Intermediate to
expert downriver racing run; Scenic gorges

Waiau

Hanmer confluence
to Leslie Hills Bridge

II-II+

17

3.6

Beginner to intermediate white water run; Beginner to
expert downriver racing run; Scenic gorge

Upper Boyle to
Lodge

III+IV

6.6

19

Outstanding advanced/expert creeking white water run
through beech forest; Wild and scenic character

Engineers Camp to
Windy Point

II-III

4.1

7.5

Beginner to intermediate water run; Wild and scenic
character; Scenic gorges

Inland Kaikoura
Road Bridge to
Wandle River Bridge

IV-V

16

13

Expert flood creeking white water run; Scenic gorge

5.1

Outstanding beginner to intermediate white water (Sisters
Stream Gorge class III at higher flow); Easy road access
to parts of the run; Slalom site at the Jollie Brook rapid;
Part of a source to sea trip; Wild, scenic river gorges and
Canterbury high country environment; Proximity to
Christchurch – key nursery river

5.6

Beginner to intermediate white water but access difficult
over 4WD farm tracks; Wild, scenic river gorges and
Canterbury high country environment; Flow contribution to
Māori Gully; Proximity to Christchurch

5.6

Outstanding beginner to intermediate white water (Devil’s
Fang Falls class III rapid); Easy road access to run; Part
of a source to sea trip; Wild, scenic river gorges and
Canterbury high country environment; Proximity to
Christchurch – key nursery river

Boyle

Mason

Lake Sumner outlet
to the South Branch

South Branch

Hurunui

Ashley

16

South Branch
confluence to
Seaward River

II-II+
(III)a

II-III

II-II+
(III)

16

18

5

Seaward River to
Surveyors Stream
(Māori Gully Reach)

III

2.4

12

Outstanding beginner to expert white water over a wide
flow range; ‘Big’ water in high flows; Part of a source to
sea trip; Wild, scenic gorge and Canterbury high country
environment; One of the best runs of its type in New
Zealand; Proximity to Christchurch – key nursery river

Surveyors Stream to
Mandamus
confluence

II-III

23

4.8

Outstanding beginner to intermediate white water over a
wide flow range; ‘Big’ water in high flows; Part of a source
to sea trip; Wilderness feel, scenic gorges and Canterbury
high country environment; Proximity to Christchurch

Lowry Peaks Gorge
to SH1 Bridge

I-II

14

2.4

Beginner to intermediate white water; Part of a source to
sea trip; Scenic river gorges

Gillespies Bridge to
Middle Bridge

II (III)

8.3

5.2

Developing beginner and intermediate white water;
Wilderness feel; Wild and scenic river gorge; Proximity to
Christchurch
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River
(Stream,
Creek)

Class

Length
(km)

Gradient
(m/km)

Middle Bridge to
Domain

III+

12

7.5

Outstanding intermediate/advanced white water;
Wilderness feel; Wild and scenic river gorge; Proximity to
Christchurch

Lees Valley Road to
Fox Creek

III+IV

22

12

Outstanding advanced and expert white water; Wilderness
feel; Wild and scenic river gorges; Proximity to
Christchurch

Mount White Bridge
to Gorge Bridge

II-II+

89

4.9

Beginner and intermediate white water; Overnight
wilderness trip; Impressive wild and scenic river gorges;
Developing beginner to expert downriver racing run

Gorge Bridge to
SH1 Bridge

II

60

4.0

Beginner and intermediate white water; Beginner to expert
downriver racing run; Proximity to Christchurch

Otukaikino

Groynes to Dickies
Road Bridge

I+

5.2

1.5

White water kayak training for beginners; In Christchurch

Avon

Bridge at Boy’s High
to Pleasant Point

I

22

0.4

Kayak training; In Christchurch

Lake Coleridge to
Gorge Road Bridge

II+
(III)

26

2.8

Beginner and intermediate white water; Wild and scenic
river gorge; Developing beginner to expert downriver
racing run

Gorge Bridge to
Lowes cutting

II+

16

2.8

Beginner and intermediate white water; Beginner to expert
downriver racing run

Sharplin Falls to
carpark

IV-V

2.2

56

Advanced and expert flood creeking white water run

Mesopotamia –
Harper Lodge to
Whiterock

I-II

10

5.2

Beginner white water; Wild and scenic

IV-V

10

3.9

Outstanding advanced and expert white water; ‘Big’ water;
Wilderness feel; Wild and scenic river gorge; Kayaking
values recognised in WCO

Okuku

Waimakariri

Rakaia

Bowyers

Kayaking Reach

Gorge – Whiterock
to Klondyke Intake
Rangitata

Orari

Klondyke to Peel
Forest

II-II+

21

7.0

Outstanding beginner and intermediate white water; Good
gradient, and good wave trains at right flows; Popular for
instruction and runnable over a wide range of flows; ‘Big’
water flood run; Intermediate to expert downriver racing
run – key nursery river; Kayaking values recognised in
WCO

Gorge – Andrews
Stream to road near
river

II-II+

4.8

7.3

Beginner and intermediate white water; Scenic river
gorge; Kayak instruction

III

27

8.3

Intermediate white water; Scenic river gorge

Gorge

III-IV

9

8.9

Intermediate and advanced white water; Scenic river
gorge

Upper – Hooker
Lake to upper
footbridge

IV+V

3.2

33

Expert white water; Wild and scenic character; Alpine
environment

Lower – Mueller
Lake to Hooker
Corner

III-IV

7

9.7

Intermediate to expert white water; Wild and scenic
character; Alpine environment

IV

42

7.8

Advanced and expert flood creeking white water run;
Remote journey through classic South Canterbury hill
country, wallabies and goats; Large boulders in bed

Upper – down to
Gorge
Opihi

Hooker

Values

Waihao

North Branch

Ahuriri

above SH8

II-III

19

6.0

Beginner and intermediate white water; Wild and scenic
character

dam to Lake George
Scott

II-II+

3.7

5.6

Beginner and intermediate white water; Requires
controlled flow release

White Water Course

III

1.0

5.0

Intermediate and advanced grade 2-3+ white water;
Requires controlled flow release

4.8

Beginner/Intermediate (low flows ca 40 cumecs) and
advanced/expert (flows >100 cumecs) white water; ‘Big’
water at high flows; Requires controlled flow release;
Multiple runs per day as close to road

Tekapo

Pukaki
a

Below tail race
Pukaki Dam

II+IV

8.4

Where a value is given in parentheses, this indicates a rapid of this Class is found in this reach.
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The terminology used in Table 4.2 identifying the key values on some of the runs includes the use of
the word outstanding to describe either white water quality for different users or scenic or wilderness
features or combinations of both. This choice of wording is deliberate and is used to distinguish some
of the runs from others and help identify runs that are special and stand out from others of similar
Class. This is discussed further in Section 4.1.3.
The reaches of rivers in Table 4.2 fall into a number of broad categories. A number of rivers provide
ideal Class I-II beginner white water, such as the lower and some reaches of the Upper Hurunui River,
the lower Waiau River, the Rakaia Gorge, the lower Waimakariri and the Orari Gorge. In addition, the
Otukaikino Creek, and the Avon/Otākaro, Heathcote/Opāwaho and Styx Rivers all provide Class I
moving water needed for novice white water kayakers to start out on or down river or flat water racers
to train on. Many of these resources are close to Christchurch or Timaru, and are widely used for
kayak instructional purposes. The presence of some of these resources is the primary reason why
Christchurch has the biggest population of downriver racers and multisport enthusiasts in the country.
For developing beginner and intermediate white water paddlers, the Class II-III runs on the Upper
Hurunui, including the Hawarden run downstream of Māori Gully to the Mandamus confluence, Ashley
Gorge to the middle bridge on the Lees Valley Road, Waimakariri Gorge, lower Rangitata, the upper
Clarence above the Acheron confluence, the Tekapo River and the Tekapo Slalom Course, the Boyle
River below the Engineers’ Camp, the Upper Orari River above the Gorge, the outlet of Lake
Tennyson, and Ahuriri River, offer some transitioning water to more challenging Class III white water.
They are again widely used for river trips with an instructional component. The Class III and III-III+
runs, where paddlers can then develop their white water skills further, include the Ashley and Opihi
Gorges, and Māori Gully on the Hurunui River, and a number of the other lower Class runs in a higher
flow.
Class IV white water and more advanced runs include creeking runs on Bowyers Stream, the Upper
Boyle and Mason Rivers; the Upper Waiau, the Rangitata Gorge, the Pukaki (in high flow) and Hooker
Rivers, and the Okuku River.
The Clarence River Acheron to the sea multiday trip falls into a somewhat different category because,
although the river is only Class II-III (parts can be Class IV in flood flows), it offers an outstanding wild
and scenic river journey, and travels through a very isolated and rugged part of the country with
essentially no access to roads, and from which egress is difficult. The trip normally takes between 4 –
6 days. The weather can be quite unpredictable and harsh, with strong winds, snow (even in summer),
and extreme cold in winter. Thus, although family parties do make the trip down the river on a regular
basis in summer, they invariably contain people who are very self-sufficient and capable in the
outdoors and aware of what is needed to make the journey safely. Although New Zealand has a small
number of other remote, long white water rivers offering multiday trips, such as the Motu, Ngaruroro,
Whanganui, and Landsborough Rivers, a number of these rivers are technically more difficult than the
Clarence and none offer a five day trip suitable for intermediate kayakers. This means the Clarence
River provides a unique New Zealand river journey.
The list of rivers presented in Table 4.2 suggests that white water kayakers are spoilt for choice for
rivers to paddle in Canterbury. However, flow availability actually means the resources available for
day trips to the bulk of white water weekend paddlers in Canterbury (Class II-III kayakers) are
restricted to essentially a few river reaches that have reliable flows, namely:
•
•
•
•

•

the Hurunui River above the Mandamus confluence and in the Lowry Peaks Gorge
the lower Waimakariri River
the Hope River from the Lewis Pass Highway (SH7) Bridge to the Waiau confluence,
and the Waiau River from the Hope confluence to the Hanmer confluence and then to
the Leslie Hills Bridge
the Rakaia Gorge, and
the Ahuriri River.

These rivers normally only provide Class II-III water and the rivers with the best white water features
for training and developing white water boaters are the Hurunui River above the Mandamus
confluence and the Leslie Hills Gorge on the Waiau River.
Additional key elements in many of these runs, besides the quality white water, are the scenic and
wilderness values in gorges on the rivers or in surrounding landscapes through which the runs pass.
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Figure 4-1:

Location, importance and suitability of river sections for white water kayakers in the Environment Canterbury Region
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The Class III white water run down Māori Gully on the Hurunui River, seen here in a moderate flow, is one of
the outstanding runs of its Class in New Zealand for intermediate to expert kayakers. Because of its confined
nature and gradient it offers outstanding white water features over a wide range of flows. It was
recommended for a Water Conservation Order (WCO) by a Special Tribunal for its white water values in
2009. Photo: Courtesy Hugh Canard.

This is particularly true for many of the runs on the Clarence, Waiau, Hurunui, Ashley, Okuku,
Waimakariri, Rakaia, Rangitata, Hooker, Waihao and Ahuriri Rivers.
In the kayaking river inventory in Appendix III there are a number of rivers listed that are only rarely, or
occasionally, paddled. A number of these have significant kayaking values or other values (such as
provision of water for downstream runs and/or aesthetic values) but their wider use may be limited
because they rarely flow, or access is difficult or restricted. Recently a Whitewater Canoe Club trip
visited the Lewis River and the Acheron River (access was restricted to the public at the time we
visited it). Both were boated when higher than normal flows were present and both produced excellent
Class II-III runs. The Acheron run was flowing at 50 cumecs and included a Class IV rapid that is
usually a very difficult Class IV-V two metre drop at lower flows.
The Potts River in the Rangitata River Headwaters (‘Lord of the Rings country’), the Cameron River at
the foot of the Arrowsmith Range and the South Branch of the Ashburton River gorges were also run
recently by two kayakers who walked into the areas and descended them in lightweight single person
Alpacka rafts. Such stunning alpine rivers are often in areas of outstanding scenic value and are also
ideal for river bugging and kayaking but do require significant tramps in to run them if 4WD or
helicopter access is not possible.
The main rivers used by downriver racers and multisport kayakers in Canterbury are the Class I to III
more open braided river reaches and some of the gorge sections of the Waimakariri, Rakaia, Waiau
and Rangitata Rivers (but not the Rangitata Gorge). Although the reaches of river they run are usually
of little challenge to more experienced white water kayakers in short white water kayaks, they do
provide some interest to white water kayakers such as beginners or less experienced kayakers, or
those travelling down the gorges.
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Use of the river reaches in Canterbury is highly variable and not well documented. The most
commonly used reaches are those in the Class I-III type, largely because the majority of white water
kayakers are capable of paddling such rivers and so use them. In addition, there are a large number of
multisport kayakers, many of whom are also capable of kayaking on that class of white water. In
contrast, smaller numbers of white water kayakers are capable of kayaking on Class III+ and higher
classes of white water. Thus, many higher difficulty rivers are not kayaked as frequently. Their use is
also frequently limited by flow availability, which will be discussed further later.
The kayaking (and river bugging and rafting) carried out on the majority of rivers in the Canterbury
region involves private, club, educational or commercial groups of paddlers of different ability levels
who do trips down the various river runs. Groups will often stop and use hydraulic features to train or
‘play’ at appropriate spots. Sometimes groups are involved in overnight trips or are on specific

Hilary McMillan in high flow conditions on a fine summer’s day on the lower part of the multiday Clarence River
trip between the Acheron confluence and SH1 Bridge. Mounts Alarm, Tapuae-o-Uenuku and the Pinnacle are
in the background. The river is widely used by rafters, kayakers and family groups from throughout New
Zealand and travels through very remote backcountry. It is as prized today as it was in 1981 when identified in
the Egarr and Egarr (1981) Recreational River Survey. Photo: Tom Botterill.

instructional trips, e.g., for downriver racing or being introduced to white water boating. The various
features that make up river runs of value can be illustrated by considering a number of properties of
the Hurunui River (Appendix VI).
Groups from within and outside the region travel to visit Canterbury Rivers. For example, kayakers and
school groups from South Canterbury travel north to visit the Hurunui and Waimakariri Rivers and
kayakers from the Otago University Kayak Club regularly visit the Rangitata River. There was also a
large influx of both national and international paddlers to the Rangitata River in late summer/early
autumn 2012, because of the drought in Otago, Buller and the West Coast, as this was some of the
only dependable (glacier fed) water in the South Island.
Thus there are many facets to the kayaking use and value of Canterbury’s rivers.
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Recognition of the value and use of many of these Canterbury Rivers is documented in the 1981 New
Zealand Recreational River Survey (Egarr and Egarr, 1981), the results of the 1991 NZCA River Use
Survey (Unwin, 1995; Hunt et al., 1995), and kayaking guide books (Egarr (1995), Charles (1996;
8
1999), Barker (2003), Charles (2013)) and information on Whitewater NZ’s website . A number of river
9
runs feature in Youtube videos (e.g., the Waihao River ). However, the values and use of some runs
are not widely known, even within the kayaking community.
The seminal New Zealand wide river recreational survey published in 1981 identified many of the most
important rivers used for recreation in the Canterbury Region (Egarr and Egarr, 1981), and supports
the choice of many of the runs identified in this study. The survey assessed established and possible
future use of waterways for seven types of recreation; namely canoeing/kayaking, drift boating, rafting,
pack floating, jet boating, swimming and motor launches. Much of the analysis in this study has stood
the test of time. The survey also yielded a series of regional canoeing guidebooks including one for
Canterbury (Egarr and Egarr, 1978).
Canterbury Rivers identified in this survey as having at least an intermediate recreational ranking are
summarised in Table 4.3. Scenic values were rated on a six point scale: dull, uninspiring, moderate,
picturesque, impressive and exceptional. Recreational values were rated as a combination of all seven
recreation uses on a five point ordinal scale: insignificant, low, intermediate, high and exceptional. A
low recreational value reflected a valueless and mediocre rating on user numbers. An intermediate
recreational value reflected an average ranking, whereas a high value reflected a popular ranking and
exceptional reflected an extreme ranking. In some cases the recreational ratings are a reflection of
kayaking or jet boating or swimming values alone (e.g., Boyle – kayaking; Waiau – Parnassus Gorge
to sea – jet boating) whereas others reflect a number of values (e.g., Clarence – kayaking, rafting and
jet boating; Ashley – kayaking, rafting and swimming).
Table 4.3:

Recreation and scenic values of Canterbury Rivers as assessed by Egarr and
Egarr (1981)

River

Recreational
value

Scenic
value

River

Recreational
value

Scenic value

Upper Clarence - Lake
Tennyson to the Acheron
confluence

Intermediate

Picturesque

Waimakariri – upper to Mt
White bridge

Intermediatea

Impressive

Clarence – top gorge

Exceptional

Impressive

Waimakariri – Mt White
bridge to gorge

Higha

Moderate

Clarence – top gorge to
Quail Flat

High

Picturesque

Waimakariri – gorge to
Woodstock

Exceptionala

Impressive

Clarence – Quail Flat to
lower gorge

Exceptional

Impressive

Waimakariri – Woodstock
to SH1

Exceptionala

Moderate

Clarence – lower gorge to
Matai Flat

Exceptional

Exceptional

Waimakariri – SH1 to sea

Intermediatea

Uninspiring

Clarence –Matai Flat to
the sea

Exceptional

Impressive

Kowai

Intermediatea

Picturesque

Upper Waiau – to Hope
confluence

Intermediate

Impressive

Avon

Exceptional

Impressive

Waiau – Hope to Leslie
Hills Bridge

High

Moderate

Selwyn

Hope – Boyle to Waiau

Intermediate

Moderate

Rakaia – upper to gorge

High

Impressive

Waiau – Leslie Hills
Bridge to Parnassus
gorge

Intermediatea

Uninspiring

Waiau - Parnassus gorge

Intermediatea

Moderate

Waiau – Parnassus gorge
to sea

Intermediatea
a

Boyle – Engineers camp
to Windy point

Upper Hurunui and Lakes

8
9

Intermediate

Intermediatea
a

Moderate

Intermediate

Picturesque

Rakaia - gorge

High

Impressive

Lake Stream

High

Impressive

Ashburton – upper below
gorge

Intermediate

Picturesque

Impressive

Rangitata – upper valley
above gorge

Intermediate

Picturesque

Impressive

Rangitata – gorge

High

Impressive

www.rivers.org.nz; accessed 21 October 2013.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4cUl9JffazQ; accessed 21 October 2013.
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River

Recreational
value

Scenic
value

Hurunui – Lake Sumner to
South Branch

High

Moderate

Hurunui – South Branch
to Māori Gully and
Hawarden gorge

High

Moderate

Hurunui – Mandamus to
Lowry Peaks gorge

Intermediatea

Uninspiring

Hurunui – Lowry Peaks
gorge

High

Hurunui – SH1 to sea
Okuku – Okuku Pass road
to Fox Creek
Ashley – Townsend
confluence to domain
Otukaikino
Kaiapoi
a

Recreational
value

Scenic value

Rangitata – Klondyke to
Peel Forest

Exceptional

Picturesque

Rangitata – below Peel
Forest

Higha

Uninspiring

Orari - gorge

Intermediate

Picturesque

Moderate

Hae Hae Te Moana
(Temuka River)

Intermediate

Picturesque

Intermediatea

Moderate

Waihao

Intermediate

Uninspiring

High

Picturesque

Ahuriri

High

Picturesque

Exceptional

Impressive

Hooker

High

Impressive

High

Picturesque

Tasman

Intermediatea

Impressive

Picturesque

Waitaki – below Waitaki
dam

Intermediate

River

a

High

Moderate

Largely or in part for jet boating or other uses such as swimming.

The importance of the rivers selected in Table 4.2 is also supported by the data from the 1991
nationwide New Zealand Canoeing Association (NZCA) River Use Survey (RUS). The survey results
were never published, but findings have been presented to Tribunal Hearings, Planning Tribunal
Enquiries and Environment Court Hearings since (Rankin, 2003; 2009; 2012; 2013a), after the results
were first presented to the Draft National Water Conservation (Buller River) Order 1989 enquiry in
1995 (Unwin, 1995; Hunt et al., 1995).
Respondents (600 from throughout New Zealand) were asked to rate the overall importance, scenic
beauty, wilderness feeling, travel time and canoeing challenge on river reaches they had run using
well-defined scales of 1-5, with 5 being the highest score (most important or scenic, highest
wilderness feel etc) and 1 the lowest. Mean ratings were then calculated. The Clarence River,
Rangitata Gorge, Māori Gully and Hawarden Gorge run on the Upper Hurunui River, Upper Waiau to
the Hope confluence and Ashley Gorge all ranked within the top forty most important river runs
throughout New Zealand in 1991 (Table 4.4).
Table 4.4:

Mean ratings and New Zealand rankings for various attributes of reaches of
Canterbury Rivers out of 94 New Zealand Rivers from the 1991 NZCA River Use
Survey

River & Section

Importance

Rank

Travel
Time

Rank

Scenic
Beauty

Rank

Wilderness
Feeling

Rank

Canoeing
Challenge

Rank

Clarence

4.26

9

4.43

93

4.27

7

4.41

4

2.92

48

Rangitata: Gorge
Hurunui: Māori Gully to
Hawarden Gap
Waiau: to Hope River

4.08

18

3.15

48

3.16

49

3.19

36

4.12

3

3.93

24

2.84

32

3.28

48

3.01

39

3.58

14

3.83

31

3.05

45

3.77

24

3.86

13

3.47

19

Ashley

3.68

37

2.19

18

3.51

36

3.22

35

3.32

24

Hurunui: Lake Sumner
to Seaward River

3.61

42

2.87

33

3.15

50

2.81

50

2.72

52

Waimakariri: Gorge

3.49

49

3.07

46

3.60

31

3.64

20

2.46

64

Rangitata: Waikari
Station to Peel Forest
Waiau: Hanmer Gorge
Rakaia

3.33

60

3.02

41

2.78

73

2.51

67

2.51

61

3.25
3.00

63
77

2.56
2.47

27
25

2.78
3.05

74
57

2.47
2.50

71
68

2.40
2.21

67
74

Boyle

2.91

82

2.91

36

3.07

56

2.47

70

2.77

51

Ahuriri

2.85

84

3.72

71

2.94

64

2.58

66

2.50

62

Hurunui: SH7 to SH1

2.57

90

2.26

19

2.29

89

2.33

76

1.85

86

Groynes

2.08

94

1.56

4

1.79

92

1.16

94

1.09

94

Although the Hurunui: Māori Gully to Hawarden Gap, and Hurunui: Lake Sumner to Seaward River
th
nd
runs were ranked as 24 and 42 in overall importance throughout New Zealand in the 1991 survey
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(Table 4.4), some of these reaches were recommended for inclusion in a Water Conservation Order
for their kayaking values. These runs offer some of the best and most used beginner and intermediate
white water for kayaking in the country, which, when combined with a number of other values, make
them nationally significant and worthy of a Water Conservation Order (Rankin, 2009).
Data in Table 4.5 also show the number of RUS respondents who had visited Canterbury Rivers
throughout their paddling lifetime. The Māori Gully to Hawarden Gap and Lake Sumner to Seaward
River runs on the Hurunui River followed by the lower Waiau (Leslie Hills Gorge) run and Groynes
were the most (used) visited rivers in Canterbury in terms of total visits and visits per person.
Table 4.5:

Results for rivers in the Environment Canterbury region ranked according to
importance (highest to lowest), and use data from the 1991 NZCA River Use
Survey
Class

Importance

No.
Respondents

Total
visits

Visits per
Person

Clarence

II-III

4.26

131

261

1.99

Rangitata: Gorge

IV-V

4.08

66

168

2.55

Hurunui: Māori Gully to Hawarden Gap

III (IV)

3.93

132

1326

10.05

Waiau: to Hope River
Ashley

III-IV+
III+

3.83
3.68

43
109

101
637

2.35
5.84

Hurunui: Lake Sumner to Seaward
River

II+ (III)

3.61

146

1468

10.05

II-III

3.49

155

807

5.21

II+

3.33

129

707

5.48

II+
II+ (III)

3.25
3.00

138
60

1012
210

7.33
3.50

Boyle

II+

2.91

59

147

2.49

Ahuriri

II-III

2.85

36

94

2.61

Hurunui: SH7 to SH1

I-II

2.57

62

202

3.26

Groynes

I+

2.08

71

701

9.87

River & Section

Waimakariri: Gorge
Rangitata: Waikari Station to Peel
Forest
Waiau: Hanmer Gorge
Rakaia

In the case of the Māori Gully to Hawarden Gap and Lake Sumner to Seaward River runs on the
Hurunui, the number of repeat visits is high because the river is particularly valued for the Class II-III
white water experience it offers and its proximity to Christchurch (one and a half hours drive). In the
case of the Groynes, Ashley and Rangitata (Waikari Station (Klondyke) to Peel Forest) the visits per
person (9.87, 5.84, and 5.48, respectively) reflect use and value of those resources for kayak tuition
and training and the white water experience the latter two offer.
Other highly valued rivers in the Canterbury region, particularly for the white water they offer, include
the Upper Waiau to Hope River and the Ashley Gorge (Importance ratings 3.83 and 3.68, respectively;
Table 4.5). These rivers would have much wider use and greater value were it not for the fact the
Upper Waiau is relatively inaccessible and the Ashley Gorge only has sufficient flows in it in spring or
on some occasions after Northerly or South Easterly rain. In contrast the Hurunui has sufficient flows
all year round and easy access, guaranteeing availability all year round. This reliable but variable flow
is also a very significant feature of the Hurunui River.
Since the 1981 and 1991 surveys a number of new kayaking runs have been found in Canterbury. The
face of kayaking has also changed significantly as a result of technical developments, changes in
kayak design, instruction and skill development, continuing exploration and changes in access
arrangements (Charles, 2013). For example, when the 1981 survey was published (Egarr and Egarr,
1981) white water kayaks were only made from glass reinforced plastic (fibreglass) and were 4 metres
long. There were no specialised polyethylene plastic white water creek or play boats, or long (>5
metre) multisport or down river racing kayaks, and no plethora of kayaks from which to choose today.
New runs including the Upper Boyle River down to the Boyle River Lodge, the Mason River (a tributary
of the Waiau River), the Waipara River Gorge, the Grey River (a tributary of the Okuku River),
Bowyers Stream (a tributary of the Ashburton) have been found and are all known through the
kayaking network. Also the recreational values of the Upper Waiau (from Malings Pass down to the
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Hope confluence; Egarr, 1995; Charles, 1999), Orari Gorge and Opihi River Gorge (Charles, 1999;
Barker, 2003), and the North Branch of the Waihao (Barker, 2003; Charles, 2013) have increased, in
recognition of the white water features and runs that they offer. As multisport racing has developed so
too has the use of river runs particularly suited to that form of kayaking.
Most of the newer runs are small creeks (Upper Boyle, Bowyers Stream, Grey River) and rivers
(Mason River, Waipara River, Opihi River, North Branch of the Waihao) that only have sufficient flow
in them after rain, and often when they are in flood, and have been discovered in part as a result of the
development of creek boating and the exploration of new rivers by maps, on foot, and by helicopter. A
number of new higher Class river reaches have been discovered and kayaked in other regions
(Charles, 2013), and especially on the West Coast of the South Island (England, 2011). This is
exemplified by 100 kayaking runs being listed in Graham Charles’ New Zealand Whitewater
th
guidebook first published in 1996 and 180 kayaking runs in the 5 revised edition in 2013 (Charles,
1996; 2013).
Other studies have also recorded kayaking values in rivers throughout Canterbury (Daly, 2002;
Sutherland-Downing et al., 2004; Galloway, 2008; 2012).
White water kayaking values have been assessed in rivers in three regions (West Coast Regional
Council (Booth et al., 2010a), Tasman District Council (Booth et al., 2010b) and the Hawkes Bay
Regional Council (Booth et al., 2012)) using the River Values Assessment System (RiVAS: Hughey et
al., 2010) but not in Canterbury. The method uses an expert kayaker panel assessment and a multicriteria analysis approach to determine an overall score for river reaches by summing scores for a
range of attributes and then ranking scores from highest to lowest and ascribing high, medium or low
values. Some reservations have been expressed about its utility (Booth et al., 2012; Hughey, 2012),

White water kayakers, including some beginners on their first trip, heading off down the Upper Waimakariri for
an overnight trip down the Class II-II+ Waimakariri Gorge. This river offers the first overnight kayaking trip for
many kayakers where they have to carry gear in their boats as well as a downriver racing run. It passes
through stunning Canterbury backcountry scenery varying from alpine scenery in the upper reaches to
spectacular gorges where the river passes through the foothills to emerge on the Canterbury Plains. Photo:
Tom Botterill.
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as the method does not define how rivers are to be categorised as having high, medium or low scores
or kayaking values, or as having national, regional or local kayaking values (Hughey, 2012) or how to
compare results between regional councils. Nevertheless, the method provides an indication of white
water kayaking values on rivers within regional council jurisdictions, and may have some utility for
monitoring and reporting purposes (Hughey and Booth, 2012).

4.1.3

Ranking of kayaking reaches

The relative kayaking values of the reaches are summarised in three categories in Table 4.6. Category
A reaches are those of the highest value and deserving of recognition by a Water Conservation Order
(WCO). Category B reaches are those of the next level down of importance and value, and Category
C are the next level down. All Category B and C rivers are regionally important and significant, as
mentioned in Section 4.1.2. Brief reasons for deciding on these categories are given in the table and in
the following discussion.

Kayakers in downriver multisport racing kayaks skirt the edge of the Class II Hamilton Rapid in the Waimakariri
Gorge. This gorge has spectacular scenery through its length and is the premier jet boating run in New
Zealand, making it worthy of a Water Conservation Order. The reputation of this river for the Coast to Coast
race and its white water values for white water kayakers add to these values. Photo: Ian Fox.

The placement of the rivers in Categories B and C in Table 4.6 has largely been decided on the basis
of the quality of the white water and amenity values that the respective reaches offer. We have also
deliberately selected runs of different Classes of difficulty. We feel the most appropriate way to provide
for the interests of kayaking communities throughout the country is to provide for a range of the best
runs of different Classes in different regions.
Most of the river runs given the highest ratings for overall importance in the 1991 NZCA RUS were
those with the highest technical difficulty or Class; the exceptions were the Whanganui and Clarence
Rivers (Unwin 1995, Hunt et al., 1995). Thus, if only high Class runs were to be protected either
through WCOs or in regional land and water plans, other runs of lower Class, but which are really
important for beginner and intermediate kayakers to learn and advance on within different regions,
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might not be recognised and so could have flows reduced to levels where the kayaking values are
significantly reduced or even removed.
Table 4.6:
River
(Stream,
Creek)
Category A

Clarence

Relative importance of the kayaking reaches of Canterbury Rivers
Kayaking Reach

Lake Tennyson to
Acheron confluence

II-III

Acheron confluence to
Glen Alton Bridge

II-III

Glen Alton Bridge to
SH1 or sea

Waiau

Hurunui

III

Upper – Malings Pass
to Hope confluence

III-IV+

Lake Sumner outlet to
the South Branch

II-II+
(III)

South Branch

II-III

South Branch
confluence to
Seaward River

II-II+
(III)

Seaward River to
Surveyors Stream
(Māori Gully Reach)

Waimakariri

Class

III

Surveyors Stream to
Mandamus confluence

II-III

Mount White Bridge to
Gorge Bridge

II-II+

Gorge Bridge to SH1
Bridge

II

Gorge – Whiterock to
Klondyke Intake

IV-V

Rangitata
Klondyke to Peel
Forest

II-II+

Features and Values

Beginner to intermediate white water; Part of a source
to sea trip; Wild, scenic and alpine environment
Beginner to intermediate white water over much of the
run; Outstanding remote multi-day white water
wilderness trip, longest of its type in New Zealand;
Part of a source to sea trip; Outstanding wild, scenic
and alpine environment, with spectacular river gorges
Outstanding confident beginner to intermediate white
water; Part of a source to sea trip; Dramatic good
gradient white water at end of multi-day river journey
Outstanding advanced and expert white water; ‘Big’
water in high flows; Outstanding wild and scenic
gorges and alpine and high country environment;
Outstanding multi-day trip for experienced paddlers
Outstanding beginner to intermediate white water
(Sisters Stream Gorge Class III at higher flow); Easy
road access to parts of the run; Slalom site at the
Jollie Brook rapid; Part of a source to sea trip; Wild,
scenic river gorges and Canterbury high country
environment; Proximity to Christchurch – key nursery
river
Beginner to intermediate white water but access
difficult over 4WD farm tracks; Wild, scenic river
gorges and Canterbury high country environment;
Flow contribution to Māori Gully; Proximity to
Christchurch
Outstanding beginner to intermediate white water
(Devil’s Fang Falls Class III rapid); Easy road access
to run; Part of a source to sea trip; Wild, scenic river
gorges and Canterbury high country environment;
Proximity to Christchurch – key nursery river
Outstanding confident beginner to expert white water
over a wide flow range; ‘Big’ water in high flows; Part
of a source to sea trip; Wild, scenic gorge and
Canterbury high country environment; One of the best
runs of its type in New Zealand; Proximity to
Christchurch – key nursery river
Outstanding beginner to intermediate white water over
a wide flow range; ‘Big’ water in high flows; Part of a
source to sea trip; Wilderness feel, scenic gorges and
Canterbury high country environment; Proximity to
Christchurch
Beginner and intermediate white water; Overnight
wilderness trip; Impressive wild and scenic river
gorges; Developing beginner to expert downriver
racing run
Beginner and intermediate white water; Beginner to
expert downriver racing run; Proximity to Christchurch
Outstanding advanced and expert white water; ‘Big’
water; Wilderness feel; Wild and scenic river gorge;
Kayaking values recognised in WCO
Outstanding beginner and intermediate white water;
Good gradient and good wave trains at right flows;
Popular for instruction and runnable over a wide range
of flows; ‘Big’ water flood run; Intermediate to expert
downriver racing run – key nursery river; Kayaking
values recognised in WCO

Justification/reason
for inclusion in
category

Only intermediate level
white water class II-III
multiday wilderness
trip with spectacular
gorges and remote
journey of its type in
New Zealand
Only multi-day class
III-IV+ white water trip
for experienced
paddlers in Canterbury

Outstanding key New
Zealand nursery river
for new kayakers with
range of runs for
beginners to advanced
kayakers, wild and
scenic river gorges
and Canterbury high
country scenery; parts
recommended for a
WCO in 2009

Outstanding river for
downriver race
kayaking, wild and
scenic river gorges
and Canterbury high
country scenery

Outstanding Class IVV and II-II+ white water
runs, key nursery river

Category B
Boyle
Hope/Waiau
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Engineers Camp to
Windy Point
SH7 Hope Bridge to
Hanmer confluence

II-III
II-III

Beginner to intermediate water run; Wild and scenic
character; Scenic gorges
Beginner to intermediate white water run; Intermediate
to expert downriver racing run; Scenic gorges

A range of rivers
largely chosen for the
quality white water
they offer for kayakers
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River
(Stream,
Creek)
Waiau

Kayaking Reach

Class

Hanmer confluence to
Leslie Hills Bridge

II-II+

Gillespies Bridge to
Middle Bridge

II (III)

Ashley
Middle Bridge to
Domain
Okuku
Otukaikino
Avon

Rakaia

Orari

Lees Valley Road to
Fox Creek
Groynes to Dickies
Road Bridge
Bridge at Boy’s High
to Pleasant Point
Lake Coleridge to
Gorge Road Bridge
Gorge Bridge to
Lowes cutting
Gorge – Andrews
Stream to road near
river

Opihi

Gorge

Hooker

Upper – Hooker Lake
to upper footbridge
Lower – Mueller Lake
to Hooker Corner

Waihao

North Branch

III+

III+-IV
I+
I
II+ (III)
II+
II-II+
III-IV
IV+-V
III-IV
IV

Features and Values
Beginner to intermediate white water run; Beginner to
expert downriver racing run; Scenic gorge
Developing beginner and intermediate white water;
Wilderness feel; Wild and scenic river gorge; Proximity
to Christchurch
Outstanding intermediate/advanced white water;
Wilderness feel; Wild and scenic river gorge; Proximity
to Christchurch
Outstanding advanced and expert white water;
Wilderness feel; Wild and scenic river gorges;
Proximity to Christchurch
White water kayak training for beginners; In
Christchurch

Justification/reason
for inclusion in
category
of different abilities,
and which have
features on them
which make them
stand out from other
runs of similar class of
difficulty. Some runs
have limited flow
availability but still
retain high values
particularly for the
quality white water
they offer when flows
are present

Kayak training; In Christchurch
Beginner and intermediate white water; Wild and
scenic river gorge; Developing beginner to expert
downriver racing run
Beginner and intermediate white water; Beginner to
expert downriver racing run
Beginner and intermediate white water; Scenic river
gorge; Kayak instruction
Intermediate and advanced white water; Scenic river
gorge
Expert white water; Wild and scenic character; Alpine
environment
Intermediate to expert white water; Wild and scenic
character; Alpine environment
Advanced and expert flood creeking white water run;
Remote journey through classic South Canterbury hill
country, wallabies and goats; Large boulders in bed

Category C
Mason
Boyle
Hurunui
Bowyers
Rangitata
Orari
Ahuriri

Tekapo

Pukaki
a

Inland Kaikoura Road
Bridge to Wandle
River Bridge
Upper Boyle to Lodge
Lowry Peaks Gorge to
SH1 Bridge
Sharplin Falls to
carpark
Mesopotamia –
Harper Lodge to
Whiterock
Upper – down to
Gorge

IV-V
III+-IV
I-II
IV-V

Outstanding advanced/expert creeking white water
run; Wild and scenic character
Beginner to intermediate white water; Part of a source
to sea trip; Scenic river gorges
Advanced and expert flood creeking white water run

I-II

Beginner white water; Wild and scenic

III

Intermediate white water; Scenic river gorge

above SH8

II-III

dam to Lake George
Scott

II-II+

White Water Course

III

Below tail race Pukaki
Dam

Expert flood creeking white water run; Scenic gorge

II+-IV

Beginner and intermediate white water; Wild and
scenic character
Beginner and intermediate white water; Requires
controlled flow release
Intermediate and advanced white water; Requires
controlled flow release
Beginner/Intermediate (low flows ca 40 cumecs) and
advanced/expert (flows >100 cumecs) white water;
‘Big’ water at high flows; Requires controlled flow
release

A range of rivers
largely chosen for the
quality white water
they offer for kayakers
of different abilities,
and which have
features on them
which make them
stand out from other
runs of similar class of
difficulty within the
Canterbury region.
Some runs have
limited access or flow
availability but still
retain high values even
though that is the
case. However, given
their use/availability
these runs rate at a
slightly lower level than
those in Category B

Where a value is given in parentheses, this indicates a rapid of this Class is found in this reach.

One significant mechanism for recognising the outstanding values of rivers in New Zealand is the
granting of WCOs, which can impose restrictions on alteration of flows or prohibit damming, for
example, in order to protect recognised values. The characteristics, features and kayaking values on
some rivers in Canterbury have been recognised as outstanding by the granting of WCOs, such as on
the Rangitata River. Damming the full flow is prohibited to protect kayaking values in the Rangitata
Gorge and Klondyke to Peel Forest reaches. Other rivers in Canterbury potentially warrant WCOs,
such as the Clarence River, Upper Waiau above the Hope confluence, the Hurunui River above the
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Mandamus
confluence,
and
the
Waimakariri Mount White to SH1 Bridge
for their outstanding white water, kayaking
and wild and scenic values. The
Waimakariri River is the premier jet
boating river of New Zealand and warrants
a WCO for its outstanding jet boating
values from the SH1 Bridge to the top of
10
the Gorge . The racing kayaking values
on the Waimakariri River, and values
associated with the overnight rafting or
kayaking trip down through the spectacular
Waimakariri Gorge would support this.
In Table 4.2 and Table 4.6, a number of
Category B and C rivers have outstanding
white water or wild and scenic values that
set them apart from other rivers of similar
Category or Class of difficulty (including the
Ashley River from the Middle Bridge to the
Domain, the Okuku River, and the Upper
Boyle River to the Lodge) but they do not
warrant WCOs. Such rivers are seen as
providing a higher amenity value or special
experience to their users compared with
others of a similar Category or Class. One
primary reason that they may not warrant a
WCO is that they normally do not have
sufficient flow in them to provide a reliable
Graham Egarr running the Class III ‘Chute’ in the first gorge
kayaking resource. Thus, although the
of the Clarence River in 1973 in a low summer flow of
Okuku River offers a world class
about 15-20 cumecs. The quality of intermediate Class
outstanding Class V run at flows of greater
white water, spectacular river gorges, scenery and
than 100 cumecs, such flows occur
wilderness and remoteness make this multiday river
relatively infrequently. In addition, mean
journey an outstanding river journey in New Zealand and
and median flows in this river are too low to
the Clarence River worthy of a Water Conservation Order.
provide a year round kayaking resource
Graham and Jan Egarr identified the Clarence River as
worthy of protection in their 1981 New Zealand
(the river can only be run after appreciable
Recreational River Survey (Egarr and Egarr, 1981). Photo:
rain in its catchment) and so it is
Doug Rankin.
inappropriate to be awarded a WCO on this
basis. Thus it is clear that a number of the
river reaches mentioned in Table 4.2 have different assessments as to their overall value.

4.1.4

Value of reaches to other white water users

The interests of kayakers and other river users, such as river buggers, rafters, and catarafters,
generally coincide, and they value rivers with white water covering a range of classes of difficulty. The
only difference would be that in general the smaller steep creek runs are not accessed as much by
rafters, although catarafters do run the Ashley Gorge and Okuku River.
In contrast, the majority of jet boaters value Class I and II white water, often in braided and the lower
reaches of rivers, where they are more easily navigated and have softer gravels in their bed (Gerard,
2012). When flows are sufficient, jet boaters often indulge in a range of other river activities, besides
transport to trout and salmon fishing spots, including picnicking and swimming. Expert ‘adventure’ jet
boaters also enjoy a number of the Class III and higher white water runs valued by kayakers, such as
the Hurunui River from Mandamus to Lake Sumner and the Ashley Gorge when flows are high enough
to permit access. The Hurunui River from Mandamus to Lake Sumner run is one of the most valued
‘adventure’ jet boating runs in Canterbury (Gerard, 2012).
10

Rob Gerard, Rivers Officer, Jet Boating New Zealand, personal communication, 2013.
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4.2

Kayaker flow requirements

4.2.1

Flow requirements on reaches

Flow requirements for kayakers who use the rivers in Canterbury are summarised in Table 4.7. The
data in Table 4.7 are for river flows in respective reaches based on data at the nearest gauging sites
identified in Table 4.8, or are estimated flows at particular points in the runs based on knowledge of
the river size, structure and bed features and white water that is produced. The flows are also prior to
the taking of any flows for irrigation purposes, most notably for the Rangitata River below Klondyke
where the Rangitata Diversion Race abstracts up to 30 cumecs. The flows are applicable for different
river users, such as downriver racing kayakers and white water kayakers, on reaches used by different
disciplines, unless otherwise stated. Where flows are given for beginner white water or downriver
racing kayakers, it is assumed that such paddlers will be at a competent level and accompanied by
more experienced paddlers on river trips for safety reasons.
Flow requirements for kayakers on different reaches were estimated particularly because a formal
survey of a sample of the kayaking population would be unfeasible and only generate limited data in
some cases because of the limited numbers of paddlers that have made some of the runs (Brown et
al., 1991; Shelby et al., 1992b; Whittaker et al., 1993; Whittaker et al., 2005). Flows are defined with
reasonable confidence for all runs except where there is limited use, little gauge data or where runs
are now less used. The rivers or reaches falling into that category would be the Lowry Peaks Gorge to
SH1 Bridge on the Hurunui River (flow requirements for kayakers less certain; based on flow gauge at
SH1), and the Upper Boyle River, the Mason River and Bowyers Stream and the Hooker River (no
flow gauges).

Geoff Price watches Ian Fox piloting a raft down the Graveyard rapid at the exit of the second gorge on the
Upper Waiau River in a medium spring flow. Polly Miller waits in an eddy in the middle of the river in a kayak.
The river here is tight and littered with holes, large boulders, and surfing waves. This reach contains delightful
Class III-IV white water for 0.5km requiring constant manoevring and care. This is but a small section of the
Upper Waiau River, which has oustanding higher Class white water, gorges and scenery along much of its
length. It is another river in Canterbury worthy of a Water Conservation Order. Photo: Doug Rankin.
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In the case of the Lake Tennyson to Acheron confluence reach on the Clarence River the flow
estimates given are for a point approximately one quarter of the way down the run below the Pass
Stream confluence (and flows in part relate to those at the Jollies gauge site). Multisport flows for this
reach are based on flows at Jollies. For the Acheron confluence to Glen Alton Bridge reach on the
Clarence River the flow estimates given are for the start of the run at the Acheron confluence. On the
Upper Waiau River run from opposite Malings Pass down to the Hope River confluence the flow
estimates are for a point roughly halfway down the run, just below the Stanley River confluence (and
flows in part relate to those at the Glenhope gauge site). For the Hope/Waiau River reach flows for
white water and multisport kayaking are based on those at Marble Point. Flows for the Waimakariri
River above and below the Gorge Bridge are based on flows at Otarama and the SH1 Bridge,
respectively. For the North Branch of the Waihao River, the flow estimates are for a point roughly
halfway down the run near the ridge coming down off Mt Shrives.
Table 4.7:

Kayaker flow requirements of Canterbury Rivers

River
(Stream,
Creek)

Reach

Clarence

Lake Tennyson to Acheron confluence

II-III

- multisport
Acheron confluence to Glen Alton Bridge
Glen Alton Bridge to SH1 or sea
Waiau

Upper – Malings Pass to Hope confluence

Hope
/Waiau

SH7 Hope Bridge to Hanmer confluence

Waiau

Hanmer confluence to Leslie Hills Bridge

Flow requirements (cumecs)

Class
Beginner

Intermediate

Advanced

Expert

5-15

10-30

-

-

-

40-60

40-100

40-150

II-III

15-20

20-40

20-300+

-

III

40-50

50-120

60-300+

-

III-IV+

-

-

15-100

20-250+

II-III

60-150

60-300

-

-

-

60-100

60-150

60-300

60-200

-

-

- multisport
II-II+

- multisport

40-100
50-100

50-150

50-200

50-300

III+-IV

-

-

5-25

8-50+

Engineers Camp to Windy Point

II-III

6-20

10-45

20-60+

-

Mason

Inland Kaikoura Road Bridge to Wandle
River Bridge

IV-V

-

-

8-15

15-30+

Hurunui

Lake Sumner outlet to the South Branch

II-II+ (III)

15-60

15-100

30-100+

-

Boyle

Upper Boyle to Lodge

South Branch

Ashley

II-III

10-20

15-35

20-100

-

South Branch confluence to Seaward River

II-II+ (III)

15-60

15-100

30-100+

-

Seaward River to Surveyors Stream (Māori
Gully Reach)

III

18-30

18-60

18-250

18-400+

Surveyors Stream to Mandamus confluence

II-III

26-35

35-50

50-120+

-

Lowry Peaks Gorge to SH1 Bridge

I-II

35-50

35-80

-

-

Gillespies Bridge to Middle Bridge

II (III)

10-30

10-60

20-100+

-

III+

-

10-45

20-200

20-250+

III+-IV

-

-

10-60

10-100+

Middle Bridge to Domain
Okuku

Lees Valley Road to Fox Creek

Waimakariri

Mount White Bridge to Gorge Bridge

II-II+

- multisport
Gorge Bridge to SH1 Bridge

II

- multisport
Otukaikino

Groynes to Dickies Road Bridge

50-400

60-200

60-300

60-400

-

60-200

60-500

60-600

2-10

-

-

a

a

a

-

-a

Rakaia

Lake Coleridge to Gorge Road Bridge

II+ (III)

- multisport
II+

- multisport
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70-1500

2-10

I

Sharplin Falls to carpark

70-300
50-200

60-150

Bridge at Boy’s High to Pleasant Point

Bowyers

60-200
50-150

I+

Avon

Gorge Bridge to Lowes cutting

50-100
50-100

IV-V

-

-

70-100

70-300

70-500

70-500+

70-100

70-150

70-250

70-300

70-200

70-300

-

-

70-200

70-300

70-400

70-500

-

-

10-15

15-30
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River
(Stream,
Creek)

Reach

Rangitata

Mesopotamia – Harper Lodge to Whiterock

I-II

Beginner

Intermediate

Advanced

Expert

50-100

50-250

-

-

Gorge – Whiterock to Klondyke Intake

IV-V

-

60-100

40-160

40-300+

Klondyke to Peel Forest

II-II+

40-70

45-125

55-250

-

-

50-100

50-150

50-250

II-II+

8-20

15-35

25-35+

-

III

-

15-30

30-60

-

10-20

20-60+

20-130+

- multisport
Orari

Flow requirements (cumecs)

Class

Gorge – Andrews Stream to road near river
Upper – down to Gorge

Opihi

Gorge

III-IV

-

Hooker

Upper – Hooker Lake to upper footbridge

IV+-V

-

-

10-20

10-20+

Lower – Mueller Lake to Hooker Corner

III-IV

-

15-30

15-100+

15-100+

Waihao

North Branch

IV

-

-

15-40

15-120+

Ahuriri

above SH8

II-III

10-20

10-60

-

-

Tekapo

dam to Lake George Scott

II-II+

15-60

30-80

-

White Water Course
Pukaki

Below tail race Pukaki Dam

b

b

III

-

18

18

18b

II+-IV

40

40-120

40-200+

40-300+

a

Natural flow
b
The flow is a fixed release flow

Flow requirements are not given for some reaches in Table 4.7 (indicated by a dash) because the
reaches are either unsuitable for that category of paddler or are not normally used by such paddlers.
Flows needed on other runs listed in the Inventory in Appendix III could be estimated and provided in
the future if needed.

4.2.2

Variation in flow requirements

Flow requirements for white water and downriver racing kayakers differ significantly from river to river
and across kayaker abilities and are largely dictated by a combination of river features such as the
bed geomorphology, gradient and flow. For example, in smaller narrower streams, where the bed is
smaller and more confined (e.g., Bowyers Stream), less water is required to generate hydraulic
features of value. In larger rivers, where the beds are often a lot wider (e.g., the Rangitata River),
higher flows are typically required to generate valued white water features.
Advanced and expert white water kayakers will often prefer higher minimum and maximum flows than
beginner or intermediate kayakers on the same reach, because they normally prefer the more
challenging water generated by higher flows. Beginner to expert downriver racing kayakers will
normally prefer to kayak reaches over ranges with the same minimum flows because on any particular
race day they may experience such low flows and thus need to know what to expect.
Flow requirements have not been provided for advanced and expert kayakers on some easier Class IIII runs as the white water experience on these runs is likely to hold less interest for them. However,
they may still choose to kayak these runs for a number reasons, such as socialising, guiding less
experienced kayakers on trips, or making floods runs where outstanding hydraulic features are
produced. The choice of flows that they would then require would be dictated by the group they were
paddling with. In some cases for runs where flows are given for advanced kayakers but not for expert
kayakers, expert kayakers would likely choose similar or higher flows for making such runs.
Easier river reaches with good hydraulic features, such as the Orari Gorge at 15 cumecs, can provide
an enjoyable challenge for advanced kayakers using low volume play boats, just as they can for less
experienced beginners who are still learning to master kayaking techniques. Experienced kayakers in
high volume creek boats on the same easier water, however, would not be able to use the hydraulic
features to the same extent and would likely not be as satisfied by the experience. Thus, advanced
and expert kayakers often have a variety of river craft so that they can get the most out of rivers at a
variety of flows.
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4.2.3

Overlap and width of flow preference bands

Flow bands suitable for kayakers of different abilities presented in Table 4.7 often overlap, and reflect
the range of abilities within a particular grouping of paddlers, and/or the presence of valued hydraulic
features over wide flow ranges that are of interest and able to be used members of different ability
groups. This is illustrated by the flow band preferences and suitability of 30-70, 45-125, 55250 cumecs defined for beginner, intermediate and advanced kayakers, respectively, using the
Rangitata River run from Klondyke down to Peel Forest (Rankin, 2003). This is perhaps an extreme
example that arises from the steep and large boulder lined nature of the channels and bed and
gradient steps of this reach and the hydraulic features produced at different flows. The flow band for
experienced kayakers is quite broad as good white water remains over a relatively wide range of flows
and clearly experienced kayakers can handle and enjoy the higher flows.
Sometimes optimum flows and optimal flow bands are quite specific and narrow on kayaking runs.
The Orari Gorge is a good example of this. The ideal flow for total beginners is considered to be
12 cumecs but beginners can normally handle flows between 10-15 cumecs (see Footnote 11). The
ideal flow providing the maximum number of quality white water features suitable for intermediate and
more experienced kayakers is 26 cumecs, although a flow range of 15-35 cumecs is considered
appropriate for intermediate paddlers with flows of 20-26 cumecs considered the optimal range. There
is a relatively narrow flow window for the retention of white water features, 30 cumecs being the upper
limit. Above 30 cumecs most of the white water features present at lower flows ‘wash’ out or are filled
in and are no longer present. At higher flows the water becomes more ‘pushy’ but is less interesting as
there are less white water features.

4.2.4

Flow requirements for different river sections of the same river

Flow requirements for kayakers in different sections of the same river are likely to differ, as flows in
rivers increase naturally from the top to the bottom of the catchment. This effect can be assessed from
data in Tables 4.7 and 4.8.
For example, the mean flow in the Clarence River at Jollies above the confluence with the Acheron
River is 14.7 cumecs, an estimated 37.9 cumecs just below the Acheron confluence (obtained by
adding the flow at Jollies and the Acheron flow at Clarence together), and an estimated 71.1 cumecs
at the Glen Alton Bridge close to the sea. As the river is descended these increases in flow from
tributaries typically result in a widening of the bed and changes in substrate and therefore desired
flows for kayakers.
A minimum flow for intermediate paddlers of about 20 cumecs at the start of the Acheron confluence
to Glen Alton Bridge run on the Clarence River, where the flows of the Clarence and Acheron Rivers
have been combined, will likely correspond to a minimum flow roughly halfway down the run of about
30 cumecs at Quail Flat, and about 50 cumecs at the Glen Alton Bridge. If flows in the river at either
Quail Flat or the Glen Alton Bridge were held to the minimum flow of 20 cumecs as at the start of the
trip, the flows in reaches lower down the river would be too low to give a good white water experience.

4.2.5

Flow and river availability for kayaking in Canterbury

Flow characteristics of a number of Canterbury Rivers (Gray, 2012) are shown in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8:

Flow characteristics of Canterbury Rivers

River

Gauging
Site

Gauging Site Location in
Relation to Kayaking Run

Flow (cumecs)

Catchment
Area
Km2

Mean

Median

7DMALF

Floods
Mean
10 yr
Annual return
330
547

Acherona

Clarence

Near confluence

997

23.2

15.9

4.77

Clarence

Jollies

Above Acheron confluence
End of Clarence trip above
SH1
Just above Hope confluence
at bottom of Upper Waiau trip
Halfway through lower Waiau
reach

440

14.7

10.6

3.33

196

317

3300

71.1

53.5

22.4

849

1368

714

34.9

27.6

13.0

288

394

1980

96.6

72.2

31.8

1059

1413

-

3.99

2.48

-

80.5b

-

1070

52.4

39.1

16.8

531

831

b

Clarence

Glen Alton

Waiau

Glenhope

Waiau

Marble Point

Mason
Hurunui
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Lottery River
confluencec
Mandamus

End of run
Bottom of most used upper
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Gauging
Site

River

Gauging Site Location in
Relation to Kayaking Run

Flow (cumecs)

Catchment
Area
Km2

Mean

Median

7DMALF

Floods
Mean
10 yr
Annual return

reaches
Hurunui

SH1

Bottom lower Hurunui run

2518

69.8

53.2

23.0

772

1310

Ashley

Gorge

Bottom both runs

472

11.8

7.4

2.12

298

539

Okuku

Fox Creek

Bottom of run

222

4.4

2.2

0.55

151

273

Waimakariri

OHB

Bottom of lower river run

3210

119

85.6

40.0

1495

2344

Rakaia
Bowyers
Stream
Rangitata

Fighting Hill

End of Gorge

2626

212

157

92.1

2514

3701

Orari

Gorge

End of run

522

9.0

6.0

2.84

209

485

Opihi

Rockwood

End of run

406

5.3

3.3

1.26

170

331

none
McCulloughs
Bridge
South
Diadem

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Below end of run

488

3.5

1.2

0.35

268

497

End of run

557

23.2

17.9

9.0

255

434

d

Hooker
e

Waihao
Ahuriri

SH72

Below end of run

Klondyke

End Gorge, start lower run

d

-

1.79

1.05

-

27.8

-

1461

97.2

75.2

41.6

1085

2324

a

This river is in the Marlborough Region but is included here for its significant flow contribution to the Clarence River.
Estimated flows from a linear regression model used to predict flows at Glen Alton based on data at Jollies and limited data from an
old Glen Alton gauging site.
c
Limited 4 year flow record; mean annual flood is maximum from 4 year flow record.
d
Limited 7 year flow record; mean annual flood is from 7 year flow record.
e
Flows in the North Branch can be estimated by multiplying the flow at McCulloughs Bridge by 0.6.
b

The data show that the rivers vary significantly in their discharges, as is expected, as they have
different catchment sizes and some rise on the Southern Alps whereas others rise in the foothills,
where rainfall patterns are very different. A number also have significant flood flows down them at
times. Median flows and seven day mean annual low flows (7DMALF) also show that many of the
rivers, and especially the smaller foothill ones, reach very low flows at some times of the year, and
often do not provide sufficient flows for kayakers. For example, the median and 7DMALF flows at the
Ashley Gorge (7.4 and 2.12 cumecs, respectively) are below the minimum 10 cumec flow normally
considered just suitable for intermediate kayakers running the Middle Bridge to Domain reach.
The data in Table 4.8 do not really illustrate the patterns of flow in a river, which vary within a year and
from year to year. As an example, hydrographs for flows in the Ashley River are illustrated for three
different years in Figure 4–2, using data obtained from Environment Canterbury (Gray, 2012). Such
hydrographs are typical for many of the foothill rivers in Canterbury, although peaks and low flows vary
in magnitude depending on the size and location of catchments.
In an average year for the Ashley River measured at the Gorge gauging site, flows ranged from <5 to
about 120 cumecs, with about nine events in the year that resulted in flows of >30 cumecs (Figure 4-2).
In contrast, in a dry year, flows ranged from <5 to about 40 cumecs, with only one event in the year that
resulted in flows of >30 cumecs. In a wet year, flows ranged from <5 to over 180 cumecs, with about
fourteen events in the year that resulted in flows of >30 cumecs. It is also apparent from these
hydrographs that rain events that give rise to kayaking opportunities may occur at any time of the year, in
complete contrast to other rivers elsewhere in the world that rely on snow melt or rain from particular
seasons, and which may then result in limited paddling seasons whenever the flows are right. This is a
general characteristic of New Zealand rivers.
The red line minimum flow indicated on the hydrographs in Figure 4–2 illustrates the minimum flow
(10 cumecs) that most experienced kayakers would consider running the Middle Bridge to Domain run
on the Ashley Gorge (this is not to be confused with a minimum flow for restricting abstractions). It can
be run at lower flows (Charles (1996) suggests as low as 4 cumecs) but the enjoyment is normally
reduced as there are less, primarily smaller, hydraulic features present, which is the case even at
10 cumecs. Experienced paddlers typically prefer flows of at least 30 cumecs (the green line in Figure
4–2), which generate well defined holes and hydraulic features, increasing to 60 cumecs for those who
prefer larger sized, pushier white water and waves.
By inspecting the hydrographs it can be readily seen that depending on the season and flow patterns
for the year, the Ashley Gorge run is only available for a limited number of times during any year. For
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example in the dry year 2005, there was only one day when the flow was above 30 cumecs, and in the
average and wet years 1991 and 1980, there were 19 days and 28 days, respectively. In reality
though, the number of days that paddlers might be able to use the resource is possibly less, especially
if the flows occurred during the working week. It is often difficult to catch good flows because the river
falls so quickly.

Figure 4-2:

Flow at Ashley Gorge (cumecs) for an average year (1991): top; a dry year (2005):
middle: and a wet year (1980): bottom. The significance of the red and green flow
bands are explained in the text

Nevertheless, for outstanding white water rivers such as the Ashley and Okuku, which are so close to
Christchurch, kayakers and other paddlers will often run these rivers when they are flowing, taking a
day’s leave from work or even making late afternoon/evening runs down the Ashley at the right time of
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year, such is their value. Other white water runs close to other centres (Methven, Timaru) where
paddlers reside are likewise visited when flows are right (e.g., Bowyers Stream and the Waihao River).
This may often mean the runs are made in wet weather or snow, just to catch the flow.
Similar hydrographs are also found for the alpine rivers, whose floods normally occur from rain events
on the main divide, with a number often occurring in spring. The hydrograph for the Rangitata River at
Klondyke for 1991 (Figure 4–3) in an average rainfall year illustrates how often the river is accessible
to different users with respect to flows, as discussed further in Section 4.3.3, and how difficult it is to
catch an optimal flow. In addition, at times of flood or high flows some users may be excluded from the
rivers too, simply because the flows are too high for their ability levels.

Figure 4-3:

4.2.6

Flow at Klondyke (cumecs) on the Rangitata River for an average year, 1991. The
significance of the red, green and purple flow bands are explained in Section
4.3.3

Comparison of flow requirements with other published literature

The flow requirements for kayakers in many Canterbury Rivers are not well documented. In some
cases flow requirements are well known, especially where use is well established and kayakers rely on
flow gauge data to assess the suitability of the river for their purposes. A prime example of this
situation would be the Māori Gully run on the Upper Hurunui River, where paddlers will choose to run
the reach in particular flows (based on the Mandamus flow gauge reading). Their personal preferred
flows might be a function of their skill, ability, fitness or confidence level, kayak they are using (play
boat, creek boat, downriver racing kayak), purpose for paddling the river or safety reasons. Flow
requirements for kayakers have been suggested on some Canterbury rivers in an Environment Court
Hearing (Rankin, 2003) and recent hearing submissions on proposed regional land and water plans
and resource consents (Rankin, 2012, 2013a, 2013b).
Defining flow requirements can be difficult for a number of reasons including:
•

lack of gauging sites and so detailed flow data is not available for kayakers to relate their
experiences to; and

•

detailed studies are normally needed to determine the range and quality of hydraulic features
produced at different flows and flow preferences for paddlers of differing abilities (Brown et al.,
1991; Shelby et al., 1992b; Whittaker et al., 1993; Whittaker et al., 2005).

In general the flow requirements summarised in Table 4.7 provide much more detail than is provided
in kayaking guidebooks and other literature, and often show good agreement with such literature.
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Graeme Boddy bugging the Class III Ashley Drop on the lower Ashley Gorge at about 10 cumecs, which is the
lower flow limit of where the river has really suitable white water for kayaking. At lower flows the white water is
too small and uninteresting. At higher flows, eg 20-60 cumecs, the drop steepens and a more challenging
powerful stopper results at the bottom of the drop. At higher flows the drop eventually gets completely covered
and other white water features form nearby. Photo: Doug Rankin.

However, there are sometimes differences in data reported by some authors and data reported which
are not correct.
Flows recommended for the Ashley Gorge below the Middle Bridge of above 20 cumecs, with 30-70
cumecs being ideal for kayaks and rafts (although it can be navigated down to 10 cumecs by kayak;
Egarr, 1995) are similar to those in Table 4.7. At >100 cumecs the river is Class IV (Egarr, 1995).
Suitable flows are 4-120 cumecs (Class III+) and at >120 cumecs the river is Class IV (Charles, 1999).
Flows recommended for the Class III-IV+ Okuku River gorge run are 20-60 cumecs (Charles, 1999)
but the river is runnable at lower flows (10-20 cumecs), and at higher flows (>60 cumecs), where it
becomes Class V and is a serious undertaking.
Preferred flows for kayakers in the range 80-200 cumecs in the Rangitata River gorge and from
Klondyke to Peel Forest (Mosley, 2001; from interviewing kayakers) are similar to those suggested in
Table 4.7. Flows of 40-350 cumecs are reported as suitable for the gorge, with the Class IV+ run being
harder at low flows and the higher flows (Class V; Charles, 1999). A suggested lower flow for beginner
kayakers for the Klondyke to Peel Forest run of 30 cumecs (Rankin, 2003) has been increased to 40
cumecs in the light of comments that, ‘even at 40 cumecs, the run is bony (rocks protrude through the
water surface) and the danger and inconvenience of kayaks pinning on the more bouldery sections is
11
increased but manageable’ . A suggested minimum flow of 14.7 cumecs for the Klondyke to Peel
Forest run (Mosley, 2001) would, in our view, result in slow downriver travel in a rocky riverbed bereft
of white water features.

11

Drew Brown, Outdoor Education Programme Leader, Geraldine High School, personal communication, 2013.
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Flow requirements for the Hurunui River between Lake Sumner and Mandamus in Table 4.7, of
between 15-400+ cumecs depending on the reach and kayaker ability, are similar to those reported
elsewhere (20-120 cumecs provide excellent kayaking in Māori Gully (Class III) and above 120
cumecs the run is Class IV (Egarr, 1995); Maori Gully is Class III <100 cumecs and Class IV >100
cumecs (Charles, 1999)). A minimum of 20-30 cumecs and a maximum of around 100 cumecs, with
no consensus on preferred flows (Mosley, 2002; Rob Greenaway and Associates, 2001) is similar but
does not account for the differences in preferred flows in some reaches nor for kayakers of different
abilities. Flows identified as suitable for beginner kayakers (Greenaway, 2009) in Māori Gully of 35-40
cumecs are too high and minimum flows needed in the Surveyors Stream to Mandamus confluence
reach of 15-18 cumecs (Greenaway, 2009) are too low.
In the braided river sections of the Hurunui River below Mandamus and the Lowry Peaks gorge a
minimum flow of 10-15 cumecs has been suggested as providing acceptable – but not particularly
exciting – conditions (Mosley, 2002), and 17-18 cumecs (Greenaway, 2009) in contrast to the 35
cumec minimum acceptable flow suggested in this study and elsewhere (Rankin, 2013b). It is highly
unlikely low flows of 10-18 cumecs will produce acceptable kayaking conditions. An unpublished draft
report (Environment Canterbury, 2011) also discusses flow requirements for kayakers and for a
number of other users for the Hurunui Catchment. Some of the detail in the report in terms of flows for
some of the reaches is not correct, e.g., the low flows suitable for Māori Gully are not suitable for the
Hawarden Gorge, and the flows suggested as being suitable for the lower river are too low. A 10
cumec flow has been determined as being suitable for canoe passage in a braided reach of the
Hurunui River just below the SH7 Bridge using an IFIM model (Duncan and Shankar, 2004). However,
based on our experience good white water would not be produced at such a flow and nor would this
flow provide for sufficient depth for downriver racing kayaks.

Arthur Davis being tail stood on Rooster Tail, at the start of the Class IV-V section on the Rangitata Gorge at
near 40 cumecs. This rapid is on the reach that is commercially rafted. At this lower natural flow the river is
most technically demanding with retentive holes. The white water produced in this river is very powerful and can
easily throw a kayaker around as illustrated, because of the size of the flow and the gradient or drop, as visible
in this rapid. This water is only the domain of confident and experienced paddlers. Photo: Tom Botterill.
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James Broadley on Rooster Tail on the Rangitata Gorge at 160 cumecs. Note the much higher river level and
height of the waves compared with the size of the paddler. The drops previously visible at lower flows are now
largely buried under water and replaced by some large breaking waves and powerful boils and folds. Photo:
Tom Botterill.

The flows preferred for other rivers in Table 4.7 are similar to those reported by others, e.g., the Upper
Waiau (Charles, 1999; Mosley, 2004), the Leslie Hills Gorge on the Waiau River (Charles, 1999), and
the Opihi Gorge downstream from Fairlie (Charles, 1999).

4.2.7

Flows and the kayaking experience

The flow requirements are often very specific to particular reaches of river and can differ in different
reaches on the same river. In addition, the kayaking experience changes dramatically as the flow
changes in individual reaches of a river. For example, the character of the kayaking experience in
Māori Gully under different flows has been summarised in the original application for the Water
Conservation Order that was applied for on the river (Johnson et al., 2007; Table 4.9).
Table 4.9:

Character of kayaking experience in Māori Gully in different flows

Flow (cumecs)

Characteristics for Kayaking

< 30

Technical pool-drop character ideal for beginner paddlers pushing into Class III, as the drops are
distinct and can be inspected or portaged and the pools provide plenty of time to recover from any
mishaps. Low flows often occur in late summer and the heat of the sun along with a slower journey
from its source combine to provide unusually warm water for a South Island river. Again this is ideal
for people pushing their class.

30-50

Degree of technicality reduces but the river becomes faster and pushier.

60-80

Some technicality returns as larger hydraulic features that need avoidance appear and the river
gains even more push. Some of the most technically challenging flows overall on the Hurunui.

80-100

Some big surf waves and big holes appearing.

100-120

The Gully is then considered Class IV, with large hydraulic features and lines a kayaker really
doesn’t want to miss.

> 200

Becomes more of a ‘roller-coaster’ run of large wave trains.
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For example, on the Upper Hurunui River, flows suitable for beginners that are ready for their first
taste of Class III water in Māori Gully are in the range of minimum flows up to about 20-30 cumecs
(measured at Mandamus). The minimum flow that has been experienced in Māori Gully is about
9 cumecs (measured at Mandamus), and its suitability for beginner (as well as a wide range of other)
kayakers even at this low flow is in contrast to that required for the following Hawarden gorge run, a
minimum of 26 cumecs (Rankin, 2013a).
As the flows increase in Māori Gully so does the technical difficulty of the water. Māori Gully tends to
produce aerated white water over a wide flow range (where the water is less dense as it contains a lot
of entrained air bubbles in the turbulent flow) which means that swimmers may not necessarily find it
easy or be able to get to the surface when they want to. Many paddlers have had hazardous swims in
Māori Gully as a result of missing a kayak roll when they had capsized. In really high flows
(>200 cumecs in Māori Gully) or flooded rivers water velocities climb and hazardous corkscrew
vortices adjacent to the river banks with axes parallel to the river banks, and which constantly feed
swimmers into the middle of the river, are produced. In such a paddling environment kayakers
normally stay away from the river edges.
The natural minimum flow in Māori Gully still produces white water and hydraulic features of value,
albeit of much smaller size than normal, because the energy of the water is effectively concentrated by
the bed of the river in a narrow channel. At such a flow the small hydraulic features produced are good
for introducing beginners to as they are not too large and powerful or intimidating, although one rapid,
Cheesegrater, might be portaged as it is technically difficult at low flows. At the higher end of the
beginner flow range (30 cumecs) waves up to a metre high are present in many of the rapids and the
water is quite intimidating for beginners. In the Hawarden run the natural minimum flow of about 9
cumecs is too small to produce valued hydraulic features, as the bed is more spread out, and would
not provide enough water to get down the run and kayakers would be regularly running aground
(Rankin, 2013a).

Tom Botterill in Rooster Tail in the Rangitata Gorge at 350 cumecs. The drop is completely buried and the
river is a seething roiling confusing mass of powerful boils and waves. Photo: Arthur Davis.
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As flows increase, river grades or classes of difficulty tend to increase because the water in rapids
becomes more powerful and some features become larger, e.g., increased water velocities, heights of
waves, size and power of boils, holes and stoppers, and turbulence. This offers a greater physical and
mental paddling challenge, and often makes the water more interesting for the experienced paddler.
Less experienced beginner and intermediate paddlers do not always want higher flows as they may
find features at high flows too daunting. High flows often make rescuing of swimmers slower and more
difficult, as they tend to get swept further down river in the process than in lower flows, and high flows
may make some reaches of rivers very dangerous. This is true for many of the rivers in Canterbury
and readily visible by inspecting the flow bands in Table 4.7 provided for beginner and intermediate
kayakers. When rapids become washed out and lost at high flows the enjoyment decreases and the
risk increases. However, on other occasions high and flood flows can generate new white water
features not present at lower flows, which offer new challenges to those capable of handling them.

4.2.8

Results from other flow studies outside New Zealand

A number of studies have been carried out on rivers in the USA to examine the relationship between
kayaker and other boater (such as rafting and canoeing) requirements with respect to flow. For
example, Shelby and Whittaker (1996) examined flows and recreational quality on the dam controlled
Dolores River in Colorado for large rafts, small rafts, kayaks and canoes. Commercial and noncommercial boaters identified flows that provided minimum boatability, minimum white water, optimum
white water and safety in the Class II-IV Upper Canyon run. Overall evaluations showed inverse ‘U’ or
bell shaped curves but that there were differences in the quality of boating for different craft (Figure 4–
4). For large rafts, small rafts and kayaks, results show some agreement, whereas for open canoes
12
much lower flows are preferred. For open canoes flows <200 cfs and the flows >3,000 cfs are rated
as unsatisfactory. For the other craft flows <500 cfs are rated as unsatisfactory, neutral ratings are
given to flows in the 700 to 1,000 cfs range, and flows >1,200 to 1,500 cfs are consistently rated as
satisfactory. There is a small downturn for small rafts at the highest flows which is not apparent for
large rafts or kayaks. For open canoes neutral ratings are found between 200 and 300 cfs and more
optimal levels are between 600 and 1,000 cfs. The lower flows for open canoes fit with anecdotal
evidence and observations; canoes can negotiate the river at lower flow levels better than rafts, and
bigger hydraulics associated with higher flows tend to swamp open canoes.

Figure 4-4:

12

Overall flow evaluations for different types of craft in the Upper Canyon of the
Dolores River (Whittaker and Shelby, 1996)
3

One cubic foot is equivalent to 0.02832 cubic metres, and thus 1 cfs is equivalent to 0.02832 m /s or cumecs.
Alternatively, 1 cumec is equivalent to 35.31 cfs. Thus flows of 200, 500, 700,1000, 1500, 3000, and 6000,
12,000, 24,000, 40,000 and 80,000 cfs are equivalent to flows of 5.7, 14.2, 19.8, 28.3, 42.5, 85, and 170, 340,
680, 1,130, and 2,270 cumecs, respectively.
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Such patterns where recreation quality increases with flow to a point and then decreases with further
increases in flow has been found consistently in instream flow studies (Brown et al., 1991). The points
of minimum, optimum and maximum flow usually differ by activity and skill level, and there is often
significant overlap in ranges of desired flows across activities and skill levels.
Detailed studies provide a wealth of data around preferences for minimum boatable flows and
optimum flows. For example, minimum boatability on the Dolores River Upper Canyon was less than
minimum white water, which was similar to but slightly less than optimum boatability, which was
considerably less than optimum white water flow. Safest flows were between minimum and optimum
white water (Shelby and Whittaker, 1996).
Such studies also allow managers to understand that different types of recreation opportunities have
different flow needs and that there are distinct ranges of flows that provide higher quality recreation
experiences. Outside such flow ranges more marginal or unsatisfactory experiences may result
(Figure 3–1). Using this structural norm approach (Whittaker and Shelby, 2002), acceptable ranges of
flows, the optimal range, and the single best or optimal flow may also be derived, along with the
variation in evaluations and norm intensity - the degree to which evaluations are positive or negative.
Some of the variation in results is likely to be the result of different skill levels whereas in other cases it
is from different types of experiences sought (e.g., white water challenge oriented versus a scenic
kayaking trip). Such data is essential for the setting of flows which provide for all river users.
Defining the relationship between recreation quality and flow for activities such as kayaking, helps
describe how incremental changes in flow affect kayaking quality (Whittaker and Shelby, 2002).
Instream flow managers may need to provide a diversity of flows for a number of recreational
opportunities. Just as out-of-stream water users come to decisions about water requirements using
information about how incremental changes affect their interests, the same type of information is
needed for recreation users (Whittaker and Shelby, 2002).
A comparison of methods has been made for evaluating recreation instream flow needs for paddling
canoes, kayaks and rafts on rivers in southern Alberta Canada and in rivers in western North America
and their relationship to river hydrology (Rood et al., 2003; 2006). The studies have focussed on
evaluating minimal flow, the flow that still provides a reasonable quality river trip (the ‘marginal’ flow
referred to by Whittaker and Shelby (2002), see Figure 3–1); and sufficient flow or preferred recreation
flow, the lower end of the favoured flow range (the flow at the lower end of the optimal flow range
(Whittaker and Shelby, 2002); Figure 3–1).
Rood et al. (2003) used data from a voluntary mail-in user survey from 1983 to 1997 (where paddlers
were asked to report for each river trip on river trip report cards (RTRC) whether the water level (flow)
was ‘impossibly low, much too low, low, just right, a little high, much too high, and dangerously high’);
expert judgement using guidebook flow data; an expert flow comparison; and a hydraulic modellingdepth, discharge method (DDM). Mean discharges for the rivers were between 6 and 133 cumecs and
most of the runs were in the Class I-III+ range. Regression analyses investigated the relationship
between minimal and optimal flow recommendations versus mean discharges (flows, Qm) for different
2
river reaches, using different regression functions and calculating coefficients of determination (r ).
The results of the studies were consistent with those produced by other recreation instream flow
needs investigators (Shelby et al, 1992a), revealing skewed bell-curves for the flow suitability versus
discharge function and with the suitability function flattened out through a broad range of flows that
were considered optimal (as in Figure 3–1). Minimal and sufficient flows determined from the RTRC
flow assessments were consistent with values from the DDM, which is a hydraulic modelling approach
that used stage-discharge ratings to determine flows that would produce typical depths of 60 and 75
cm for minimal and preferred flows, respectively.
There is a great deal of detail in these papers and the interested reader is referred to them. The major
conclusion from the studies was that minimum and preferred recreational flow needs could be defined
by power functions across a broad range of river sizes (whose mean discharge varied by two orders of
magnitude) by the relations:
0.59

minimal recreational flow discharge = 2.92 x Qm

0.59

preferred recreational flow discharge = 4.63 x Qm

2

(r = 0.96); and
2

(r = 0.94);

where Qm is the mean annual discharge (flow) in cumecs.
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This would mean that for rivers with mean annual flows of 12 or 70 cumecs, for example, that the
minimal and sufficient recreational flow needs for paddlers including kayakers would be 12 and 20,
and 36 and 57 cumecs, respectively. It is not known whether such relationships would apply to New
Zealand rivers.

4.2.9

Relevance of MFE methodology for determining kayaking flow needs in New
Zealand rivers

An instream flow incremental methodology (IFIM; Hudson et al., 2003) has been developed for use in
New Zealand for determining flow regimes for instream recreational values under the RMA (MFE,
1998a; 1998b). It is based on defining water surface width, depth, velocity and other requirements for
various users, including white water canoeists and rafters, and determining some flow or range of
flows which optimise, permit or do not destroy the instream uses (Mosley, 1982; 1983). No such
studies using Mosley’s methodology have been performed on any river in New Zealand for kayakers.
A hybrid method has been used to determine kayak and jet boat passage in a braided river reach in
the Hurunui River (Duncan and Shankar, 2004) but did not determine whether kayaking values were
retained nor consulted with kayakers, as is recommended (MFE, 1998a). The MfE guidelines state
that a quality recreational experience can be had in virtually any (flow) setting. This statement is not
generally true for kayakers and many other white water users, whose flow requirements are often very
specific.
Care also has to be exercised in interpreting the parameters outlined in the MfE guidelines (MFE,
1998a) that define white water kayaking requirements. For example, the required minimum depth of
0.2 metres or even slightly larger depths are not suitable for down-river racing or white water kayaking

Bed and bank features combined with appropriate flows are absolutely essential for the generation of white
water features suitable for kayakers. In a small stream, such as Bowyers Stream shown here, smaller flows are
required to produce features of value, compared with a larger river. Thus retention of bed and bank features is
essential to maintaining white water, as well as suitable flows. Note the kayaker, Paul Mason, is paddling a
high volume creek boat or kayak designed for this type of water. This is essential for safely kayaking in such
technically difficult water, so that the kayaker stays on the surface of the water and has less chance of being
pinned underwater, and comes quickly to the surface after running a fall or drop. Photo: Tom Botterill.
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on long reaches of river, because of hull drag or sinkage or squat (where the wave under the hull of a
kayak interacts with the river bed resulting in a significant drag and restriction on the velocity of the
craft) and not being able to be use paddles properly. A minimum depth of 0.5 metres, such as
recommended for flat water kayaking, is more appropriate in this instance for use of paddles, which in
the case of multisport racing paddle blades are about 50 cm long. However, even though kayak
passage is provided by such a depth (0.2 or 0.5 metres), the kayaking experience is so suboptimal
that kayakers would simply not bother. These depths are also significantly lower than those of 0.6 and
0.75 metres for minimal and preferred flows, respectively, recommended by the DDM for white water
paddlers (Rood et al., 2003; 2006).
The general rule of thumb used by mariners is that squat becomes detectable at a depth of half the
13
waterline length of a vessel . This is confirmed by calculations that show for a 6.5 m long multisport
racing kayak a river depth of about 2.9 m would result in a 1% loss in speed due to squat and a depth
14
of 1 m would result in a 14% loss in speed due to squat . Similarly, for a 2.5 m long white water creek
boat or playboat river depths of 1.1 and 0.4 m would result in 1 and 14% losses in speed due to squat
(footnote 14). 14% and higher losses in boat speed are very obvious to kayakers paddling long flat
sections of rivers, be they in white water kayaks or downriver racing kayaks. In other instances, for
example water sliding over a rock bed above a waterfall or moving over a small drop or an in-stream
rock, flow with a depth of 0.2 metres may be fine for a white water kayaker moving past such features
so long as the kayaker retains enough boat speed.

4.2.10 Comparison of data from this flow study with that from other flow studies
outside New Zealand
The upper and lower limits for any flow range given for a particular classification of kayaker on a given
reach of river in Table 4.7 correspond to the marginal boundary between suitable and unsuitable flows
as defined by Whittaker and Shelby (2002) – see Figure 3–1. The lower marginal boundary is referred
to as the minimal flow by Rood et al. (2003, 2006). The upper and lower flow range limits do not
necessarily correspond to the optimal flow range that might exist for users on a particular run, as
discussed by Whittaker and Shelby (2002) and Rood et al. (2003, 2006), and as illustrated in Figure
3–1.
The minimal and lower preferred flow discharges for kayakers have been calculated for a selection of
Canterbury rivers using the relationships determined for rivers of similar size in Canada (Rood et al.,
2003; 2006) and discussed in 4.2.8. The data have been compared with data we determined in this
study to see what sort of agreement, if any, exists (Table 4.10).
The data in Table 4.10 show that the estimated minimal flows were often close to those predicted
2
using the power functions of Rood et al. (2003; 2006; R =0.86). The minimal flow predicted for the
Ashley Gorge reach (13 cumecs) is close to that estimated in this study (10 cumecs). The minimal
flows we and others have estimated recently for kayakers on the Surveyors Stream to Mandamus
confluence and Lowry Peaks Gorge reaches on the Hurunui River of 26 and 35 cumecs (Rankin,
2013a; 2013b) correspond well to the predicted minimum values of 30 and 36 cumecs, respectively
(Table 4.10). The data would also confirm that the estimate of 10 cumecs for kayak passage in a
reach of the Hurunui River below SH7 below Mandamus (Duncan and Shankar, 2004) is likely to be
far below the flow considered to be a minimal flow suitable for kayakers (30 cumecs predicted by
Rood et al. (2003, 2006); Table 4.10).
Table 4.10:

Observed minimal and predicted minimal and lower preferred (sufficient) flows in
different Canterbury river reaches based on power relationships of Rood et al.
(2003; 2006)

River

13
14

Mean flow

Predicted (Rood et al.)

Minimal flow
(this study)

Minimal

Lower preferred

Clarence; Acheron confluence

37.9

15

25

40

Clarence; Glen Alton

71.1

40

36

57

Ian Fox, Master Mariner, personal communication, 2013.
Doug Rankin, Calculations using data and formulae from HydroComp Technical Reports 124 and 139;
www.hydrocompinc.com; accessed September 2013.
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River

Mean flow

Predicted (Rood et al.)

Minimal flow
(this study)

Minimal

Lower preferred

Hurunui:
Māori Gully reach

52.4

18

30

48

Suveyors Stream to Mandamus
confluence

52.4

26

30

48

Lowry Peaks Gorge

69.8

35

36

57

Upper to Hope confluence

34.9

15

24

38

Hanmer confluence to Leslie Hills
Bridge

96.6

40

43

69

Mason

3.99

8

7

10

Ashley Middle Bridge to Domain

11.8

10

13

20

Okuku

4.4

10

7

11

Gorge

97.2

40

43

69

Klondyke to Peel Forest

97.2

40

43

69

Bowyers Stream

1.79

10

4

7

Opihi Gorge

5.3

10

8

12

9

8

11

17

3.5

15

6

10

Waiau:

Rangitata:

Orari Gorge
Waihao North Branch

The cases where agreement was not that good could reflect situations where the minimum flows we
estimated were lower or higher than what kayakers might actually prefer. In addition, there may be
other reasons. For the Māori Gully reach, the concentration of flow in the narrower bed in Māori Gully
compared with that at the Mandamus gauging site, and the location of the gauging site some 24 km
from the reach, is likely to be relevant. In the case of the Upper Waiau run, the minimal flow
determined in this study was half way down the run and not at the gauged Glenhope site. At the
Glenhope site the minimal flow from the study would correspond to a higher flow and would be
expected to show better agreement with the predicted minimal flow, which is based on the mean flow
at Glenhope.
In the case of Bowyers Stream, where Rood et al. (2003, 2006) would predict a lower minimum flow
based on the mean discharge, the difference between the values might be arising because we
significantly over-estimated the minimal flow. In the case of the Waihao River the difference between
the values might be arising because the river is in a low and dry state/area for most of its time and
much of the catchment is not covered in bush or forest and so it can carry large flows and rise quickly
to high levels after rain events in the catchment. If these explanations for the reasons for the outliers
are correct, then what the data suggest is that the power equations of Rood et al. (2003, 2006) for
estimating minimal flows suitable for kayakers in Canadian rivers also apply to many New Zealand
rivers.

4.2.11 Flow requirements relative to 7DMALF for valued reaches
Seven day mean annual low flow (7DMALF) values are often used as a guide for setting of minimum
flows and provision of residual flows for ecological or fishery values in rivers. In the proposed
Canterbury Land and Water Regional Plan (pCLWRP), default minimum flows of 50% of 7DMALF may
be established for many reaches of Canterbury Rivers (Rankin, 2013a). It is very important to
recognise that if such flows were to be set and water allocated to abstractive users that kept rivers
consistently at such low or other minimal flows, then this would have a deleterious impact on paddling
values in any river reaches where such rules were applied.
This can be seen by comparing the flow requirement data for different paddling runs in Table 4.7 with
the 7DMALF data presented in Table 4.8. It is clear that in most cases 50% 7DMALF or 7DMALF will
not provide minimal flows to meet the flow needs of kayakers. For example, in the case of the Ashley
Gorge run from the middle bridge to the domain, the 50% 7DMALF is 1 cumec and this is far below
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the minimum flow required to generate any white water hydraulic features of value in this run (10
cumecs).
Thus, the setting and application of such flows on any reaches of the valued rivers identified in Table
4.7 may see the loss of recreational kayaking resources. This is contrary to the high level objectives in
the pCLWRP aimed at protecting recreational resources, and of course the aims and targets of the
CWMS to maintain and enhance recreational resources (Canterbury Mayoral Forum, 2009).
It does need to be noted that if the setting of minimum flows is also accompanied by allocation limits,
which is now more current practice, and which usually ensure that flows are not held at minima
indefinitely, then the impact of setting such flow minima on kayaking values may be reduced. This is
because flow variability will still occur so long as the allocation limits are not too large.
However, if the allocation limits are quite large then the impacts can be more severe. For example, in
the bottom section of the Hawarden reach of the Hurunui River below where large abstractions are
proposed for the recently granted water consents for the Waitohi Irrigation and Hydro Scheme,
calculations show large impacts on the flow regime, a loss of suitable kayaking flows (on average a
42% decrease), and a lot of flat-lining of flows (Rankin, 2013b).
What is essential is that, as discussed later in Section 4.3, the impacts of any proposed minimum
flows, or flow regimes, on flows required to maintain kayaking values need to be closely examined on
a case-by-case basis to properly quantify the impacts.

4.2.12 Other essential elements for producing and retaining kayaking values
It is important that bed features producing white water, such as large rocks or boulders or confined
channels, are not removed or detrimentally altered during river works to protect banks or
infrastructure, or for building infrastructure, in reaches of rivers with white water values.
A number of groynes have appeared on the Rangitata River run from Klondyke down to Peel Forest
over the past five years, aimed at protecting farm land from erosion. These have had generally
negative effects on river features, and, for example, eddies have filled in substantially - in one case an
eddy has been reduced in size by a half and gone from being 8-12 feet deep to almost shingle filled.
Groynes seem to initially form features, but as they are subject to water effects they tend to fall apart
and fill the river bed with boulders, generally creating a more uniform bed that does not produce
15
valued white water .
It is also important to recognise that natural river building processes can sometimes have either
positive or negative effects on the retention of white water features in rivers and that in general
kayakers prefer that these processes be allowed to proceed unhindered (recognising the need,
however, for flood protection works). For example, a positive impact was the formation of an
outstanding rapid in the Upper Hurunui River known as Devil’s Fang Falls near Dozy Stream in a large
flood in 2007, where gravel was scoured out of the river bed down to bed rock. A negative impact of
16
large floods in January 1994 in the Klondyke to Peel Forest run in the Rangitata River was a
widening of the river bed in many places, with the gradient made more constant and the river less
rapid and pool like, and where previously the white water was much better. A negative impact on the
Clarence River after big floods about three years ago was the similar creation of long reaches with
more uniform gradient and few rapids, whereas previously the river contained a lot more distinct
17
gradient steps and rapids in the same reaches (especially between the second and third gorges).
With time the rivers may scour down to produce better white water reaches again, so long as they are
not impacted upon by further massive flood events in the interim.
In the lower Clarence River, construction of bank protection works in the vicinity of the SH1 Bridge,
presumably designed to help protect the road infrastructure, has recently used large rocks but in the
past has used concrete ‘sputniks’ with protruding metal arms held together by wire rope. Removal of
such large rocks from the river bed (although this did not happen in this case) may result in the loss of
white water features in the river. Erosion of bank or protection structures containing sputniks has led to
their deposition into the main flow of the river just upstream of the SH1 bridge and further downstream
(this has also happened in other rivers such as the Waiau just above Leslie Hills Bridge). Sputniks
15

Andre Schoneveld, Director of Peel Forest Outdoor Centre, personal communication, 2013.
Ian Logie, personal communication, 2013.
17
Doug Rankin, observations during a mid-winter descent of the Clarence River in 2011.
16
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pose an extreme hazard to river users, who risk being pinned on such structures if they collide with
them. The situation is made all the more hazardous because the Clarence River in this reach is often
silt laden and turbid and so such structures are often not readily visible while reading the water and
trying to spot such features from above while on the river.
Kayakers also prefer clean healthy uncontaminated water to paddle on. Kayakers are often splashed
and immersed in the water when either capsized, kayak rolling, being rescued or swimming having
exited a boat. Paddlers often drink water directly from rivers where it is clean enough but this is
becoming less common as water quality declines in a number of catchments. Pristine quality water in
the headwaters of rivers is often an important facet of the paddling experience.

4.2.13 Flow requirements for other
white water users
Flow requirements of river buggers to retain
the valued white water features in
Canterbury Rivers are the same as those of
kayakers, although river buggers can also at
times use lower flows than kayakers might
prefer. Rafters on the other hand, would
normally prefer flows slightly on the higher
side, such as those preferred by advanced
or expert kayakers, to produce the most
valued white water features for their
purposes (South, 2013).
Jet boaters require sufficient flows to provide
for depth of passage over riffles in rivers and
good navigability of river channels, which
can at times be compromised by willows
overhanging river channels or boulder bars
18
in some braided rivers . The river reaches
they are generally interested in are sections
of braided rivers of less interest to white
water paddlers, except downriver racing
kayakers, but little is known about their flow
requirements in relation to those of kayakers.
In the case of adventure jet boaters running
many of the more difficult Class III and
upwards white water runs that other paddlers
enjoy, jet boaters generally require much
higher flows than kayakers but sometimes in
specific flow bands. Such flows are often needed so that white water features are reduced in size,
pathways are produced so that the boats have sufficient room, or rock features are sufficiently covered
to safely navigate such water. For example, adventure boaters attempting an up river run from the
Mandamus confluence to Lake Sumner on the Hurunui River require 50-80 cumecs at the Mandamus
flow recorder to get to Devil’s Fang Falls rapid near Dozy Stream above Māori Gully, and 80-120
cumecs at Mandamus to get past Devil’s Fang Falls and continue on up to the Lake (Vernel, 2013).
Flows greater than 120 cumecs make the run too difficult for jet boats.
The Grey River in normal flow; little water and large
boulders exposed and no kayaking values in this state
(see following photo). Photo: Kerry Hoglund.

4.3

Assessing impacts of water abstraction on kayaking values
and use of kayaker flow data

4.3.1

Impacts of water abstraction

A variety of impacts may result on white water kayaking values when flow is removed from rivers for
out of stream uses such as irrigation or hydroelectricity generation.
18

Rob Gerard, Rivers Officer, Jet Boating New Zealand, personal communication, 2013.
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Damming of a river may flood and drown sections of white water and/or restrict flow downstream
thereby reducing natural flow variability and possibly causing a loss of white water downstream if flow
releases are absent or too low. Removal of large quantities of water from a river system for irrigation
may result in partial or complete loss of white water resources downstream of the off take points, as
the residual flows left in the river may be too small to retain white water features.
In addition, other flows in a river of value to kayakers and other recreation users may be reduced by
large off takes to such an extent that they no longer provide a white water resource for users of
particular abilities, such as more experienced advanced and expert kayakers. Conversely, where a
section of river might be used as a conduit for supply of irrigation water at particular flows that are
higher than the natural flows, white water features may be no longer suitable or available for less
experienced kayakers.
For example, this latter situation would have
arisen for beginner and intermediate white
water kayakers had the proposed Hurunui
Water Project (HWP) irrigation scheme to
dam Lake Sumner and the South Branch of
the Hurunui River proceeded. The provision
of irrigation water down below the Mandamus
confluence during the irrigation season would
have often resulted in higher than natural
flows in the Māori Gully reach of the Hurunui
River over much of the kayaking season and
a significant loss of valued white water
suitable for beginner and intermediate
kayakers (Rankin, 2013a). Such impacts
were recognised by HWP in their assessment
of environmental effects and were considered
to be minor (Greenaway, 2009) but no data
quantifying impacts were presented to
support this conclusion.
Other impacts can also arise, such as
decreases in water quality, as land use
changes and a reduced assimilative capacity
of the remaining water see an increase in
nitrate and coliform concentrations and algal
blooms, as has occurred in many rivers
throughout the Canterbury region. Safety
hazards may also be posed by intake
structures. Kayakers’ enjoyment of paddling
on certain reaches may be reduced because
of the intrusion of industrial structures, the
feeling of no longer paddling on a river that is
wild and natural or the knowledge that
society’s valuing economic growth is
interfering with their experience of nature.

Tom Botterill on a Class V flood run on the Grey River, a
tributary of the Okuku River, after rain. The water is up
in the trees and virtually all rocks in the bed are covered.
Such a steep creek run is only for the supremely
confident and capable paddler, who is able to reliably
kayak roll in case of a capsize. This run is only possible
when there is a high enough flow and again a creek boat
is the right craft. Photo: Kerry Hoglund.

To truly assess the impacts of flow takes on kayaking values detailed analyses are needed to quantify
resource losses and flow reductions and their impacts on kayakers of different abilities. Some
examples follow.

4.3.2

Impacts on the Hurunui River

Recently resource consents have been granted for the large scale Waitohi Irrigation and Hydro
Scheme (WIHS) of the Hurunui Water Project Limited (HWP) in the Hurunui Catchment. The WIHS
plans to take up to 55.4 cumecs of water for irrigation from the Hurunui River, some above and some
below the Mandamus confluence. The water takes will affect two reaches of the river used by
kayakers, namely the Hawarden reach from Surveyors Stream down to the normal get out at Waitaha
Station near the Peaks, and the lower Hurunui run in the Lowry Peaks Gorge from Cathill Station to
the SH1 Bridge.
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The analysis of the impact of the WIHS on kayaking values and data provided by the applicant in their
Assessment of Environmental Effects (Hansen, 2012; Greenaway, 2012) was not sufficient for
Environment Canterbury to determine the scale of effects on recreational values (MacKenzie, 2013).
Thus, a more detailed analysis of flow data obtained from HWP showing the modified flows in the
Hurunui River as a result of the scheme was carried out (Rankin, 2013b; 2013c).
Abstraction of water at up to three points is proposed in the Hawarden reach. Up to 17 cumecs is
proposed to be taken at Intake 4 about 1.5 km downstream from Surveyors Stream, affecting 20.4 km
of river down to the Mandamus confluence. A possible further two takes totalling up to 38.4 cumecs
may be made at Intakes 1A and 3 below the Mandamus confluence, affecting the last 4.5 km of the
reach down to the current get out.
The numbers of days that flows were suitable for kayaking under natural and modified flow regimes
over a 9-month kayaking season have been calculated for the Hawarden reach using data from HWP
for the 20.4 km reach downstream of the top intake and the last 4.5 km of the run. It is assumed that a
th
flow of 26.2 cumecs (the 25 percentile flow) is the cut off between flows that are suitable for kayaking
and not suitable for kayaking in the Hawarden reach (Rankin, 2013a). Modified flows reflecting
abstraction for irrigation have been modelled by HWP based on projected irrigation demand, levels of
permitted takes under the Hurunui and Waiau River Regional Plan, and prevailing climatic conditions
in the recent past 39 year flow record. Data illustrating the impact of takes from the river are presented
in Table 4.11 (Rankin, 2013c).
Data in Table 4.11 show that the average loss in the kayaking amenity in the Hawarden run below the
Intake to the Mandamus confluence is 26.8 days out of 198.7 suitable days per 274 day paddling
season, or 13.5% expressed as a percentage change. Alternatively this loss can be expressed as a
36% increase in the number of unsuitable days for kayaking. Although this average loss might appear
small, it is quite variable from year to year and is much more significant in some years than others. For
example, the percentage loss in kayaking amenity in the 1979-1980 season for the wet year 1980 was
0 days or 0%, whereas for the 1980-81 season it was 36 days out of 210 days or 17.1% (note two
kayaking seasons span a ‘wet’ or typical year). In contrast, in the dry year 2005, the 2004-05 season
had 28 days out of 210 days of suitable flows or 15.1% loss in kayaking amenity, whereas the 2005-06
season had a 43 days out of 143 suitable days or 30.1% loss in kayaking amenity.
In addition to the decrease in the number of days suitable for kayaking, concomitant decreases also
occur in the number of days available in different flow bands of particular value and use to kayakers
and rafters. For example, the annual mean data presented in the first row of Table 4.11 show that on
average over the 39 year flow record, 4.4, 8, and 8.6, 3.7 and 2.1 days were lost that were suitable for
beginner (26.2-35 cumecs), intermediate (35-50 cumecs), and advanced kayaker flows (in the flow bands
50-80, 80-120 and 120+ cumecs), respectively. These losses correspond to percentage changes of 8.6,
14.2, 16.5, 16.5 and 12.7%, respectively, in addition to the 26.8 days (the 36% increase) rendered
unsuitable for kayaking. The patterns of losses are different for different individual years, as also shown by
data for other years in Table 4.11.
The days lost on average from the flow bands for intermediate and advanced paddlers (from
35 cumecs and up; totalling 22.4 days out of 147.6 days, ie, a 15.2% loss overall) are particularly of
concern, as this run is really only suitable for confident beginner and developing kayakers or
intermediate and advanced kayakers, who require and need such flows. In addition, rafters using the
run would likely want flows of at least 35 cumecs or so, and likely preferably higher, to give them
sufficient size of white water features, depth and water velocities in the river to make the journey more
interesting for them. As mentioned previously (Rankin, 2013b) rafters typically prefer river flows similar
to those that advanced kayakers prefer.
Impacts on flows in the last 4.5 km of the Hawarden run were estimated in a worst case scenario. The
average loss in kayaking amenity is 87.1 days out of 205.5 that were previously suitable or a very
significant 42.4% (Rankin, 2013b; 2013c). Similar calculations have been done to determine impacts
on flows in the lower Hurunui Lowry Peaks Gorge to SH1 Bridge run (Rankin, 2013c). On this reach it
was assumed a flow of 35 cumecs is the boundary between suitable and unsuitable flows for
kayaking. The estimated average percentage loss in kayaking amenity over the five seasons is a
significant 52.6 days or 26%.
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38
(13.87)

32
(11.72)

85
(31.14)

47
(17.15)

46
(16.85)

68
(24.91)

10
(3.65)

63
(23.08)

69
(25.27)

76
(27.74)

87
(31.87)

130
(47.62)

Wet 79-80

Wet 80-81

Average 90-91

Average 91-92

Dry 04-05

Dry 05-06

37
(13.55)

64
(23.44)

82
(29.93)

55
(20.15)

62
(22.71)

67
(24.45)

56.4
(20.59)

35-50

21
(7.69)

63
(23.08)

57
(20.80)

38
(13.92)

62
(22.71)

105
(38.32)

52.4
(19.12)

50-80

11
(4.03)

12
(4.40)

8
(2.92)

15
(5.49)

38
(13.92)

32
(11.68)

22.7
(8.30)

80-120

6
(2.20)

1
(0.37)

4
(1.46)

11
(4.03)

16
(5.86)

22
(8.03)

16.1
(5.89)

120+

173
(63.37)

115
(42.12)

96
(35.04)

117
(42.86)

99
(36.26)

10
(3.65)

102.1
(37.26)

<26.2

49
(17.95)

36
(13.19)

54
(19.71)

64
(23.44)

31
(11.36)

41
(14.96)

46.6
(17.02)

26.2-35

27
(9.89)

60
(21.98)

72
(26.28)

41
(15.02)

45
(16.48)

68
(24.82)

48.4
(17.67)

35-50

14
(5.13)

51
(18.68)

42
(15.33)

36
(13.19)

50
(18.32)

105
(38.32)

43.7
(15.96)

50-80

9
(3.30)

10
(3.66)

6
(2.19)

6
(2.20)

33
(12.09)

29
(10.58)

19.0
(6.93)

80-120

Time in modified flow bands

Note a negative number denotes a decrease in the number of days or a decreased percentage change.

51.1
(18.63)

75.3
(27.47)

Annual mean

a

26.2-35

Time in natural flow bands

1
(0.37)

1
(0.37)

4
(1.46)

9
(3.30)

15
(5.49)

21
(7.66)

14.1
(5.14)

120+

43
(33.1)

28
(32.2)

20
(26.3)

48
(69.6)

36
(57.1)

0
(0.0)

26.8
(35.7)

<26.2

-19
(-27.9)

-10
(-21.7)

7
(14.9)

-21
(-24.7)

-1
(-3.1)

3
(7.9)

-4.4
(-8.6)

26.2-35

-10
(-27.0)

-4
(-6.2)

-10
(-12.2)

-14
(-25.5)

-17
(-27.4)

1
(1.5)

-8.0
(-14.2)

35-50

-7
(-33.3)

-12
(-19.0)

-15
(-26.3)

-2
(-5.3)

-12
(-19.4)

0
(0.0)

-8.6
(-16.5)

50-80

-2
(-18.2)

-2
(-16.7)

-2
(-25.0)

-9
(-60.0)

-5
(-13.2)

-3
(-9.4)

-3.7
(-16.5)

80-120

-5
(-83.3)

0
(0.0)

0
(0.0)

-2
(-18.2)

-1
(-6.2)

-1
(-4.5)

-2.1
(-12.7)

120+

Change in number (and percentage change, %) of days
availablea

Time (days, percentages in parentheses) the calculated natural flows and modified flows (cumecs) were appropriate for beginner,
intermediate or advanced kayakers kayaking below Intake 4 to the Mandamus confluence in the Hawarden reach and the impact of
abstraction for irrigation during the kayaking season

<26.2

Flow record

Table 4.11:
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Other impacts, such as the reduction of flows in valued flow bands for beginner and intermediate
kayakers in the lower Hurunui River run, were not quantified in this analysis, as the flow bands for
these kayakers in this run were not defined at the time (Rankin, 2013c). Other possible impacts, such
as steeper flow recessions from higher flows when the scheme was taking large quantities of water,
were also discussed with the hearing commissioners (Rankin, 2013c) and in requested consent
conditions in mitigation, where ‘stable flows’ were requested, especially for jet boaters (Rankin,
2013d).
Thus, the quantification of the impact of the takes from the WIHS demonstrates how the impacts differ
in their magnitudes and in different sections of the Hurunui River, and how kayakers of different
abilities can be affected in these reaches.

4.3.3

Impacts of abstraction on the Rangitata River

Since the completion of the Rangitata Diversion Race (RDR) in the 1940’s natural flows in the
Rangitata River below the Klondyke Intake have been significantly reduced by up to 31 cumecs as
water has been taken for stock drinking water, irrigation and hydroelectricity power generation. One of
the authors can recall experiencing less than satisfying river trips in the 1970s and early 1980s and
more recently because of low flows in the Klondyke to Peel Forest run (Rankin, 2003). This run is
recognised as a nationally outstanding Class II-III white water kayaking run under the WCO granted
on the Rangitata River.
Data showing the impact of the RDR take, calculated from the 1991 flow record and data presented in
Table 4.7 and Rankin (2003), are presented in Table 4.12 (Rankin, 2013a). The data show the flow
ranges needed for kayakers of different abilities and the number (and percentage) of days in the 1991
paddling season (181 days from 1 January to 30 April and 1 November to 31 December) that
produced flows in those ranges, and the situation if the RDR had not been taking water.
Table 4.12:

Impact of RDR on the kayaking resource on the Rangitata River in the 1991
kayaking season from January to April and November to December (Rankin,
2013a)
Kayaker Ability

Flow and availability parameters

Overall
Beginner

Intermediate

Advanced

60-90

75-150

85-280

60-280

Days Available

61

93

91

146

Percentage Available (%)

34

51

50

81

Current Flow Availability (with extraction by RDR)
Flow Range (cumecs)

Flow Availability If No Extraction By RDR
Flow Range (cumecs)

30-70

45-125

55-250

30-250

Days Available

48

136

150

172

Percentage Available (%)

27

75

83

95

-46↓

-65↓

-18↓

Change in Flow Availability (as result of RDR)
Percentage change (%)

21↑

The RDR water-take increases the number of days suitable for beginners (by 13 or 21%) but
significantly reduces the number of days suitable for intermediate and advanced paddlers (by 43 and
59, or 46% and 65%, respectively). Whereas intermediate and advanced paddlers would have had a
chance of 75% and 83% of the time of finding flows meeting their requirements during the kayaking
season before the RDR was installed, this chance was reduced to 51% and 50%, respectively, as a
result of the large RDR take. This type of analysis again provides quantification of the impacts of such
water abstraction.
Whilst the data in the first half of Table 4.12 was accepted by the Environment Court at the time of the
WCO hearing (Rankin, 2003), nothing could be done to change the large allocation of water from the
catchment given the longstanding nature of the take. It has been suggested the majority of
recreational needs could be met under a managed flow regime by providing preferred flows during
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weekends and holidays, by retaining the natural hydrology of the river (Mosley, 2001) and presumably
by curbing the takes of the RDR when needed. This has not been acted on.

4.3.4

Use of data by planners and infrastructure developers

Water allocation has historically focussed on establishing minimum ecological flows in rivers to provide
for fisheries and other habitats. This approach gives little recognition or understanding of the flow
needs of instream recreational users or of the amenity values, or it assumes that they will be met by
the remaining flow left in rivers. Perhaps it is time that minimum recreational flows should be
established to provide for recreational values.
Minimum flows for maintaining fish habitats are normally too low to see retention of white water values
and provide for kayakers as discussed in Sections 4.2.9 and 4.2.11. Even when an allocation limit is
set within a catchment (i.e., a maximum block (or blocks) of water that may be taken from the river for
out of river uses) in conjunction with minimum flows, so that a flow regime remaining in the river might
in some way mimic the natural flow variability albeit with reductions in many flows, this will often result
in the reduction and loss of some kayaking amenity (see Sections 4.3.1 to 4.3.3).
In the recent Hurunui and Waiau River Regional Plan minimum flows were set at 10-15 cumecs across
the Hurunui Catchment, including in areas of extremely high kayaking recreational values above the
Mandamus confluence, and also in the lower river. The setting of such common low flows across the
whole catchment does not appear to take into account the natural hydrology of a catchment and the
fact that minimum (and other) flows experienced naturally throughout the course of a river will vary

Ian Price bursts through the hole at the bottom of Devil’s Fang Falls on the Upper Hurunui River near Dozy
Stream at a flow of about 30 cumecs (at Mandamus; so the actual flow in the river here at this feature will be
much lower). This drop, created after a big flood scoured out the bed, is runnable in a kayak from flows lower
than this to much higher flows, and the character of the feature changes significantly as the flows do. At much
lower flows pieces of bedrock become exposed making the drop somewhat dangerous (you would not want to
be upside down and hit your head on a rock). At flows of 140 cumecs and higher this feature becomes a large
wave, ideal for surfing on. Jet boaters need a flow of 80 cumecs (at Mandamus) up to about 120 cumecs to
have sufficient depth and routes for water passage to get up or down this drop safely on their way from the
Mandamus confluence up to Lake Sumner. Photo: Graeme Wilson.
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from the top of the catchment to the bottom of the catchment, as discussed in Section 4.2.4.
Another very important feature with regards to sufficient flows for kayakers is the variability in flows,
similar to those (sufficient flows) which occur naturally, as different flows produce different hydraulic
features and experiences and a ‘different’ river experience on different days. Thus, unless freshes or
floods and the natural flow variability are left on many rivers, recreational values associated with those
different flows would be lost.
The kayaking values and flow ranges identified in this report will allow planners and decision makers
to consider the magnitude of kayaking amenity loss if establishing minimum flows and allocation limits.
Unless assessment is done appropriately there will be an on-going risk of losing river recreation
resources and not being able to meet the targets of the CWMS (such as from 2010 to ‘maintain the
existing diversity and quality of water-based recreational sites, opportunities and experiences’ and by
2015 ‘a positive trend in the availability and/or quality of recreational opportunities in each zone’
(Environment Canterbury, 2012)). An example of this is the partial loss of kayaking resources that is
permitted in kayaking runs on the Hurunui River above and below the Mandamus confluence, and in
the Lowry Peaks Gorge on the lower river, by the granting of the water-take consents by Environment
Canterbury for the WIHS of the HWP (Rogers et al., 2013). A reduction in the availability of kayaking
resources through loss of river flows is contrary to these targets, as the availability and quality of the
sites is reduced.
The flow needs data for kayakers may also be valuable for deciding on flows that might be needed for
mitigation, if infrastructure developments result in the significant loss of white water amenity. By
knowing what flows are required to provide for kayaking values on river reaches, any flow releases
that might be provided by way of mitigation from a water storage facility, can then be factored into the
planning of such infrastructure.
For example, a dam in the Upper Ashley catchment has been mooted as a possible water storage
facility (Apperley et al., 2011). Flow releases down the Ashley gorge which gave flows in the range 10
to 100 cumecs, or possibly more, could provide for kayakers using the beginner/intermediate or
intermediate/advanced runs on the upper and lower gorges. Alternatively, if the river was used as a
conduit for water to be transferred down to the plains, flows could be varied and controlled during
selected daylight hours to produce flows suitable for kayaking and other recreation pursuits such as
rafting. This could result in an outstanding white water resource on Christchurch’s doorstep.

5

Concluding comments

5.1

Information gaps

5.1.1

River value data

Many of the valued kayaking rivers identified in Canterbury in this study have been identified in
previous studies and guidebooks and through their continued or new use. Confirmation of their relative
importance could also be confirmed by repeating a nationwide survey of kayakers, such as was done
by the NZCA in 1991, to determine the importance of New Zealand kayaking runs to the kayaking
community. This would allow the determination of the relative importance of different river reaches
both within regions such as Canterbury as well as across New Zealand to be updated.

5.1.2

Flow requirement data

Confirmation of the flow requirements for kayakers of different abilities on reaches of rivers throughout
Canterbury could be made by routinely surveying kayakers completing river runs using a river trip
report card flow survey method similar to that of Rood et al. (2003). Flow preference data (‘impossibly
low, much too low, low, just right, a little high, much too high, and dangerously high’) could be
gathered for paddlers of different abilities (Rood et al. (2003) did not gather kayaker ability information
and this would add a significant new component of value to such a study) and related to actual river
flows on the days the river runs were made. A longitudinal survey conducted over a number of years
would be needed in order to gather enough data. Whereas the studies of Rood et al. (2003; 2006)
have focussed on evaluating minimal flow, the flow data gathered could be used to better define and
confirm the flow ranges chosen in the current study for kayakers of different abilities.
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5.1.3

Data on other river users

This study has determined flows required to provide for kayakers on valued river reaches in
Canterbury, and similar studies need to be carried out for other river recreation users such as fishers,
swimmers, river bugging enthusiasts, jet boaters, rafters and catarafters so that valued reaches and
flow needs can be appropriately recognised and accommodated in river management plans.

5.2

Valued river reaches and flow needs

This study has identified a number of river reaches in Canterbury that are particularly valued for
kayaking and the flows needed to retain these values (Tables 4.2, 4.6 and 4.7).
Key findings are as follows:
•

Flow range requirements vary from river to river and between kayakers of different abilities,
with more experienced kayakers typically preferring higher flows on the same reach

•

Kayakers within the four ability groups often prefer flows to vary so that different experiences
can be had on the same river on different days

•

Sufficient river flows needed to produce valued white water for kayakers are generally much
larger than low flows found in many Canterbury Rivers in late summer and winter

Nick Hempston executing a cartwheel in a low volume play boat on the wave at the intake gate of the Tekapo
Slalom Course. Such acrobatic tricks are great fun and an essential part of developing paddling prowess and
skill for tackling white water on rivers. The flow down the course is controlled at one flow (18 cumecs) and so
this small wave feature always has the same shape and form, whenever a release is made. This can be an
advantage for a developing paddler, who always knows what the wave will do to them, but can become less
interesting for a more experienced kayaker, once they have paddled the wave a number of times. In contrast,
the two artificial waves created on the Hawea River down in Central Otago vary in their size and shape
depending on the river flow, and so offer different experiences at different flows, much like the natural flow
variations in rivers. Still, this feature and slalom course is valued by the kayaking community, and offers a place
for kayakers to develop and practise slalom and play boating skills. Photo: Tom Botterill.
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•

Flow availability in some valued runs is limited because of climate, rainfall, catchment
locations and areas, and in some cases water abstraction for irrigation

•

The lowest flows in flow ranges required to retain kayaking values are almost always
significantly greater than minimal natural flows, such as the seven day mean annual low flows,
found in most rivers, and much higher than flows thought to be suitable for kayak passage and
thought to provide for white water kayakers and reported in many earlier Environment
Canterbury and other publications

•

Retention of river bed features that interact with suitable river flows is essential to maintaining
and retaining valued white water reaches of Canterbury Rivers.

The study has not determined optimum flows or optimum flow ranges for kayakers of different abilities
on these valued reaches. It is hoped such additional data will be gathered in future studies.
It is hoped that the data gathered in this report will form a useful data set for planners and those
involved in infrastructure developments to utilise when considering and addressing recreation amenity
values as required under the RMA.
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Appendix I - International Scale of River
Difficulty (also referred to as Grade, especially
outside the USA)
Class I

Fast moving water with riffles and small waves. Few obstructions, all obvious and easily
missed with little training. Risk to swimmers is slight; self-rescue is easy.

Class II

Novice: Straightforward rapids with wide, clear channels which are evident without
scouting. Occasional manoeuvring may be required, but rocks and medium-sized waves
are easily missed by trained paddlers. Swimmers are seldom injured and group
assistance, while helpful, is seldom needed. Rapids that are at the upper end of this
difficulty range are designated “Class II+”.

Class III

Intermediate: Rapids with moderate, irregular waves which may be difficult to avoid and
which can swamp an open canoe. Complex manoeuvres in fast current and good boat
control in tight passages or around ledges are often required; large waves or strainers
may be present but are easily avoided. Strong eddies and powerful current effects can be
found, particularly on large-volume rivers. Scouting is advisable for inexperienced parties.
Injuries while swimming are rare; self-rescue is usually easy but group assistance may be
required to avoid long swims. Rapids that are at the lower or upper end of this difficulty
range are designated “Class III-” or “Class III+” respectively.

Class IV

Advanced: Intense, powerful but predictable rapids requiring precise boat handling in
turbulent water. Depending on the character of the river, it may feature large, unavoidable
waves and holes or constricted passages demanding fast manoeuvres under pressure. A
fast, reliable eddy turn may be needed to initiate manoeuvres, scout rapids, or rest.
Rapids may require “must” moves above dangerous hazards. Scouting may be
necessary the first time down. Risk of injury to swimmers is moderate to high, and water
conditions may make self-rescue difficult. Group assistance for rescue is often essential
but requires practiced skills. A strong Eskimo roll is highly recommended. Rapids that are
at the lower or upper end of this difficulty range are designated “Class IV-” or “Class IV+”
respectively.

Class V

Expert: Extremely long, obstructed, or very violent rapids which expose a paddler to
added risk. Drops may contain large, unavoidable waves and holes or steep, congested
chutes with complex, demanding routes. Rapids may continue for long distances between
pools, demanding a high level of fitness. What eddies exist may be small, turbulent, or
difficult to reach. At the high end of the scale, several of these factors may be combined.
Scouting is recommended but may be difficult. Swims are dangerous, and rescue is often
difficult even for experts. A very reliable Eskimo roll, proper equipment, extensive
experience, and practiced rescue skills are essential. Because of the large range of
difficulty that exists beyond Class IV, Class 5 is an open-ended, multiple-level scale
designated by class 5.0, 5.1, 5.2, etc… each of these levels is an order of magnitude
more difficult than the last. Example: increasing difficulty from Class 5.0 to Class 5.1 is a
similar order of magnitude as increasing from Class IV to Class 5.0.

Class VI

Extreme and Exploratory Rapids: These runs have almost never been attempted and
often exemplify the extremes of difficulty, unpredictability and danger. The consequences
of errors are very severe and rescue may be impossible. For teams of experts only, at
favourable water levels, after close personal inspection and taking all precautions. After a
Class VI rapid has been run many times, its rating may be changed to an appropriate
Class 5.x rating.

http://www.americanwhitewater.org/content/Wiki/do(From
American
Whitewater:
op/id/safety%3Astart/#vi._international_scale_of_river_difficulty; accessed 21 October 2013)
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Appendix II – Brief biographies of the authors
Douglas Rankin
Dr Doug Rankin began kayaking with the University of Canterbury Canoe Club (UCCC) in 1972 in
canvas canoes, is a life member of the Club, and has paddled extensively on rivers throughout
Canterbury and the South Island, and on a number of classic river runs in Europe, the USA and
Australia, including the Grand Canyon of the Colorado and the Franklin in Tasmania. Doug has been a
Club Captain and President of the UCCC, is a committee member of the Whitewater Canoe Club, and
currently is Conservation Officer for Whitewater NZ, the national body in New Zealand representing
recreational kayakers’ interests. He was on the first descent of the Okuku River around 1977 and first
kayak descent of the Upper Waiau run down to the Hope confluence in 1981. Doug has been actively
involved in supporting river conservation in New Zealand for many years and especially in gaining
Water Conservation Orders on a number of New Zealand’s outstanding rivers. Latterly Doug has
enjoyed river bugging many of the rivers he has kayaked (he is the past President of the BugSports
Club in Christchurch) and catarafting on a number of rivers in the North Island and classic wild and
scenic river runs in Arizona, Oregon and Washington in the USA. Professionally Doug has been a
research chemist, primarily in wool science.
Niki Earnshaw
Niki studied Physical Education and Teaching at Otago University. She lives in Timaru and works at
Aoraki Polytechnic as an Outdoor Education Tutor. She has been kayaking for 11 years and currently
holds a NZOIA Kayak 1 kayak instructors qualification.
Ian Fox
Ian Fox began kayaking in 1984, aged 16, his first river trip being on the Otaki River. Ian has been
instructing and mentoring kayaking since 1986 and has held Committee positions in the Whitewater
Canoe Club including Instructor, Safety Officer and recently, President. Ian is also a member of the
Down River Kayak Club. He was jointly awarded Canoeist of the Year by Whitewater NZ for the 201213 season. Ian has kayaked throughout NZ, particularly in Canterbury and the central North Island,
and a little in the USA, Canada, and Australia. He has paddled up to Class V but tends to stick to
mostly Class III and some easy Class IV now as the time needed to train for harder water is something
he no longer has. Ian's favourite river is the Hurunui on which he has made over 500 trips. His other
frequent haunt is the Waimakariri, the lower section of which he frequently paddles after work in his
multisport boat. He bought his first kayak in 1986, and presently owns 10 kayaks. Ian also part-owns a
white water raft with which he takes friends down rivers they would otherwise not be able to see.
Tom Botterill
Dr Tom Botterill started kayaking with the Carlisle Canoe Club in England in 1993. He paddled rivers
throughout Britain and Europe, and in 2005 spent eight weeks kayaking in the Indian Himalayas. In
2006 he moved to New Zealand in order to be close to accessible and reliable rivers and mountains.
He has paddled a wide range of easy and hard Class V runs throughout NZ, in particular on the West
Coast and in Canterbury, and including many when high or flooded. He has also recently kayaked in
Nepal and Tasmania. When not paddling white water he is an active cyclist, climber, and sea kayaker.
Professionally Tom is a computer scientist working at the University of Canterbury in Christchurch.
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1 = rarely, if ever; 2 = very occasionally paddled; 3 = occasionally paddled; 4 = often paddled; 5 = regularly paddled/popular
1 to 5; the rating is determined by adding up the number of classes of paddlers of different ability chosen from five classes, namely,
novice, beginner, intermediate, advanced and expert. Novice paddlers typically paddle on up to grade 2 water, beginners and
intermediates up to grade 3 water, advanced paddlers up to grade 4 water and expert paddlers up to and beyond grade 4 water. For
example, if a stretch of grade 2 water is used largely by novices and beginner paddlers then the User Ability score is 2. If another
stretch of grade 2 water is used by all grades of paddler then the User Ability score is 5.

1 = walking or helicopter; 2 = 4WD only; 3 = unsealed; 4 = secondary roads; 5 = urban or SH. Note access only applies to the ability to get
to the get in and get out and does not include access to roads during the trip, which is absent in many runs.
1 = rarely available (<10%); 2 = occasionally available (10-20%); 3 = often available (20-60%); 4 = frequently available (60-95%); 5 =
always available (100%)

Frequency kayakers use the resource

Number of classes of paddlers of
different ability that use the
resource

Number of activities that the
resource is used for

Access to the river

Availability dictated by suitable
flows

Flows in cumecs

There are no overall scores. This schedule simply identifies those waterways of interest to kayakers, and gives an indication of parameters associated with that current use. There
will be rivers not mentioned here that have been and are kayaked and the inclusion or absence of any rivers in this schedule does not construe any particular value or lack thereof.

Grade/Class

Use

User Ability

Activity
spectrum

Accessibility

Availability

Flow
requirements

Disclaimer:

Flows in cumecs (cubic metres per second); no flow requirements are given as they are a complex function of user ability, user activity
(activity spectrum), river grade and geomorphology, and user preference. Whitewater NZ can provide guidance in this area when
requested for specific rivers.

1 to 5; determined by adding up the number of activity types that the resource supports and is/has been used for selected from the
following seven groups: touring, instruction, racing and multisport, creeking, play boating, slalom, multi-day touring. For example, if a
stretch of river is used for slalom, touring, play boating, and instruction then the activity spectrum score would be 4. If a run was only
used for creek boating then the score would be 1. If a run was used for five or more activities then the score is 5.

Rating Scale
1 = easy; 2 = intermediate difficulty; 3 = moderately difficult; 4 = very difficult; 5 = extremely difficult; these scales refer to low to high
river flows but not flood flow regimes where grades may be higher. An explanation of the scale is provided at the bottom of the Table.

Definition/Type

River class/grade according to the
International River Grading System

Parameter

There are no high or low scores, simply descriptions.

NOTE: This data is unsuitable for use in a multi variate analysis (MVA) or Multi Criteria Analysis (MCA) study.

To identify those waterways that are used by kayakers, and to indicate their use by kayakers.

PURPOSE OF SCHEDULE

Appendix III - Use of Canterbury Rivers and waterways by kayakers
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#
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Edwards conf
Edwards to Hope
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Hope to Hanmer
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Glen Alton to SH1
Five Mile Stream to
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Bridge to Jack's Pass
Jack's Pass to
Acheron
Acheron to Glen
Alton
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Lake Tennyson to
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1

2

5
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3

3
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3
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2
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3

2

4

4
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3

2

2

3
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4
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2
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4
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4

4
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see rating scale

see rating scale
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see rating scale
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Flow
requirements
(cumecs)
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Locked gate

Irrigation, protection
works

Modifications

irrigation

irrigation

dam, paid 4 WD access
irrigation, paid 4 WD
access

4WD road access
barred

hydro, irrigation

Access via Glenhope
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Appendix IV - Physical description of the river
sections used and valued by kayakers in the
Canterbury Region
The Clarence River and tributaries
The Clarence River begins on the slopes of the Spenser Mountains and flows south into Lake
Tennyson and beyond before turning to the east and then northeast and flowing down between the
Inland and Seaward Kaikoura Ranges, where it finally turns south east to enter into the sea south of
Cape Campbell. It offers one of the best intermediate class (of difficulty) multiday wilderness kayaking
river trips in the country and is unique because of the variation in its landscape and vegetation from
exposed tussock country and alpine scrub through to beech forest and manuka bush, large mountain
ranges and rugged gorges and its unmodified state. It is one of the most frequently rafted trips in the
country and is often jet boated.
The normal runs on the Clarence include:
•

from Lake Tennyson down to the first bridge (Class II-III) when flows are sufficient

•

from the bridge down to the Accommodation House Bridge just above the Acheron confluence
(Class II)

•

from the Acheron confluence to the SH1 bridge or the sea (Class III), with extra care being
required because this is a multiday wilderness trip and exiting from the river in many parts can
be very difficult: parties must be self-sufficient and experienced enough. Nevertheless this run
is used by capable families

•

from Glen Alton Bridge down to the SH1 Bridge or the sea (a subset of the previous run).

The main tributary of the Clarence, the Acheron, contains a Class II-III stretch above the confluence,
which passes into a short gorge with a Class IV-V entrance drop just above the confluence, and has
also been run in a variety of flows.
The most popular trip is the expedition trip from the Acheron confluence to the sea. This outstanding
journey is normally done in 4 to 6 days. In summer the flows can get quite low and slow the trip
significantly. Kayaking and canoeing trips, at times in double Canadian canoes, sometimes have raft
support; otherwise packing systems have to be used to carry all of one’s gear in the canoe or kayak
for the duration of the trip.
The journey starts down from the Acheron over shallow shingle shoals with some rock banks and
quiet pools through open eroded landscape. Once the Dillon confluence is reached the river enters the
first gorge (the Gates of Clarence), with extremely rugged cliffs and contorted rock structure in the
walls. The rapids are relatively easy and culminate in ‘the Chute’, a small navigable waterfall that is
Class III. The river then exits the gorge and flows down to the Palmer Stream, below which the river
braids.
The river then enters the middle gorge, which has few white water features, although strong boils off
corners at times. This finishes above Quail Flat, below which the gradient of the bed steepens
considerably producing a series of steep boulder rapids of Class II-III difficulty for some distance. The
river is overlooked by Mount Alarm, Mount Tapuaenuku and Mitre Peak, and the hills on either side of
the valley are covered in large areas of scrub and erosion scars exposing rugged cliffs. Low stunted
beech and manuka begin to appear and the river enters Sawtooth Gorge, one of the most spectacular
gorges in the country.
The rapids in this section are typically steep and bouldery and lead onto sharp bluffs, although there
are often shingle beaches on the opposite bank. The area is very isolated and the bluffs rise sheer
and rugged from the water. The lower section of the gorge becomes placid and deep flowing and then
the river turns south and emerges out onto a wide braided bed passing down through sheep and cattle
farming country to Glen Alton Bridge.
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About halfway between Glen Alton Bridge and the sea the river suddenly drops down an outstanding
series of Class III rapids with almost continuous white water down to the sea. The only other river in
New Zealand that has similar character with good gradient and good sized bed features and rollercoaster white water in the right flows is the lower Rangitata from Klondyke intake down to Peel Forest.
This most unusual geomorphological feature is the result of three side streams from the Seaward
Kaikoura Ranges dropping large boulders into the river and essentially damming it near to the coast.
Care has to be taken approaching the SH1 Bridge as there are normally very hazardous and hard to
see concrete flood protection ‘sputniks’ and wire rope debris in the flow (pin hazard).
With sufficient care and enough experienced members in a party this river can be run by relative
novice boaters. Care does have to be taken though as the region can experience high winds and
sudden and intense rain events that can mean the river can flood dramatically and rapidly.
The Waiau River and tributaries
The Waiau River has its origins in the Spenser Mountains up on the main divide north of the Lewis
Pass area and flows south through the Hanmer Range to join the Hope River, where it flows
eastwards through a short gorge and on to the Hanmer Plains. On meeting the Hanmer River, the
Waiau turns south through the Leslie Hills Gorge and flows out onto the Waiau Plains, before passing
down through the Parnassus Gorge and finally a narrow valley at the foot of the Hawkswood Range to
meet the sea.
The main tributary, the Hope River, flows east from the main divide, is joined by the Boyle River from
the north, and then joins the Waiau as it emerges from the Hanmer Range. The Lewis River flows
south off the Main Divide to join the Boyle River, which rises in a parallel valley to the east of the Lewis
River on the other side of the Libretto Range. Above the Lewis/Boyle confluence the Nina River joins
the Lewis River on the true right, and below the confluence the Doubtful River also joins the Boyle
River on the true right.
The main runs used by kayakers include:
•

the Upper Waiau from Malings Pass (or lower access points) down to the Hope Confluence

•

the Boyle River from the Engineers camp down to Windy Point

•

the Hope River from the SH7 Bridge down to the Waiau confluence and the Waiau down to
the Hanmer confluence, and

•

the lower Waiau run down the Leslie Hills Gorge from the Hanmer confluence down past
Marble Point and to the Leslie Hills Road bridge.

The Upper Boyle has also been kayaked and is regularly bugged in spring or after a fresh and a
number of other small tributaries such as the Lewis and the Nina have also been river bugged and
kayaked.
The Upper Waiau run is one of the best multi-day runs in Canterbury with great mountain scenery,
fantastic camping and interesting and varied white water through a series of small picturesque gorges.
It is a Class III-IV+ run, and the Class IV+ gorge section below the Edwards River around the Narrows
can be portaged albeit with some difficulty and effort. Thus it is really only the domain of advanced to
expert paddlers. As Bruce Barnes states in Graham Charles’ (1996) guide ‘it doesn’t come much
better’. The ‘Narrows’ is an intimidating walled rock channel that is about 100 metres long and only 3-5
metres wide depending on flow. It is guarded by a difficult entrance weir and the heavily aerated water
down the channel is not a place to swim! Below the Narrows there is another awkward rapid called the
‘Chockstone’, where there is a large rock in the middle of the gorge with a gap down river left that is
three metres wide, and on the right a gap that is one metre wide. This section is amongst white water
and is not for the faint hearted! This stretch of river is regularly rafted and is catarafted and bugged.
Difficult parts of the run can be portaged making it accessible to capable but less experienced
kayaking parties.
The Hope River to Waiau confluence and Waiau River down to the Hanmer confluence, and various
reaches therein, provides Class II–III beginner to intermediate white water and runs suitable for
downriver racing kayakers. It passes through a number of scenic gorges. The lower Waiau run below
Hanmer is a good Class II+ run for beginners. The Boyle run from the Engineers Camp down is Class
II-III and is ideal for beginner and intermediate paddlers, and has a number of short gorges with many
excellent rock and bed features producing good white water.
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The Upper Boyle run is a walk-in for 2 hours and a Class III+-IV descent down steep boulder rapids
and is suitable for creek boaters and more experienced paddlers. The Nina needs high flows to run
and has a short, Class III-IV gorge on it not far above the Boyle confluence.
The Mason River, a tributary that enters the Waiau near Waiau township, rises in the Amuri Range
and provides a high quality Class IV-V creek run when in flood. It needs significant rain in the area to
provide flow. It is accessed from the Inland Road between Waiau township and Kaikoura and is the
domain of experts only. The gorge has a steep gradient of about 40m/km and is Canterbury’s only real
very high gradient creek run and has a very different character to other rivers in the region, with
stunted bush landscape in a deep steep hill sided V gorge that contains 10 rapids in a short gorge,
with 5 major rapids which drop between 5-7 metres overall. Some of the drops in the rapids are quite
tight being only 1-1.5 metres wide. It features many sharp rock features in the conglomerate rock and
the drops can all be scouted or portaged if needed, albeit with some difficulty on the soft eroding clay
and rock banks. It is considered a more appealing run than Bowyers Stream for those with the
requisite skills.
The Hurunui River and tributaries
The Hurunui River flows East from the Main Divide from Harper’s Pass down to Lake Sumner and
down to the junction with the South Branch. The South Branch, typically contributing half the flow of
the North Branch, lies to the South and flows East from the Main Divide and then South East to join
the North Branch below Lake Sumner. In the headwaters lie several Lakes including Lake Sumner,
Loch Katrine, and Lakes Taylor, Mason and Sheppard. From the confluence, the Hurunui flows
through a number of dramatic gorges before emerging onto the Culverden Plains, where the
Mandamus enters. The Waitohi River joins just by the SH7 road bridge. The river then flows down to
where the Pahau River joins it just before the river travels through the Lowry Peaks Range Gorge and
on down to the SH1 bridge and further down to the sea.
The reaches of river used by kayakers are primarily the reach, or parts thereof:
•

the outlet of Lake Sumner to the Sisters Stream Gorge (also known as the Top Gorge or Fish
Gorge)

•

the Sisters Stream Gorge to the Jollie Brook

•

the Jollie Brook to the Seaward River

•

the gorge known as Maori Gully directly below the Seaward River

•

below Maori Gully to the Hawarden Gap and Gorge

•

the Lowry Peaks Gorge, especially from Cathill Station down to SH1.

Other reaches of the river have been run, and one of the features of the river is that it is reasonably
easily navigable from its source to the sea, making journeys of this type feasible for those wanting to
attempt it. The South Branch has been seldom used by paddlers but this is largely because access is
restricted via a private toll road through Eskhead Station or through the Lakes Station. The outlet of
Lake Sumner is similarly not frequently run because access is restricted via a private toll road.
The Lowry Peaks Gorge, especially from Cathill Station down to SH1, used to be paddled reasonably
frequently as a beginners run in the 1970s up until the early 2000s but is now less paddled, largely
due to changes in the teaching of paddling techniques and river running. It is largely a Class I-II run,
but willow trees along the banks pose a significant safety hazard in places and the absence of a lot of
well-defined eddy features make it less attractive compared to the Upper River for instruction.
Nevertheless it provides a picturesque scenic run for beginners and is often used when other beginner
runs in the district are too high.
Graham Charles (1996) sums up the attraction of the Upper River “Flowing through an isolated sub
alpine valley, much of the attraction of the Hurunui lies in its easy, yet enjoyable rapids with excellent
eddies for teaching and learning. It’s Canterbury’s most used beginner river, …Take in and appreciate
the grandeur of this remote valley….”.
The river from Lake Sumner down through the Hawarden Gap/Gorge has a relatively stable bed and
thus provides a reliable recreational resource with excellent river features for paddlers to explore and
play on. The reaches down from Lake Sumner to the Seaward River are generally Class II-III,
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although a relatively new rapid below the North and South Branch confluence near Dozy Stream
(Devil’s Fang Falls) is Class III-III+ depending on flow.
The most difficult reach is Maori Gully, which is Class III in lower to higher flows of 20 to 100 cumecs,
and Class IV in flows exceeding 100 cumecs. In this section the river drops down through a series of
rapids and over a series of large boulders and bedrock ledges, which normally have well defined lines
down them. The features mostly do not extend across the full width of the river so that the most
difficult of them can be avoided even at high flows. Below each chute there are usually pools where
swimmers (e.g., people who have capsized and exited their craft) can be rescued. In higher flows
Maori Gully produces highly prized ‘big water’.
Below Maori Gully the river widens out a little after the end of a short gorge but still passes over
sections where there is bedrock in the river, generating good play features such as holes and surfing
waves which are generally only Class II-II+, but which in high flow become Class III. There are some
more Class III rapids down through the Hawarden Gap (the Hawarden Gap itself is Class II-III+
depending on flow).
All the runs, depending on flows, are suitable for beginner and more advanced paddlers alike. The
Hurunui River is Canterbury’s most valued kayaking river at the Class II+-III level.
Although the South Branch of the Hurunui River has been paddled by only a limited number of
paddlers because of restricted access, the reach would be paddled a lot more if access was not such
an issue. After the river leaves the braided river flats of the upper river valley, there is a short section
of gorge about two kilometres long. It is a very attractive section of river, with delightful small Class IIII+ bedrock rapids and one Class III rapid. The gorge scenery from river level is more spectacular than
that in Maori Gully and many other parts of the river, with stunning folded rock walls and patches of
bush. This run down to, and below, the North Esk confluence has plenty of gradient and there is
evidence of the high flows the river carries at times, e.g., exposed heavily armoured banks, and
features in the bed to create rapids. The river passes in and out of various small gorge sections with
very attractive scenery and is ideal for beginner and intermediate paddlers. In higher flows really good
white water features are produced.
The Ashley River and tributaries
The Ashley flows from the Puketeraki Range, a line of hills south of Lake Sumner and separated from
the main divide by the Esk River, a tributary of the Waimakariri. It collects water from a number of
tributaries as it flows across the upper Lees Valley flats and then below the Townshend confluence
enters the rugged Ashley Gorge. After the river reaches the Ashley Gorge Domain the river then
becomes very braided as it flows across the North Canterbury Plains to the sea. The biggest tributary
of the Ashley is the Okuku River, which also originates on the slopes of the Puketeraki Range and
flows down through two gorges below where the 4WD road between Lees Valley and Okuku Pass
crosses the river. It joins the Ashley west of Loburn after flowing over a braided reach below Fox
Creek. The Grey River flows into the Okuku River from the North. All the rivers are relatively small and
need spring melt and/or rainfall to make them runnable. The rivers require paddlers to be independent
and self-supporting as the gorges and areas they pass through are all relatively inaccessible. They are
very scenic from river level and have a strong wilderness feel about them.
The main reaches used by kayakers include:
•

the Upper Ashley Gorge from Gillespies Bridge down to the Middle Bridge

•

the Ashley Gorge run from the Middle Bridge to the Domain

•

the Okuku River from the Okuku Pass road down to Fox Creek.

The Ashley Gorge below the Townshend confluence contains Class II-III water down to the middle
bridge on the Lees Valley Road. The river flows mostly in a shingle bed with some large boulders and
bedrock intrusions in a narrow rock ravine creating mostly easy rapids down to the middle bridge.
Coarse scrub coats the surrounding hillsides and tops of rock walls. This is an ideal kayaking run for
developing beginner and intermediate kayakers but is not suitable for absolute novice (beginner)
kayakers as the run is remote and difficult to egress from in case of difficulties and there are a few
technically more difficult rapids.
From the Middle Bridge down the coarse shingle persists for some distance until the river flows around
Bottle Hill where there are a number of large boulder rapids confined in a rugged gorge. The river in
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this reach is Class III+-IV depending on flow. This is an exceptional kayaking, canoeing, river bugging
and catarafting white water run. The rapids lessen in intensity below Bottle Hill but continue almost
down to the domain. The river is a very popular run and is always in use when it is flowing.
Another exceptional kayaking, canoeing, river bugging and catarafting white water run in Canterbury is
the Okuku River. It can usually only be run when there has been a significant North Easterly or South
Easterly rain event in the Catchment. It is typically a Class III-IV+ run depending on flow. The bulk of
the more difficult rapids lie in the second gorge below the South Branch confluence and there are
many good sized drops over large boulders with large holes in places. This river is for more
experienced paddlers only. Its popularity is such that if there is a rain event in the area there will
inevitably be paddlers running the river. In very high flow it offers an outstanding Class V roller coaster
classic big water run with very large holes and waves and continuous white water.
The Grey River provides a Class IV-V steep creek flood run with continuous white water along its
length. Access is by foot off the Okuku Road and the run finishes at the ford at Mt Grey Road.
The Waimakariri River and tributaries
The Waimakariri begins on the Southern Alps a little south of Arthurs Pass. It flows through a wide
braided valley to the Mt White Bridge, and thence south-east to the Esk River confluence and the
beginning of the Waimakariri Gorge. The Gorge is a spectacular feature where the river carves down
though the Torlesse Range. The river passes through a number of massive rock cliffs down through
the Carrington Gorge, which ends with Hamilton Rapids, where the gorge opens out a little with rocky
beaches. The river continues down past rocky bluffs and scrub covered hill sides to Broken River,
where there is another narrow gorge section. Thereafter the river widens out, passes down through
the wide Horseshoe Bend and then into Otarama Gorge down to Woodstock and further on down to
the Gorge Bridge across from Sheffield. The river then travels down east across a braided bed to the
SH1 motorway bridge and thence to the sea. The river is probably the most widely used river in New
Zealand (by members of the public; including jet boaters and kayakers).
The main reaches used for kayaking are:
•

From Mt White bridge down though the Gorge to Woodstock or the Gorge bridge

•

From the Gorge bridge down to the SH1 Bridge. This section has many intermediate access
points, the most used being at Downs Road and the Pylons (at McLeans Island) down to the
SH1 bridge

•

Otukaikino Creek (and the Groynes)

The upper reaches of the river have been run including the Bealey, Minga and Edwards Rivers, and
other tributaries such as the Porter and Broken River, but they normally require rain to make them
runnable.
The run from Mt White Bridge down to Woodstock or the Gorge Bridge is one of the classic overnight
kayaking or rafting trips in New Zealand and is Class II-II+. The Gorge is spectacular and the water not
too difficult (Hamilton rapid is Class II-II+ depending on flow) although in very high flows e.g., 1500
cumecs or so, the river takes on the big water character and features rivalling those of the Grand
Canyon of the Colorado of the USA (25 foot high waves) and becomes Class IV-V! The river is
frequently rafted and is also catarafted and has been floated in dinghies. This stretch is also used in
the Coast to Coast multisport race and after downriver racing paddlers the main users of the river are
jet boaters.
The reach from the Gorge Bridge to the SH1 Bridge (or subsets of it) is again widely used by jet
boaters and down river racing paddlers, particularly for training. Willows on river banks can be a
hazard at times as can river protection works and most of the rapids are relatively straight forward
although significant turbulence sometimes occurs where braided channels re-join.
Otukaikino Creek (it is sometimes referred to as the South Branch) empties into the Waimakariri River
at SH1 and has a popular flat water picnic area (the Groynes) near Belfast. It is used by canoe clubs
on occasions for flat water and slalom training and kayak instruction (down to Dickies Bridge) and the
Groynes is widely used by the public for picnics, swimming and canoeing.
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The Styx River is a small quiet stream that flows through the northern suburbs of Christchurch and
Belfast and provides a flat water training venue for downriver racers and other recreational kayakers,
especially in its lower reaches.
Christchurch Rivers
The Avon and Heathcote Rivers in Christchurch rise from springs in different parts of the city and
provide very important flat water training reaches in various places. They are used by slalom kayakers,
and widely used by flatwater and downriver racing kayakers for training, and by other members of the
public for recreational paddling in a city environment, and by rowers using the lower reaches such as
Kerrs Reach. The Avon is by far the most used of the two rivers.
The Rakaia River
The Rakaia River is the largest river in Canterbury and rises on the Main Divide, initially fed by the
Lyell Glacier, and has a number of other glacier fed streams joining it, including the Mathais and
Wilberforce Rivers. It flows over braided river flats for some distance from the headwaters and then
flows through the impressive Rakaia Gorge to emerge onto the Canterbury plains. Although various
parts of the river are kayaked the main run of significance is that down the Gorge. It provides a Class
I-II+ white water run in normal flows and a Class III-IV run in higher to flood flows. It is widely used by
the downriver racing fraternity and not as much by white water kayakers as it used to be, as it only has
limited white water features on it. The river is also heavily used by jet boaters. The river has a Water
Conservation Order on it. The gorge is very scenic but not as impressive as the Waimakariri Gorge.
Below the Gorge Road Bridge there is another Class I-II+ run down to Lowes cutting that is widely
used by beginner through to expert downriver racing kayakers.
The Ashburton River tributaries – Bowyers Stream
The Bowyers Stream tributary of the South Branch of the Ashburton River rises on the slopes of Mt
Somers and contains a Class IV-V creeking run from Sharplin Falls down to the top foot bridge when
in flood. It only flows infrequently after rain but is sought after when conditions are right. It does
contain a number of hazardous sieves in some of the rapids so care has to be exercised when running
it. Below the top foot bridge and down to the foot bridge across to the skating rink the river is Class III.
The Rangitata River
The Rangitata River rises in the Southern Alps on the main divide in two main streams, the Havelock
and the Clyde Rivers. The river then flows over broad braided river flats past Mesopotamia Station
down to the Rangitata Gorge, then to emerge on to the Canterbury Plains at Klondyke, where a
significant quantity of water is taken off for irrigation and power generation in the Rangitata Diversion
Race (RDR). The river flows down past the Peel Forest settlement to the Arundel Bridge and further
on down to the sea.
The three main runs used on the river by kayakers are:
•

A Class I-II run above the Rangitata Gorge near Mesopotamia

•

The Rangitata Gorge, which is a Class IV-V run depending on flow, and

•

The run from Klondyke down to Peel Forest or the Cracroft Intake, which is a Class II-III run.

The latter two runs are protected by a Water Conservation Order, recognising their respective
kayaking values. The Class I-II upper Rangitata run is often used as a beginner kayaking run by
Timaru kayakers.
The Rangitata Gorge is the only Class IV-V water on the East Coast that flows reliably and is as a
result a very important kayaking resource. It contains a number of powerful rapids in the reaches
before the gorge with names like Glacier, Pencil Sharpener and Tsunami, reflecting various white
water features in the river. The gorge run itself contains equally powerful water and starts with Rooster
Tail, a rapid characterised by a distinct horizon line that in certain flows kicks up a large chute of
water. It ends in Pigs Trough, which in certain flows is a particularly sticky hole. Below that the river
drops into a short Class II section before descending into the Pinch, which has a number of named
features and that makes up the main gorge run. The run used to be Class V until the mid-1990’s when
two lower features called Arlene’s and Harry’s Hole were modified by a rock fall that has made the run
a little easier. Below this the river passes through a tight constriction called the Slot. It is still
nevertheless, a run with big powerful white water and unpleasant consequences for those that swim,
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and is really only the domain of experts or strong, developing kayakers. The river is more difficult at
lower flows in places.
The lower Rangitata from Klondyke down to Peel Forest is a classic roller coaster Class II-III white
water run depending on flows and is suitable for beginners to experts alike. The bed has a relatively
steep gradient through the first section and so produces many large standing wave trains in higher
flows. It is a good river to introduce novice kayakers to bigger water as the run outs from the rapids
have few consequences. However, it is less suited to catching eddies and training novice paddlers in
this art, as most of the rapids are typically straight runs down single channel ramps and into standing
waves at the bottom. The river has been used for slaloms including the Invitation Slalom held with the
1974 Commonwealth Games. There are a number of get in and get out points down the run on the
South bank that are frequently used to tailor the run to the abilities of the group or time constraints.
The get ins include the end of the road on Waikari Hills Station opposite the Klondyke Intake for the
RDR, Raules Creek, take out/put ins at Mt Peel Station woolshed where powerlines cross the river or
Lynn Stream, and lower take outs are at Clarke Flat by the Peel Forest Camp Ground or off the end of
Dennistoun Road in Peel Forest. A further run down to the Arundel Bridge is also occasionally used by
downriver racing kayakers.
The Orari River
This small river rises south of the Hewson Range south of the Rangitata River and flows through a
lengthy gorge between a number of low ranges and out onto the South Canterbury Plains. It provides
a good beginner to intermediate Class II-III white water trip but needs spring flows or rain to provide
sufficient flow and normally is too low to run in summer. It is of higher class in flood flows. The run has
a particularly long shuttle from the top to the bottom making logistics for a visit to the river a little more
complicated than normal. Timaru kayakers regularly use a bottom section of this run, which is Class IIII+, for instruction and introducing kayakers to white water. This can also accessed by walking 200m
up from the road end to the Andrews Stream, which contains a small waterfall that is regularly run,
which flows into the Orari.
The Opihi River
The Opihi River drains the Two Thumb Range and flows through Burkes Pass, Fairlie and Pleasant
Point to enter the sea a little south of Temuka. The main run used by kayakers is the Opihi Gorge, a
steep sided technical gorge which contains a number of Class I-II rapids at the beginning and then a
series of Class III-III+ rapids down through the gorge. The gorge has a good gradient of 9m/km which
results in good white water when flowing. There are willows to catch the unwary so care needs to be
taken. The run provides an ‘Ashley Gorge’ equivalent (that Christchurch kayakers enjoy when it is
flowing) for Timaru kayakers.
The Hooker River
The Hooker River drains the Hooker Glacier coming off Mt Cook. The river is a serious undertaking
because of the freezing cold water temperature, which can cause plastic boats to shatter on impacting
rocks, and the technical difficulty of the water, which means swimming is very hazardous. From the top
moraine lake outlet down the run is a Class IV-V tight technical boulder run down to a section that is
unrunnable above the second lake. From the second lake to the lower swing bridge is Class IV, below
which the gradient eases and the run becomes Class III. The river flow is very affected by southerly
rain storms or hot sunny conditions where the flow can rise significantly and produce ‘a big, cold, scary
roller coaster ride’.
The Ahuriri River
The Ahuriri River flows from the Barrier Range, west of Lake Ohau, and runs south over a wide
shingle bed valley before running through a short gorge and swinging east towards Omarama. The
main kayaking runs on the river are from Birch Creek down through a small upper gorge down through
an open shingle section, past rock outcrops where slaloms have been held on the river before a short
gorge in the vicinity of the gauge and what used to be the Ahuriri drop - a small waterfall that is now
covered over with rocks. Much of the surrounding countryside is arid matagouri scrub and tussock
grassland typical of the McKenzie Country and is very picturesque. The run provides an excellent
Class II-III white water trip depending on flow. A further Class I-II run is from here down past Clay
Cliffs to the SH8 road bridge near Omarama.
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The Waitaki River tributaries
The Waitaki River system encompasses a large catchment draining the Southern Alps in the vicinity of
Mt Cook. Most of the large rivers in the region are now dammed for power generation. Formerly the
Tekapo, Pukaki and Ohau Rivers offered outstanding white water and now only parts of the original
Tekapo and Pukaki river beds are available when recreational water releases are provided down them
(currently four times a year for the Pukaki and more for the Tekapo). Extra water releases are made
on occasions when the hydro lakes are too full. The Tekapo offers a short grade II-II+ white water run
suitable for beginner to intermediate paddlers, whereas the Pukaki offers a short beginner and
intermediate Class II+ run at low flows and an intermediate to expert Class III-IV ‘big’ white water run
at higher flows. Both runs and particularly the Pukaki have suffered from rock removal from the river
bed and are a far cry from what they used to be. Nevertheless they are still regularly used when
releases occur.
The Waihao River
The North Branch of the Waihao rises in the Hunters Hills inland and north of Waimate and travels
roughly south before heading east towards the Waihao Forks and the coast. This run provides an
excellent 42 km remote long day trip when it is flowing. The run starts in typical south Canterbury high
country and ends in typical coastal south Canterbury landscape providing a unique feel to the run. It
needs significant rainfall in the region to make the run feasible. The run starts at Kaiwarua Station
(with landowner permission) and finishes at the bridge just downstream of the Waihao Forks Motel.
The river begins in a narrow stream bed with gentle but fun class II section with nice play features and
eddies. As the gradient steepens and the river becomes a gorge, the rapids become mainly class IIIIII+ with a few class IV-IV+ rapids and drops. In very high water, the river becomes a fast moving,
continuous big white water run. There is no road access and wallabies and goats are often
encountered down the river. It is only the domain of confident and capable kayakers. The river passes
through steep unstable hill country and once the final crux Class IV gorge is passed the intensity of the
white water slowly eases. The run provides an ideal ‘adventure’ run for South Canterbury kayakers
and is one of the career pinnacles of achievement for kayakers from the Aoraki Polytechnic outdoor
education school.
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Appendix V – NZMG Coordinates for start and
end points of valued kayaking runs in
Canterbury
River
(Stream,
Creek)

Reach

Clarence

Lake Tennyson to
Acheron confluence

Clarence

Acheron confluence to
Glen Alton Bridge

Clarence

Glen Alton Bridge to
SH1 or sea

Waiau

Upper – Malings Pass
to Hope confluence

Hope/Waiau

Start

Class

End
Comments

Easting

Northing

Easting

Northing

II-III

2488500

5888310

2507350

5868230

II-III

2507350

5868230

2579560

5899290

III

2579560

5899290

2587410

5892770

III-IV+

2480910

5886580

2473960

5845980

SH7 Hope Bridge to
Hanmer confluence

II-III

2465160

5846460

2492160

5847510

Waiau

Hanmer confluence to
Leslie Hills Bridge

II-II+

2492160

5847510

2493570

5835500

Leslie Hills or Marble Gorge

Boyle

Upper Boyle to Lodge

III+-IV

2464510

5854960

2459780

5854390

End Magdalen Valley Flats
to small flat below Lodge

Boyle

Engineers Camp to
Windy Point

II-III

2457190

5848720

2458760

5846640

Other entry points upriver

Mason

Inland Kaikoura road
Bridge to confluence
Wandle River

IV-V

2523700

5855770

2518260

5846750

Inland road bridge to
Wandle River bridge

Hurunui

Lake Sumner outlet to
the South Branch

II-II+ (III)

2450620

5831390

2456910

5820220

Various entry and exit points

Hurunui

South Branch

II-III

2443690

5823740

2456120

5819650

Upper river flats to Bridge
across South Branch

Hurunui

South Branch
confluence to Seaward
River

II-II+ (III)

2456910

5820220

2459050

5817350

Various entry and exit points

Hurunui

Seaward River to
Surveyors Stream
(Māori Gully Reach)

III (IV)

2459050

5817350

2461070

5817400

Normal exit up track
upstream of Surveyors
Stream

Hurunui

Surveyors Stream to
Mandamus confluence

II-III+

2461070

5817400

2476170

5821230

Normal exit at Waitaha
Station at the Peaks

Hurunui

Lowry Peaks Gorge to
SH1 Bridge

I-II

2507930

5815120

2518032

5811935

Cathill Station to rest area
by SH1 Bridge

Ashley

Gillespies Bridge to
Middle bridge

II (III)

2440900

5779950

2442770

5775700

Ashley

Middle Bridge to
Domain

III+

2442770

5775700

2447190

5775300

Okuku

Lees Valley Road to
Fox Creek

III+-IV

2456960

5794860

2460720

5784310

Waimakariri

Mount White Bridge to
Gorge Bridge

II-II+

2407840

5799490

2433060

5760400

Also exit upstream at
Woodstock

Waimakariri

Gorge Bridge to SH1
Bridge

II

2433060

5760400

2481440

5754730

Also on river at McLeans
Island

Otukaikino

Groynes to Dickies
Road Bridge

I+

2478080

5750630

2480430

5752330

Groynes to Dickies Road
Bridge

Avon

Bridge at Boy’s High to
Pleasant Point

I

2477630

5742340

2487670

5742400

Boy’s High Bridge to
Pleasant Point Yacht Club

Rakaia

Lake Coleridge to
Gorge Road Bridge

II+ (III)

2389880

5758340

2401480

5742410

Lake Coleridge to Gorge
Bridge

Rakaia

Gorge Bridge to Lowes
cutting

II+

2401480

5742410

2412170

5732420
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Bowyers

Sharplin Falls to
carpark

IV-V

2381640

5730180

2382310

5729910

Sharplin Falls to second
footbridge

Rangitata

Mesopotamia – Harper
Lodge to Whiterock

I-II

2351520

5720770

2360610

5717010

Harper Lodge to gorge get in
(Whiterock)

Rangitata

Gorge – Whiterock to
Klondyke Intake

IV-V

2360610

5717010

2367640

5714430

Whiterock to Waikari Hills

Rangitata

Klondyke to Peel Forest

II-II+

2368020

5714350

2371230

5697930

Waikari Hills to Dennistoun
Rd Peel Forest

Orari

Gorge – Andrews
Stream to road near
river

II-II+

2363930

5696760

2365170

5694410

Footbridge Andrews Stream
to road near river

Orari

Upper – down to Gorge

III

2347580

5701200

2365170

5694410

Lochaber Road Bridge to
Gorge

Opihi

Gorge

III-IV

2340060

5672720

2345630

5669030

Opihi Gorge Road end to
Rockwood Bridge

Hooker

Upper – Hooker Lake to
upper footbridge

IV+-V

2276250

5720310

2276310

5718460

Hooker Lake to upper
footbridge

Hooker

Lower – Mueller Lake
to Hooker Corner

III-IV

2276410

5717480

2278700

5714570

Mueller Lake to Hooker
corner

Waihao

North Branch

IV

2338130

5619080

2347100

5600300

Kaiwarua Station to Waihao
Forks

Ahuriri

above SH8

II-III

2242580

5643600

2250320

5631520

Birch Creek to lower gorge
run, another run below

Tekapo

Dam to Lake George
Scott

II-II+

2307990

5685920

2306980

5684990

Dam to Scott Pond

Tekapo

White Water Course

III

2307230

5684530

2307030

5684780

Pukaki

Below tail race Pukaki
Dam

II+-IV

2282600

5664460

2285810

5659520
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Appendix VI – Valued features – the Hurunui
River runs as an example
The various features that make up river runs of value can be illustrated by considering a number of
properties of the Hurunui River, which was recently recommended for a Water Conservation Order
(WCO), in part in recognition of its kayaking values. Although the WCO application has been
withdrawn since the passing of the Environment Canterbury (Temporary Commissioners and
Improved Water Management) Act 2010 (the ‘ECan Act’), this does not alter the outstanding values of
this river to the kayaking and other recreation communities.
Canoe clubs from around Canterbury, high school groups (some from as far as Geraldine), and the
BugSports Club based in Christchurch, frequently visit the river and use the different runs, and these
trips often have a beginner/training/introduction to white water emphasis. Some kayakers from the
North Island and from further afield in the South Island, and visiting outdoor tour groups from the
Czech Republic and the USA also visit the river. The most used sections are from the Jollie Brook
down to the Seaward River and down through Maori Gully. The Upper Hurunui provides an excellent
outdoor ‘classroom’ with excellent camping spots and mellow river sections ideal for instructing
beginners and teaching outdoor activities and kayaking.
The Upper Hurunui has a large number of reaches that are often run as separate trips, such as the
Lake Sumner outlet down to the Sisters Stream Gorge, the Sisters Stream Gorge down to the Jollie
Brook, Jollie Brook down to the South Branch and the South Branch down to the Seaward River, the
South Branch of the Hurunui River, Maori Gully, the Hawarden Gorge run down to below the
Mandamus confluence, and the lower Hurunui run in the Lowry Peaks Gorge. The Sisters Stream
Gorge and rapid at Jollie Brook have also been used for conducting kayak slaloms. Various parts of
the river have been used for conducting river rescue courses, including the Jollie Brook rapid and
Maori Gully.
Maori Gully is a classic and outstanding river run. The hydraulic features it has, from the big eddy at
the beginning - the Magic Roundabout - to Simon’s Hole just around the corner; further down through
the rapid runs such as Long Rapid with bouncy white water to the Elevator; and the hole called the
Cheesegrater; give a variety of challenges depending on flow for beginners and experts alike. At
different flows the features work differently, producing sometimes better and sometimes poorer white
water features to surf on or to play in. All of the rapids can be portaged, a useful feature when taking
beginners down who may want to walk or inspect some features, and for others who want to stop and
carry their boats up for another run down a rapid.
The hydraulic features in Maori Gully, and the way they are interspersed down the run, are like no
other section of river in Canterbury, except perhaps as a smaller less powerful, and therefore more
accessible, version of the Rangitata Gorge. These features, and those in the river above and below
Maori Gully, have much better quality white water than other sections of other Canterbury rivers (e.g.,
Waimakariri, Rakaia, Waiau) and they account for its popularity. The rapids are also different in style
to the higher gradient braided river runs in the Lower Rangitata from the Klondyke Intake down to Peel
Forest, and in the lower Clarence River from below the Glen Alton Bridge down to the coastal
highway, which are also prized, but which have been ranked as less important than the Class II-III
runs down the Hurunui (Unwin, 1989; Hunt et al. 1993). For example, there are always more eddy,
rock and wave features to use and enjoy.
The grades given for the various reaches of the Hurunui River (and other rivers) described in Table
4.1 reflect their degree of difficulty in low to high flows. In flood flows these grades are normally higher
because of the danger and difficulty of boating high levels of fast moving water, sometimes with debris
present (trees etc). Nevertheless these flood flows are valued for the white water they produce, and
especially ‘big’ white water. Flood flows down the reach from Lake Sumner to the confluence with the
South Branch are normally regulated by the buffering effect of Lake Sumner. The Lake’s storage
capacity has the added advantage of keeping the flow up in this river during summer, and the water
clearer in times of high flow, than happens in other rivers without lake storage. The South Branch, in
contrast, often discharges severely discoloured water into the river during flood events. Thus the
Hurunui offers paddling water suitable for the beginner (Class I and II) and intermediate (Class II to III)
through to the most experienced of paddlers (Class IV depending on flow).
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A special feature and value of Maori Gully is the quality white water of Class III technical difficulty at
low, medium, and high flows, and the fact that this remains over a wide range of flows. In addition, the
white water features change and vary with small flow changes. For many other rivers such flow
variation will usually lead to loss of hydraulic features, normally either at low or high flows. However,
because of the confined nature of the river bed through Maori Gully this is not the case and interesting
hydraulic features exist at all flows. The water power is concentrated and transformed into hydraulic
features over a wide range of flows. The natural flow regime and these hydraulic features make the
river really valuable; it doesn’t matter what flow you have, in general, you will always find something
especially satisfying in a run down this reach. However, this is not to say if flows in Maori Gully were
held to a minimum (or for that matter at some other fixed flow) for long periods of time, the run would
remain satisfying. The opportunities offered to kayakers of white water features of different size and
quality at different (natural) flows would be lost and the value of the reach would be significantly
reduced.
In addition, Maori Gully has another prized feature, the 'big' or 'high volume' white water to be found at
flows exceeding 50-60 cumecs. This type of white water offers excitement and a technical challenge to
experienced paddlers and is highly valued. It is found from time to time in Maori Gully under its natural
flow regimes. ‘Big’ water is rare in New Zealand because of the size of our country and river
catchments, and the loss of a number of large rivers and rapids to hydro-electric power developments.
One very good and important safety feature associated with the Hurunui River from the Jollie Brook
rapid down to the Seaward River is that this beginner stretch is very accessible to the road at many
points. If the river gets too demanding on beginner trips people can be put out to the road to be picked
up (the lower part of the Lowry Peaks Gorge also has a few access points on it as well which can be
useful). It also offers a variety of starting and finishing points for trips down the river, and the ability to
choose easier or harder runs to do, depending on the ability of the group and other factors such as
flow and weather conditions.
The lower Hurunui River run down through the Lowry Peaks Gorge is quite different in character to the
easier runs in the upper river. It passes through picturesque scenery and gorge features but has less
white water features on it. Nevertheless it offers an easy beginner river trip, albeit with willow trees on
many banks, that is straight forward for beginner rafters and kayakers.
When on the river above Mandamus or travelling to the river one is reminded of the beauty and
wilderness feel of the area. The river scenery is impressive as well. The Hawarden Gorge run in
particular has a strong wilderness feel and passes through an impressive scenic gorge and is
inaccessible by road. The area is a recreational playground par excellence and is the reason why it is
so heavily used and valued. It is only one and a half hours drive from Christchurch.
The Waiau River and its tributaries, and a number of other runs in Canterbury, also offer really good
kayaking, bugging and catarafting runs. However, a number are not used as much as the runs on the
Hurunui because of access and flow limitations, the technical difficulty of the water, and the fact that
for instruction and certain types of paddling the Hurunui is better. The travelling distances from
Christchurch are often greater too.
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